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Abstract

As embedded processors become powerful, a growing number of embedded systems

equipped with artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms have been used in radiation

environments to perform routine tasks to reduce radiation risk for human workers.

On the one hand, because of the low price, commercial-off-the-shelf devices and

components are becoming increasingly popular to make such tasks more affordable.

Meanwhile, it also presents new challenges to improve radiation tolerance, the

capability to conduct multiple AI tasks and deliver the power efficiency of the

embedded systems in harsh environments. There are three aspects of research work

that have been completed in this thesis: 1) a fast simulation method for analysis

of single event effect (SEE) in integrated circuits, 2) a self-refresh scheme to detect

and correct bit-flips in random access memory (RAM), and 3) a hardware AI

system with dynamic hardware accelerators and AI models for increasing flexibility

and efficiency.

The variances of the physical parameters in practical implementation, such

as the nature of the particle, linear energy transfer and circuit characteristics,

may have a large impact on the final simulation accuracy, which will significantly

increase the complexity and cost in the workflow of the transistor level simulation

for large-scale circuits. It makes it difficult to conduct SEE simulations for large-

scale circuits. Therefore, in the first research work, a new SEE simulation scheme

is proposed, to offer a fast and cost-efficient method to evaluate and compare

the performance of large-scale circuits which subject to the effects of radiation

particles. The advantages of transistor and hardware description language (HDL)
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simulations are combined here to produce accurate SEE digital error models for

rapid error analysis in large-scale circuits. Under the proposed scheme, time-

consuming back-end steps are skipped. The SEE analysis for large-scale circuits

can be completed in just few hours.

In high-radiation environments, bit-flips in RAMs can not only occur but may

also be accumulated. However, the typical error mitigation methods can not handle

high error rates with low hardware costs. In the second work, an adaptive scheme

combined with correcting codes and refreshing techniques is proposed, to correct

errors and mitigate error accumulation in extreme radiation environments. This

scheme is proposed to continuously refresh the data in RAMs so that errors can not

be accumulated. Furthermore, because the proposed design can share the same

ports with the user module without changing the timing sequence, it thus can be

easily applied to the system where the hardware modules are designed with fixed

reading and writing latency.

It is a challenge to implement intelligent systems with constrained hardware

resources. In the third work, an adaptive hardware resource management system

for multiple AI tasks in harsh environments was designed. Inspired by the “re-

freshing” concept in the second work, we utilise a key feature of FPGAs, partial

reconfiguration, to improve the reliability and efficiency of the AI system. More

importantly, this feature provides the capability to manage the hardware resources

for deep learning acceleration. In the proposed design, the on-chip hardware re-

sources are dynamically managed to improve the flexibility, performance and power

efficiency of deep learning inference systems. The deep learning units provided by

Xilinx are used to perform multiple AI tasks simultaneously, and the experiments

show significant improvements in power efficiency for a wide range of scenarios

with different workloads. To further improve the performance of the system, the

concept of reconfiguration was further extended. As a result, an adaptive DL soft-

ware framework was designed. This framework can provide a significant level of

adaptability support for various deep learning algorithms on an FPGA-based edge
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computing platform. To meet the specific accuracy and latency requirements de-

rived from the running applications and operating environments, the platform may

dynamically update hardware and software (e.g., processing pipelines) to achieve

better cost, power, and processing efficiency compared to the static system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) namely in machine learning and

deep learning (DL), have been successfully applied in a wide range of areas, includ-

ing image classification [3, 4], speech recognition [5], object detection [6], semantic

segmentation [7] and natural language processing (NLP) [8]. Meanwhile, thanks to

the continued development of integrated circuit technologies, nowadays integrated

circuits are becoming cheaper and more powerful. It makes DL applications in-

creasing popular in mobile and embedded devices (e.g., smartphones, wearable

devices, self-driving cars, robotic systems and other Internet of Things (IoT) de-

vices [9]).

The impact of DL in embedded systems for radiation environments is also grow-

ing [10]. On the one hand, DL algorithms are very well suited to handle complex

and varying scenarios. For example, DL can play an active role in the operation

of a spacecraft in space environments, allowing for precise automated control and

facilitating onboard tasks, such as docking or navigation [11]. In addition, the

hardware platforms are becoming more affordable and accessible, thus widening

the range of DL applications in radiation environments [12]. This increased acces-

sibility also contributes to the research of DL deployment on constrained platforms

themselves [13, 14], especially because the communication channel is often limited

1
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in radiation environments.

However, there remain many challenges related to building hardware systems

for radiation environments [15]. The first is the deployment of DL applications.

Like with many other embedded systems, the onboard computational power is not

sufficient compared to the requirements of DL applications [16]. As DL applica-

tions were introduced into an increasing number of tasks, the conflicts become

more apparent than ever. For instance, a satellite may run multiple DL appli-

cations simultaneously, such as weather monitoring, vegetation and ground cover

classification and object detection [17], thus requiring additional hardware capa-

bility. However, the extra hardware normally brings extra volume, weight and

power consumption, which is often not practical in such systems.

In addition to challenges faced by DL for embedded systems, radiation effects

impose extra requirements [18]: the need for radiation-hardened hardware, robust-

ness and extensive verification. Radiation environments include natural radiation

environments (e.g., space environment [19]) and man-made radiation environments

(e.g., nuclear power systems [20]). In such radiation environments, energetic par-

ticles can hit, penetrate and interact with semiconductor materials, causing faults

in hardware systems. Commonly, there are two major types of radiation effects,

1) cumulative effects and 2) single event effects (SEEs), which have been reported

as the dominant effects on electronic systems [21]. On the one hand, it is challeng-

ing to design hardware circuits for radiation environments, due to highly frequent

SEEs in extreme radiation environments, where the error rate could be more than

10 per device per minute [22]. On the other hand, there are increasing challenges

for SEE simulation, as today’s integrated circuits are becoming increasingly larger.

The motivation of this thesis is to strengthen AI systems in radiation envi-

ronments. There are three aspects of research work that have been completed in

this thesis: 1) a fast simulation method for analysis of SEE in integrated circuits,

2) a self-refresh scheme to detect and correct bit-flips in random access memory

(RAM) and 3) an AI hardware acceleration system with hardware reconfiguration
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for increasing reliability, flexibility and efficiency.

Firstly, due to the complexity of SEE and the increasingly large size of existing

circuits, it has become a challenge to design a large-scale circuit suitable for the

verification and simulation of SEE mitigation performance. Current tools usually

require simulation and SEE injection for a specific physical netlist [23]. However,

when designing digital circuits, we often encounter the problem of how to easily and

quickly verify the performance of different logic designs in a radiated environment,

without generating a physical netlist for each iteration of the design. Therefore,

in the first research work, a new SEE simulation scheme is proposed to offer a

fast and efficient method to evaluate and compare the performance of large-scale

circuits subject to the effects of radiation particles.

Secondly, when an operation is conducted in a strong radiation environment

such as a nuclear power system, errors can be accumulated much faster than in

traditional radiation environments. Considering that the RAM is typically the

most SEE-sensitive element in embedded systems, it is critical to harden RAMs.

However, even the typical radiation-resistant components intended for the space

environment may not be able to meet the requirements in our case, such as nuclear

power systems. Therefore, in the second work, a portable scheme combined with

error correction code (ECC) and refreshing techniques is proposed to correct errors

and mitigate error accumulation in extreme radiation environments. Compared to

other works, it can be easily applied to the existing hardware modules for extreme

radiation environments.

In the third work, a combination of the requirements for DL deployment and

SEE mitigation performance is used to build an adaptive intelligent system for

extreme environments. The concept of “refreshing” is also extended. At the

hardware level, the features of field-programmable gate array (FPGA) are utilised,

partial reconfiguration, to improve the reliability of the systems. More importantly,

this feature also provides the capability to manage the hardware resources for

DL acceleration. The on-chip hardware resources, such as lookup table (LUT),
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block random access memory (BRAM) and digital signal processor (DSP), are

dynamically managed to improve the flexibility, performance and power efficiency

of deep learning inference systems. At the software level, to further increase the

resilience of the system, a flexible DL software framework is introduced in addition

to the hardware reconfiguration. When facing various work scenarios, a range of

DL networks with different model complexities can be dynamically switched in

real time for adapting to different performance, power and accuracy requirements.

1.2 Simulation of radiation effects

Modelling and simulating the effects of ionising radiation have been long used for

better understanding the radiation effects on the operation of devices and circuits

[24, 25]. In SEE simulations, we can inject SEEs and observe the outputs of circuits

to see what SEE will cause. SEE simulations can offer the possibility of reducing

radiation experiments and testing the hypothetical devices or conditions, which

are not feasible (or not easily measurable), by experiments. In addition, due to

the smaller feature sizes in microelectronics and the higher price of manufacturing

processes [26], it is becoming more important to use the simulation for the SEE

resistant designs.

However, the complexity of SEEs makes it difficult to perform fast and accurate

SEE simulations, especially in large-scale circuits. SEEs are fundamentally the

collection of electron-hole pairs [27], which are generated in ionisation processes.

The collection of electron-hole pairs is observed as transient currents or the charge

of circuit cells. Depending on the energy released by the particles, semiconductor

materials (e.g., linear energy transfer) and the physical designs of the circuit, the

magnitude of the current and voltage of the pulses might vary. To achieve accurate

SEE evaluation results, many parameters have to be taken into account. Obviously,

this kind of SEE simulation requires massive calculation power for even a single

metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) component. Furthermore, in digital circuits,

the propagation of errors will also be affected by the propagation path and logic
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designs, which makes the SEE simulation highly complex.

Although physically-based numerical simulation tools, such as simulation pro-

gram with integrated circuit emphasis (SPICE) and technology computer-aided

design (TCAD), are popular for the analysis of SEEs at the transistor level, the

study of radiation effects at circuit level with logic designs is still limited. Because

integrated circuits are becoming larger and contain tens of billions of transistors, it

is unrealistically time and resource intensive to carry out fault injections in large-

scale circuits, which causes challenges to arise between costs and accuracy in the

SEE evaluation and simulation.

System level simulation, such as simulation based on hardware description

language (HDL), is another method to rapidly evaluate the SEE mitigation per-

formance of the circuits [28]. As the HDL simulation is based on the behaviour

model of circuits, it features high efficiency for large-scale circuits. Normally, the

HDL SEE simulation carries out the error injections in the data stream or memory

units, based on the probability of bit-flips [29]. However, the behaviour of the cir-

cuit does typically not reflect the actual physical parameters of the circuit, which

have a strong correlation with SEEs.

It raises a question:“is it possible to combine the advantages of semiconduc-

tor simulation tools and HDL simulation tools to analyse the SEE in large-scale

circuits?” When comparing the SEE mitigation performance of different logic de-

signs in radiation environments, we care more about the propagation and logic

responses, than the changes in currents and voltages. In such cases, the SPICE

simulation is too slow, and the HDL simulation based on error rates is not precise

enough.

To resolve these issues, a new SEE simulation scheme is proposed, to offer a fast

and cost-efficient method to evaluate and compare the performance of large-scale

circuits in this thesis. The scheme consists of the following features: 1) building the

SEE behaviour models based on SPICE or TCAD, 2) generating the HDL netlists

and injection scripts based on the HDL designs, 3) applying the SEE behaviour
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models in the HDL simulations to analyse and compare the performance of the

circuit designs and 4) modifying the hardware designs according to the results and

repeat the simulation processes.

1.3 Error mitigation techniques for memory sys-

tem

Static random-access memory (SRAM) cells are normally based on the 6-transistors

(6T) structure [30], as a high risk to catch glitches. It makes SRAM highly suscep-

tible to single event upsets (SEUs)[31, 32]. Nowadays, with more computer systems

deployed in radiation environments, SEUs in RAM components have become the

primary short-term reliability concerns in space systems [31].

In order to mitigate SEU in RAMs, a series of error mitigation strategies have

been considered, including: triple modular redundancy (TMR) technology, ECC

and Scrubbing technology [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. TMR is a recognised technique for

improving the reliability of the circuit in a radiation environment[38]. It can be

applied to a range of applications from circuit modules to top systems. ECC is

widely known as an anti-interference encoding strategy to enhance the reliability

of memory devices and communication systems [39]. The key concept is to use

extra bits to store redundant information for error correction. Scrubbing or re-

freshing is an effective error mitigation technology for memory devices to resolve

the accumulation of errors [40, 41, 42, 43]. To apply this strategy, data in RAMs

will be read out, corrected and written back. Therefore, additional bandwidth is

required to conduct refreshing operations [44].

There are still some difficulties to apply those strategies in extreme radiation

environments. Firstly, unlike most computer systems designed for the natural

terrestrial environments with low error rates (less than one correctable error per

year [45]), the hardware systems in extreme radiation environments, such as space

or nuclear power systems, face much higher radiation density and error rates. It
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makes ECC designs more complex [46]. Secondly, the hardware resources are

normally expensive and constrained in radiation-specific systems [47]. However,

TMR also incurs a high overhead cost. It is not a good option for low-cost systems.

Scrubbing or refreshing seems to be an effective error mitigation technology

for memory devices to resolve the accumulation of errors in extreme radiation

environments [40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. The basic idea is to overwrite memory cells with

the correct data when an error has been detected. A conventional scrubbing scheme

consists of reading, detection and rewriting. Compared to the simple ECC, the

systems equipped with scrubbing techniques can be applied to check each memory

unit periodically. Each unit may be checked frequently, before the accumulation

of multiple-bit flips, in case these errors are not correctable. Therefore, scrubbing

is appropriate for data retention in memory (e.g., DRAM [48], STT-RAM [49],

NAND flash [50]). Because the FPGA structure is also based on RAMs, it is

applicable to FPGAs.

However, when it comes to an FPGA system with many pre-designed hard-

ware modules using block random access memory (BRAM), the existing hardening

methods are often problematic. Firstly, due to the pre-designed finite-state ma-

chine (FSM) in the hardware modules, modifications in the time sequence of the

hardware modules will be difficult, which means that we cannot simply add the

correction operations. Secondly. considering the usage of the dual-port BRAMs,

there will not be enough RAM access ports to connect scrubbers to. Thirdly, be-

cause the TMR methods will need triple the resources to work, the available RAM

space will be limited.

Therefore, considering the high error rate in extreme environments and the

convenience of the application to the existing circuit modules, a hardening scheme

combined with ECC and refreshing techniques is proposed, to correct errors and

mitigate error accumulation in extreme radiation environments. It is designed to

extend the operation time of electronic devices that are exposed to high radiation,

causing errors to occur every second. It features high reliability, flexibility and low
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hardware costs. In this work, FPGAs are used to build prototypes for real-world

radiation experiments. The experiment results show that the proposed design can

significantly mitigate errors in extreme radiation environments.

Furthermore, the configuration RAM of FPGAs is also subject to the concept

of “refreshing”. Reconfiguration is a capability of FPGAs that may be used to

alter hardware functionality as well as hardened circuits. Considering that the

AI hardware systems for radiation environments face challenges, including not

only radiation effects but also constrained computational capability and energy

resources, it could be a potential solution for both issues. Therefore, an adaptive

intelligent system based on the concept of reconfiguration is also investigated as

the fellow on work.

1.4 Adaptive intelligent systems

In addition to the effects of radiation, it is a challenge to deploy AI systems on

embedded devices.

When it comes to intelligent systems, there are many challenges for hardware

design including energy efficiency [51], performance [52] and limited hardware re-

sources [53]. Compared to standard AI systems, intelligent systems in radiation

environments face more challenges. The systems in radiation environments are

more sensitive to power consumption, because they are expected to have longer

operation times. For example, satellites often need to be powered by solar energy

to operate for several years on launch missions [54]. In the radiation environment

of nuclear power plants, robotic systems also require a longer operation time to

reduce the risks to human operators during maintenance [55]. Furthermore, AI

hardware systems for radiation environments must consider the radiation effects

in the design stage. Some parts of hardware resources are used for error detection

and correction, which leaves fewer resources for AI applications. Moreover, con-

sidering that most of the hardware systems for use in radiation environments are

highly mission-dependent, the flexibility of the hardware is also important.
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1.4.1 Adaptive hardware design

Therefore, there are sensible reasons to choose FPGAs for DL acceleration in

harsh environments when the budget is limited [56] and high power efficiency is

required. Although one-time programmable (OTP) FPGAs are available currently,

the dominant types are SRAM based FPGAs, which can be reprogrammed as

the design evolves. These FPGAs store information about the user circuit in

SRAMs. On the one hand, SRAMs can be reconfigured to deploy different circuits,

which brings high flexibility. On the other hand, as mentioned above, SRAMs are

vulnerable to radiation effects. In radiation environments, high-energy particles

can easily cause SEUs, which makes FPGAs less reliable than other hardware

components. Fortunately, there are already many radiation-resistant hardening

methods available for FPGAs. By using the reconfiguration feature, the circuits

can be refreshed to dynamically mitigate errors.

The motivation of the third work is to fully use the reconfiguration feature of

FPGAs to improve the efficiency of AI inference instead of just error mitigation.

The third work considers a combination of the requirements for DL deployment

and SEE mitigation performance, in order to build an adaptive intelligent system

for extreme environments. By using “Dynamic Function eXchange (DFX)” [57],

a reconfiguration feature of Xilinx (FPGA Vendor) latest FPGAs, the executing

system is capable of dynamically allocating the hardware resources according to

the exact requirements such as performance and power consumption. Through the

deployment of hardware accelerators with different configurations, it is achievable

to dynamically adjust the performance, power consumption and available FPGA

resources for various tasks. Under the proposed scheme, the hardware accelerators

are grouped into accelerator pools to accept acceleration tasks, so the reconfigura-

tion can be conducted seamlessly, without disrupting the executed programmes.
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1.4.2 Adaptive DL inference

Due to a distinct evolution of DNN architectures [58, 59], there have been more

sophisticated network architectures proposed to improve the network inference

performance. Despite the massive potential demonstrated by such new DL archi-

tectural concepts [60] to improve on the current DL techniques, they are likely to

introduce the type of hardware and software required to deliver such capabilities

efficiently in the future.

Since the concept of reconfiguration can be used in hardware design, there is

a natural idea to apply ’reconfiguration’ to software design. To further improve

the efficiency of the hardware system proposed in the third work, an adaptive DL

software framework is proposed to provide significant support for the adaptability

of various DL algorithms on an FPGA-based edge computing platform. In this

work, the concept of “dynamic reconfiguration” was adopted. The dynamic DNNs

model was also taken into account, where multiple DNNs can be dynamically

deployed for different conditions. The system is capable of configuring both the

hardware and software processing pipelines dynamically to achieve better cost,

power and processing efficiency for the dedicated application requirements and

operating environments. More importantly, a practical FPGA-based test platform

for real-time model management is designed and implemented in this work. It

may help to develop subsequent optimisation algorithms for hardware and software

scheduling.

1.5 Contributions

The works in this thesis can be divided into two categories: 1) hardening circuits in

radiation environments and 2) improving the efficiency of AI inference on hardware

systems. The road map of the works is shown in Fig. 1.1. The works in this thesis

started from the SEE simulation for large-scale circuits, as it is the preparation

step of SEE hardening design. Subsequently, a SEE hardening design based on the
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SEE simulation
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Environments

Figure 1.1: Road map of the works in this thesis.

refreshing concept was proposed to mitigate errors in RAM devices in the second

work. The keyword of the second work is refreshing. The third work focused on

the challenges of AI inference works for embedded platforms. By adopting the

concept of refreshing, hardware reconfiguration was used to improve flexibility,

performance and efficiency. Moreover, the concept of reconfiguration was further

extended in the final chapter, where an adaptive DL software framework was also

proposed to further improve the flexibility, performance and efficiency of embedded

platforms. The contributions of each work are summarised as follows.

In the first work, a new SEE simulation scheme is proposed to offer a fast

and cost-efficient method to evaluate and compare the performance of large-scale

circuits. The main contributions of this work can be summarised as follows:

1. The SEE simulation scheme provides a rapid, convenient and universal com-

parison method with which to evaluate the designs of circuits in the context

of SEEs. Due to various manufacturing processes, physical layouts and radi-

ation environments, the simulation tools and simulation environments may

also vary in different SEE research. It is difficult to repeat or compare

those experiments directly. The SEE models can be easily integrated into

the current circuit design workflow without significant cost. It can create a

universal simulation environment to provide a quick analysis of the relative

performance, which can significantly reduce the total simulation time for the

time-consuming back-end simulation.

2. This work introduces a range of new SEE behaviour models. Based on the
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transistor level simulations, the SEE behaviour models are firstly embedded

into a range of digital functions in the HDL described circuits, the transient

currents and voltages are then converted into digital pulses and bit-flips.

Unlike the typical transistor level based SEE behaviour models that fully

rely on low-level current and voltage simulation inputs, the SEE models use

only high-level digital functions in HDL. Therefore, they can offer lightweight

and fast simulations for large-scale circuits.

3. This scheme can offer a high level of flexibility in the design. All parts in this

scheme including gate components, SPICE simulation and HDL simulation

are decoupled. The gate components can be modified to adapt to different

manufacturing processes, and the SEE SPICE model can be also modified

to adapt to different radiation environments, as required. In this way, the

scheme can make full use of existing models to build simulation environments

and be adapted for various requirements.

In the second work, a self-refreshing scheme with ECC is proposed, to harden

the RAM systems based on CPUs and customised circuits in extreme environ-

ments. The main contributions of this work are stated as follows:

1. This design is highly flexible. Compared to conventional external scrubbers

[61, 62, 63], the controller module is transparent to other modules. No addi-

tional latency is introduced in the systems. There is no need to modify the

designs to adapt to the hardware changes, hence, it can be easily applied in

various embedded systems.

2. The design is an area-efficient design, which makes it suitable to harden low-

cost computer systems. Compared to conventional internal scrubbers [64],

this design requires no dedicated components (e.g., ICAP). In systems with

multiple customised modules, which operate separate RAMs, this design can

be deployed multiple times to protect one or more modules.
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3. The SEU mitigation design can achieve high SEU correction rates in various

conditions. The results of the simulation and the radiation environment test

follow the same trend. In the simulation, the design can correct more than

99.97% of SEUs errors at the SEU injection rate of 6.25× 104 bit/s. During

the one-hour neutron radiation experiment, the SEU correction rate achieves

100%.

There are two parts in the third work. In the first part, an adaptive hardware

system intended for DL tasks is proposed, to manage the hardware resources seam-

lessly according to the exact system requirements. In the second part, an adaptive

DL software framework is proposed to provide a significant level of adaptability

support for various DL algorithms on an FPGA-based edge computing platform.

The main contributions of this work are stated as follows:

1. An improved flexible DNN hardware accelerator framework that can be ap-

plied to configure the hardware and software processing pipelines dynam-

ically is proposed, to improve the power consumption and latency perfor-

mance metrics.

2. The efficiency of the Deep-Learning Processor Unit (DPU) with different

hardware configuration is evaluated, which can be useful for future optimi-

sation. In our experiment, DPUs with different frequencies show similar

power efficiency at full speed. When DPUs are not fully in use, the power

efficiency decreases with increasing frequency and size.

3. A practical FPGA-based test platform for real-time software and hardware

management is designed and implemented in this work. It can help to develop

subsequent optimisation algorithms for hardware and software scheduling.

4. A comprehensive evaluation of DNN model sizes and inference performance

is conducted, with Xilinx DPUs used in video analytic applications. This

framework allows run-time reconfiguration to increase the power and com-

puting efficiency of both the DNN model/software and hardware, to meet
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the requirements of dedicated application specifications and operating envi-

ronments.

1.6 Organisation of the thesis

As the introduction of the thesis, Chapter 1 introduces the motivation and contri-

butions of the works. Chapter 2 reviews the background of the radiation effects

on electronics, SEE hardening works, DL acceleration and AI hardware. Chapter

4 presents a radiation hardening design for RAMs. Chapters 5 and 6 discuss a

system design on FPGAs for DL in hardware and software respectively, in which

the reconfiguration features of FPGAs are used to improve the reliability, flexibil-

ity and power efficiency of the AI systems. Chapter 7 concludes all the work in

this thesis and presents the future works.



Chapter 2

Literature review

This chapter contains a review of the background of the study and the related

published works. Firstly, this chapter contains an overview of the radiation en-

vironments and the challenges for electronic devices. Secondly, it presents the

introduction of SEE, which is the dominant effect in radiation environments. The

existing works related to SEE simulation and mitigation are reviewed, and the

drawbacks of the current methods are also discussed. Thirdly, the background of

hardware systems for AI inference is introduced. The advantages of FPGAs are

analysed. The reconfiguration feature offers FPGAs high computational perfor-

mance, power efficiency, flexibility and SEE mitigation performance, thus making

it suitable for radiation environments.

2.1 Overview of radiation environments

Radiation widely exists in our environments. For example, in the terrestrial en-

vironment, radiation sources could be the secondary cosmic rays in the Earth’s

atmosphere or radioactive contaminants inside chip materials. To a large extent,

in space, radiation sources could be the trapped particles, the particles emitted

by the sun, and galactic cosmic rays. Radiation can be generated in biomedical

devices, nuclear power plants and artificial environments in high-energy physics

experiments. This section contains a brief overview of space, atmospheric, ter-

15
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restrial, and artificial radiation environments. The radiation effects in different

environments and different electronics devices will also be compared.

2.1.1 Space environment

Natural space radiation can be classified into three categories: 1) electrons and

protons trapped by planetary magnetic fields (e.g. Earth), 2) cosmic rays (very

energetic atomic nuclei) produced in supernova explosions within and outside our

galaxy [19] and 3) protons and a tiny fraction of heavier nuclei produced in ener-

getic solar events.

The planet radiation belts, also known as the Van Allen belts [65, 66], were the

first discovery of the space age, measured with the launch of a US satellite, Explorer

1, in 1958 [67]. It is a zone of trapped megaelectron volt (MeV) particles. Most

of the particles originate from solar wind and are captured by the magnetosphere

of planets [68, 69].

Cosmic rays (CRs) are high-energy particles that originate outside the solar

system [70, 71]. CRs originate as primary CRs, which are those originally produced

in various astrophysical processes. CRs is composed of around 98% nuclei and 2%

electrons and positrons [71]. The energy of CR particles may exceed 1020 eV

[72, 73]. Due to the high energy, CR particles can easily penetrate integrated

circuit chips, posing a significant risk to the operational stability of spacecraft

such as satellites and the safety of astronauts.

The sun is both a source and a modulator of space radiation [74]. Solar CRs

consist of the high-energy particles emitted by the sun. They were registered for

the first time in 1942 [75], 30 years after the discovery of Galactic CRs. Nor-

mally, solar protons have insufficient energy to penetrate the Earth’s magnetic

field. However, during unusual solar events [76], primarily in solar flares, protons

can be accelerated to sufficient energies to reach the Earth’s magnetosphere and

ionosphere around the north pole and south pole.

It has been reported multiple times that electronic devices in satellites suffer
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faults [77] in space environments. For example, the NASA/DoD Tracking and

Data Relay Satellite (TDRS-1) experienced upsets in RAM chips in the control

systems. The rates of 1 to 2 per day clearly showed modulation with CRs, while

during the solar particle events of September to October 1989, the rates reached

20 per day [78]. Another example is a hardware failure in the instrument carried

by the European Remote Sensing Spacecraft (ERS1). A latch-up failure occurred

and led to a loss of the instrument [79].

2.1.2 Atmospheric and terrestrial radiation environment

Like the other planets, the Earth is continuously irradiated by CRs, including solar

and galactic rays. Fortunately, with the combined effect of the Earth’s magnetic

field and atmosphere, most high-energy particles will not reach the Earth’s surface.

Earth has a thick atmosphere of oxygen and nitrogen, which can interact with CRs

to mitigate radiation.

When CRs arrive at the earth’s atmosphere, the collision with atoms and

molecules consumes energy. It generates a cascade of lighter particles, including

x-rays, protons, alpha particles, ions, muons, electrons, neutrinos, and neutrons.

They are called air shower secondary radiation or cascades particles. Those par-

ticles may continuously interact with the atmosphere. When they finally hit the

ground, most of them are the third to seventh generation cascade particles.

In atmospheric environments, the peak of the cosmic ray intensity occurs at

about 10-25 km [80, 81], which is also the altitude of many commercial flights. In

the last 40 years, it has been discovered that the electronics in aircraft systems,

which are subjected to increasing levels of cosmic radiation and their secondaries

as altitude increases, are also sensitive to SEEs. The soft error-rates increase with

the altitude [82].

The experiments conducted by IBM and Boeing showed that the failure rate

of electronics at airplane altitude is about one hundred times worse than at sea

level. [83]. Some works demonstrated that ions are the primary sources at higher
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altitudes than 20 km while the SEUs derived from neutron interactions are domi-

nant at lower altitudes [84, 85]. Researchers found that SEU rates would increase

during large-scale solar particle events.

2.1.3 Artificial radiation environment

In addition to radiation in the natural environment, there are some man-made

radiation sources as well, including nuclear power systems, nuclear weapons ex-

periments, particle accelerators and medical radiation. In these radiation envi-

ronments, electronic devices can also be affected by high-energy particle rays and

experience soft errors.

With the Trinity test of 1945, the nuclear weapon testing era began, as did the

global distribution of radioactive fallout from those tests. Between 1945 and 1980,

over 500 nuclear tests that injected radioactive debris into the atmosphere were

conducted at various sites around the world [86]. The extremely high energy in

nuclear tests has strong effects on electronics. The effects were first noticed in the

Starfish nuclear weapon test conducted by the US in 1962. The tests were held on

Johnston Island in the Pacific Ocean. The particles from the test were injected into

the Earth’s atmosphere, which formed a radiation belt at an altitude of around 400

km and caused faults in electronics. For instance, the Telstar satellite experienced

a total ionising dose (TID) that was 100 times larger than expected. Within seven

months, the Starfish nuclear weapon test destroyed seven satellites [87].

Nuclear power systems are also one of the most common man-made radiation

environments. In 2020, nuclear power in the United Kingdom generated 16.1% of

the country’s electricity [88]. During the routine operation of nuclear installations,

the releases of radionuclides are low. Radiation is mainly generated in the nuclear

fuel cycle, including mining, milling, and reactor operation.

In nuclear power systems, electronic devices need to deal with radiation as

well. Cherenkov radiation [89] is an example of radiation effects, generated by

an underwater nuclear reactor. It occurs when a charged particle (such as an
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electron) passes through a dielectric medium at a speed greater than the phase

velocity (speed of propagation of a wavefront in a medium) of light in that medium.

Although many of the systems developed for space applications are specialized for

high ionizing radiation transients, the electronic devices in nuclear power systems

care more about neutron radiation and TID than about the proton, electron, and

heavy-ion radiation. In addition, temperature and ageing are factors to consider

in the design of such systems.

In general, nuclear applications will require rad-hard circuitry to survive MGy

TID and 1016n/cm2 neutron fluences, while the commercial devices for low-earth

orbit satellites are designed to survive 1 − 10 KGy TID. Applying the existing

space-application rad-hard electronics in terrestrial neutron environments requires

additional research [90].

2.2 Single Event Effect

2.2.1 Background of SEE

As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are two major types of radiation effects, 1) cu-

mulative effects and 2) SEEs. Cumulative effects are the long-term effects that can

change the parameters of semiconductor materials, and these can be divided into

two categories: 1) TID [91] and 2) displacement damage [92]. By contrast, SEEs

arise through the action of a single ionizing particle as they penetrate sensitive

nodes within electronic devices. During the penetration, random glitches are gen-

erated, which may lead to system failure in the worst scenarios. In recent years,

the family of SEEs has been proved to cause the dominant effects on electronic

systems in radiation environments [21].

2.2.2 Mechanisms responsible for SEEs

SEEs are induced by the ionization process during the penetration of high-energy

particles in semiconductor materials. Typically, there are two steps in the physical
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Figure 2.1: The transient pulse will be generated due to the ionization and collec-
tion process. It is a structure of an inverter. The input A is 1 and the output B
is 0. The PMOS between Vcc and B is the sensitive node.

mechanisms of SEEs: 1) the charge deposition by the energetic particle strike and

2) the subsequent collection of that charge by devices in the region of particles

strike [27].

The charge deposition is the process of releasing charge in a semiconductor

device. Charge deposition can be caused by direct or indirect ionization. Direct

ionization is a mechanism by which incident particles, mostly heavy ions, directly

ionize semiconductor materials during penetration. In contrast, the indirect ion-

ization is caused by the secondary particles created in nuclear reactions between

the incident particle, mostly protons and neutrons, and the struck device. Both

mechanisms will free electron–hole pairs and provide the basis for the subsequent

generation of instantaneous currents, which is also the key reason for integrated

circuit malfunction.

The collection is the second step in the SEE mechanism. When a particle

strikes a semiconductor device, the most sensitive regions in the integrated circuits

are usually reverse-biased PN junctions. The high field present in a reverse-biased

junction depletion region can collect the particle-induced charge through drift pro-

cesses efficiently, thus leading to a transient current at the junction contact. The

strikes near a depletion region can also result in significant transient currents as

carriers diffuse into the vicinity of the depletion region field where they can be
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efficiently collected.

The transient currents can be observed as instantaneous voltage pulses in the

logic gate devices. Fig. 2.1 shows the illustration of a SEE glitch in an inverter.

At the very beginning, input A of the inverter is high, and output B is low. There

is a voltage difference directly between Vcc and output B, and the PN junction is

also reverse-biased. When a high-energy particle strikes the region between Vcc

and B, the p-channel MOS (PMOS), many electron-hole pairs are created due to

ionization. Subsequently, the electrons and holes move toward the two segments,

respectively, and a transient current is generated under the influence of the voltage

difference. From a macroscopic point of view, when an energetic particle bombards

the inverter, a brief positive pulse is generated at the output.

If a particle hits the region between output B and Vss, there will not be a

strong collection process and transient current due to the low voltage difference.

Hence, in the current state, where input A is high, the PMOS is a sensitive node,

while the n-channel MOS (NMOS) is not. It can also be expected that if we change

the input value to low, then the sensitive node will be PMOS.

2.2.3 Classification of SEEs

All of the possible effects are grouped by the family of SEEs on electronic com-

ponents. Typically, they can be divided into a number of effect categories. Table

2.1 list the family of SEEs. There are both soft (recoverable) and hard (unrecov-

erable) errors. In this thesis, I will mainly discuss SETs and SEUs, which are two

dominant soft errors in the SEE family [93].

2.2.3.1 Single event transient

SET refer to the transient currents or voltages which affect combinational circuits.

When SETs occur, there may be a transient in gate output. Sometimes, those

transient pulses may propagate through subsequent gates and eventually cause a

SEU when it reaches a memory element [95].
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Table 2.1: The basic categories of SEEs [94].
SEU Single event upset Temporary change of memory or control bit
SET Single event transient Transient introduced by single event
SEL Single event latch up Device latches in high current state
SES Single event snap back Regenerative current mode in NMOS
SEB Single event burn out Device draws high current and burns out

SEGR Single event gate rupture Gate destroyed in power MOSFET
SEFI Single event functional interrupt Control path corrupted by an upset
MBU Multi-bit upset Several bits upset by the same event

To cause a fault in the circuit system, a SET must meet four criteria as follows

[96]:

1) The generated transient current in SET must be strong enough to propagate

through the circuit, which means that the charge deposition and collection have

to be strong enough. In other words, the particle should carry sufficient energy to

hit the sensitive node.

2) There must be an open logic path for pulses to finally reach a memory

element, which means that the design of the logic path could affect the performance

of radiation resistance.

3) The SET should have amplitude and duration to change the state of the

memory element. It is related to the physical layout of the circuits. The duration of

SET pulses is not consistent during the propagation. The pulses could be extended

or narrowed in different gate chains. Hence, the circuit netlist is a parameter

affecting the radiation resistance performance.

4) In synchronous sequential circuits, the SET must arrive at the latch during

the latching edge of the clock. It is worth mentioning that the frequency of the

circuits can also be affected by the probability that transient glitches are captured

as valid data. As the frequency increases, the frequency of clock edges will also

increase. According to the fourth criteria, it is easier for SETs to be captured.

In addition, a higher frequency circuit typically means faster or fewer gates per

pipeline stage. In this case, SETs will have a greater ability to propagate.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic diagram of two cross-coupled inverters in CMOS tech-
nology. A current pulse is injected at the drain of the off NMOS transistor. (b)
Mixed Mode simulation is used to simulate SEU. The Off NMOS is studied by
means of device simulation and the remaining transistors are studied with the
coupled circuit simulator [30]

2.2.3.2 Single event upset

SEUs are the bit-flips in storage cells. In SRAMs, SEU could be a reversed state.

In DRAMs, SEU could be wrong values due to the change in stored charge. In

logic circuits, SEUs can also be the error bits when a SET is captured by a latch

or a flip-flop. In this thesis, SEUs refer to the upset in SRAM devices.

SRAM is one of the most sensitive components to SEUs. Most SRAM cells

are based on the 6T structure with two coupled complementary MOS (CMOS)

inverters and two NMOS accesses. The two inverters form a loop circuit that feeds

the output back into the input. At any given moment, these two inverters have

reversed inputs with one input of high and one output of low. There will always

be two sensitive nodes with one PMOS and one NMOS, because they are in the

“off” state. When they are struck by the particle, there will a transient pulse fed

back into the cell. When the charge is adequate enough to cause an upset, then

there is a SEU. Fig. 2.2 shows the simulation of SEU injection in the SRAM cell.
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A transient current is injected into the circuit to simulate the SEU.

2.2.3.3 Multi-bit upsets

In addition to single bit upset (SBU), there could be more than one upset in the

circuit system, which can be referred to as multi-bit upset (MBU). Multiple errors

can be generated when a particle travels through the sensitive node in different

cells or when the free carriers of the ion track can be collected by different junctions

of transistors of several memory cells.

The upsets could be in the same word or different words in the logic aspect. If

the upsets are in different words, then the typical mitigation methods for SBU, like

hamming correcting codes, are still effective. However, if the bits are in the same

word, it will be difficult to detect and correct errors. In addition, as the elementary

cell area is continuously decreasing for successive technology nodes, the probability

that recoils have a range long enough to reach different cells increases. In this case,

the probability of multiple cells upsets increases [95].

2.3 SEE simulation and evaluation

The SEE simulation can offer the possibility of reducing radiation experiments and

testing the hypothetical devices or conditions which are not feasible (or not easily

measurable) by experiments [24, 25]. To study the effects of SEEs, researchers

need to simulate the generation of SEEs in circuits, which is normally referred to

as the injection of SEEs [97]. The SEEs injection can generally be divided into

two main categories. One is to inject SEEs through radiation experiments and the

other is to simulate the occurrence of SEEs using simulation tools.

2.3.1 Radiation experiments

There are two primary methods of radiation experiments: 1) ground-based radi-

ation experiments and 2) space flight experiments. The space flight experiment
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is a realistic measurement performed by spacecraft. In space flight experiments,

circuits are exposed to the real working radiation environment, so that the results

of space flight experiments can accurately reflect the circuit response. Space flight

experiments are the most effective way of verifying whether a chip can operate

stably in space. Over the last century, SEE research has mainly been based on the

errors detected in satellite-based systems. However, there are fewer opportunities

today to conduct space flight experiments due to the long period and high price. In

addition, space radiation experiments cannot be used as a universal experimental

method.

Ground-based radiation experiments are also known as ground-based simula-

tion experiments or ground-based irradiation experiments. Ground radiation ex-

periments are conducted using several radiation sources such as heavy ion acceler-

ators, proton accelerators [98], 252CF sources [99, 100], neutron sources [101, 102]

and pulsed lasers [103]. Ground-based radiation experiments can be relied on

to simulate various environments via different irradiation intensities and different

particles. The ground-based radiation environment is relatively accurate as it uses

a realistic radiation environment that also produces realistic SEEs. In addition,

the ground environment has more controllable variables and better experimental

flexibility compared to the space environment.

However, there are drawbacks as well. Firstly, the equipment and facilities for

ground-based radiation sources are generally large and expensive, and the use and

maintenance of the equipment are costly. For example, the ISIS pulsed neutron

source [104] in the UK is expected to spend £16 million on radioactive waste

disposal after it stops running. Secondly, only a few facilities can conduct ground-

based radiation. It takes a long time to apply for slots and to wait in the queue.

Due to the high time and economic costs, research teams tend to conduct software

simulation instead of radiation experiments.
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Figure 2.3: SEE injection in 3D TCAD simulation. A heavy ion hits the center of
the channel [108].

2.3.2 SEE simulations at the transistor level

Over the last two decades, TCAD (technology computer aided design) has proven

its value and steadily expanded its role in the advancement of technology. As

CMOS scaling continues, semiconductor devices are being pushed to their physi-

cal limits, requiring such advanced physics as quantum mechanics to be included

in modeling these advanced semiconductor transistors. So far, the TCAD commu-

nity has responded to and answered the challenges in providing tools and novel

techniques to address the increasing complexity of modeling semiconductor tran-

sistors with new architectures, transport phenomena, switching mechanisms, and

materials [105].

SEE researchers have also noticed the advantages of TCAD and TCAD has

been widely used for SEE as a simulation tool at the transistor level. At this level,

the size of the circuit is usually limited to the circuit size of a few semiconductors.

In transistor simulations, the parameters such as the density ionization and the

structure of the semiconductor can be modified easily, which is helpful during the

study on how to design radiation-resistant semiconductors [106, 107].

Traditionally, these tools tend to build a model to describe the currents and

voltages in the SEE. Typically, these tools take three steps to conduct simulations

[30]. The first one is to take a large number of physical parameters as inputs (e.g.,
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particle energy, material, angle, orientation, external electric field, physical size

and 3D structure). Normally, the more physical parameters there are, the more

accurate the results will be. The second one is to create transport models and

transfer equations to predict the ionization process. In SEEs, electron-hole pairs

are created in ionization, which can be expressed as an energy-based transfer or

as a power-based transfer. For example, the drift-diffusion model was taken as the

standard level of solid-state device modeling for many years. The third one is to

convert all output results to the changes in current and voltage. Fig. 2.3 shows

an example of the SEE simulation 3D TCAD [108] with a heavy ion hitting the

center of the channel. The 3D structure of the transistor and the hit point of the

particle are included in the simulation.

To perform calculations with a large number of parameters limits the use of

traditional modeling methods. As the number of transistors in a circuit grows,

the parameters involved in the calculation will increase by orders of magnitude

with unaffordable costs concerning simulation time. At present, a range of sim-

plified methods has been proposed about how to conduct simulations to solve the

problems.

2.3.3 SEE simulations at the gate level

SEE simulation can be performed using the standard simulation codes widely used

in the integrated circuit (IC) industry for circuit design and optimisation, such as

the popular Berkeley SPICE [109], Silvaco SmartSPICE [110], Synopsys HPSICE

[111], Orcad PSPICE [112] and Mentor Graphics ELDO simulators [113]. Such

circuit simulators solve systems of equations that describe the behavior of electrical

circuits (e.g., Kirchoff’s laws) [30].

The simulation codes in SPICE are based on the compact model. As the basic

components, compact models can describe the static or dynamic electrical be-

haviour of the different elementary devices (e.g., transistors, diodes and resistors)

constituting the circuit. Unlike the model at the transistor level, the compact mod-
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Figure 2.4: SEE injection in OxRRAM memory cell [114].

els are based on the analytical formulas that approximate the measured terminal

characteristics, which significantly reduces the complexity of the calculation

By using SPICE, the simulation circuit can be scaled up to tens of transistors.

In SPICE, the single-event induced transient is usually modeled as a current source

connected at the struck node of the circuit. The accuracy of the transient current

used as the input stimulus may have a considerable impact on the precision. Fig.

2.4 shows an example that SEEs is injected in Oxide Resistive RAM (OxRRAM)

as transient sources [114], where the magnitude of injection current represents the

intensity of radiation.

Because of the increased scale of simulation and the convenience of operating

the circuit, SPICE can analyse the behaviours of the circuits, which is impossible in

traditional transistor simulation. Fig. 2.5 shows an example that a SEE is injected

into a chain of shift registers during clock rising. The timing of SEE injection is

controlled so that the behaviours in different circuit states can be observed.

Although today’s EDA companies all provide SPICE simulators with different

algorithms for IC design, the so-called “fast simulation” on large scale circuits will

take days to weeks to complete on a cluster of powerful servers. When it comes to

the SEE simulation, the complexity further increases considering the time sequence

and injection nodes. Hence, the scale in SEE SPICE simulation seems to be limited
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at the “gate-level” ( the circuits with a small number of gates).

2.3.4 SEE simulation in hardware description language

It is common today to use HDL in an IC development flow for those chips with

many billions of transistors. After the design specification step in the IC design

cycle, HDL is introduced to create behavioural models for representing architec-

tural data flow. Subsequently, individual modules are coded at register transfer

level (RTL). This is synthesized later into the connections of available components

as offered in the technology library. The library includes commonly used primitive

components such as flip-flops, logic gates, memory, and phase lock loops. The con-

version output is known as gate level equivalent circuits. Before a new IC design

is sent for fabrication, it is normally simulated on HDL compliant simulators to

prove design viability.

Simulation semantics are time driven. At each time step, every circuit node

is numerically evaluated for convergence. Then the simulator advances to the

next time step and repeats the evaluation cycle. This is an intensive computation

process. Although SPICE was originally designed as a general-purpose circuit

simulator, the numerical details of voltage and current at every time step in SPICE

are unnecessary for today’s digital circuit functionality verification [116]. For the

reason of higher efficiency, the dominant HDLs are higher-level languages (e.g.

Verilog and VHDL) focusing on circuit behaviours.

Despite their tantalising efficiency advantages in very large-scale integration

(VLSI) simulation, Verilog or VHDL seem to be unpopular in SEE simulations.

The reason for this is obvious: SEE has a strong correlation with the physical

level, but HDL simulation is abstracted from the behaviour of the circuit, which

means that HDL circuits do not correspond to the real physical netlist, and it is

not possible to find the correct sensitive node in an HDL circuit. There are some

works trying to address the problem. In paper [117], the authors proposed a fault-

injection method for HDL design by converting circuits into LUTs based design
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for deployment on FPGAs. In paper [118], the authors proposed a SEE injection

method by simulating SEE behaviours. However, it only includes three behaviours

(i.e., stuck, pulse and bit-flip) without detailed parameters and propagation effects.

Most models in HDL simulations are based on error rates to inject SEEs. How-

ever, probability-based HDL models do not describe SETs very well. When these

models are used, some basic parameters, such as width, delay and propagation,

are not well included in the simulation. It results in the lower accuracy of HDL

simulations compared to SPICE and TCAD. Therefore, the HDL simulation of

SEE is yet to be investigated.

To sum up, HDL simulations are fast and convenient which make it suitable for

large scale circuits. However, compared to gate level simulation, HDL simulations

are less accurate. In this thesis, both simulations are unitized. In this way, the

SEE simulation can be accurate and efficient for analyzing SEE mitigation designs.

2.4 SEE mitigation methods

SEE mitigation methods for IC can also be discussed at different levels ranging,

including physical [119], gate [120], circuit design and systems levels [121]. At

the physical level, the basic idea is to mitigate the ionisation effect by improving

materials. At the gate level, the physical wiring, channel width and charge size

of metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) can be improved

to enhance the radiation resistance of the circuit. At the circuit design level,

the circuit layout and logic design can also affect the response of the circuit to

SEE. The relevant sensitive nodes can be spatially separated to avoid being hit

together by single particles. At the system level, there are more methods available

to reinforce the circuitry. The common idea is to use redundancy to improve the

reliability of the system. For example, multiple processors can be used as hot

redundancy for data stream processing [122].

For embedded systems, most of the SEE mitigation methods are in circuit de-

sign and systems. For instance, TMR, Duplication with Compare (DWC) [123]
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or Reduced Precision Redundancy (RPR) [124]. Alternatively, information re-

dundancy techniques can be used to detect and mask failures in certain types of

circuits, for example ECCs or Algorithm Based Fault Tolerance (ABFT) [125].

Apart from failure masking, failure recovery techniques can also be used to mit-

igate errors during run-time. Failure recovery is usually done by refreshing the

memory, which is often referred to as scrubbing [126].

2.4.1 Triple modular redundancy

TMR is a recognised technique for improving the reliability of the circuit in a

radiation environment. Fig. 2.6 shows the traditional structure of a TMR sys-

tem. The circuit is replicated three times and a simple majority voter is placed on

the outputs. It can be applied to a range of applications from circuit modules to

top systems. For example, TMR was used on an 8051-like micro-controller design

and shown to completely address design failures due to single-bit configuration

upsets [127]. However, a TMR also incurs a high overhead cost. Firstly a TMR

design requires at least three times hardware resources for redundancy. More-

over, additional logic is required to implement the voting circuits. Some studies

have shown that TMR can require up to six times the area of the original circuit

[128]. Secondly, TMR can negatively affect timing, because the voters inserted

follow combinational logic, thereby increasing the path lengths. Thirdly, the extra

resources ultimately require more power [129].
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2.4.2 Error correction codes

ECC is widely known as an anti-interference encoding strategy to enhance the

reliability of memory devices and communication systems. The idea is to use

extra bits to store redundant information. Compared to TMR, ECC technology

requires fewer hardware resources and less memory space. ECC is therefore widely

used in memory devices or communication systems as a SEE mitigation technology

for fault detection and correction [130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135]. Modified Hamming

codes and Hsiao codes [136, 137] are the most widely used single-error correctable

and double-error detectable (SEC-DED) codes. Fig. 2.7 shows the distribution

of bits in Hamming(7,4) codes. However, when circuits work for a long time

in radiation environments, there might be multiple errors that exceed SEC-DED

corrective capability. To deal with multiple errors, Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem

(BCH) code and Reed-Solomon (RS) code [138, 139] utilise additional parity-bits

to carry out correction. However, the capability of these ECC is still limited [140].

If the system is incapable of correcting the existent bit flips in a limited time,

then the bit flips can eventually accumulate and may cause unrecoverable errors.

Moreover, with the increasing capability of the correcting code, the complexity of

the correcting code will also significantly rise concerning the hardware resources

and memory space.
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2.4.3 Scrubbing

Scrubbing or refreshing is an effective error mitigation technology for memory de-

vices to resolve the accumulation of errors [40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. The basic idea is to

overwrite memory cells with the correct data when an error has been detected. A

conventional scrubbing scheme consists of reading, detection and rewriting. Com-

pared to the simple ECC, the systems equipped with scrubbing techniques can

be applied to check each memory unit periodically. Each unit may be checked

frequently, before the accumulation of multiple bit flips, in case these errors are

not correctable. Therefore, scrubbing is appropriate for data retention in memory

(e.g., DRAM [48], STT-RAM [49], NAND flash [50]). Because the FPGA structure

is also based on RAMs, it is applicable to FPGAs.

Many works have been done for applying refreshing to memory. Typically,

the works can divided into three categories: 1) refreshing cells, external scrubber

and internal scrubber. There are two aspects can be used to compare refreshing

methods: 1) the number of failure occurrences that are to be expected either

during a specific mission time frame or the overall mission lifetime and 2) trading-

off power, area and reliability overheads [141].

2.4.3.1 Refresh memory cells

Paper [142] presents a refresh circuit for resolving the soft-error failures that occur

in the memory cell. Two voltage-sense amplifiers are added to detect the errors in

bit lines. When errors occur, voltage-sense amplifiers can trigger data refreshing

operations.

Fig. 2.8 shows the architecture of the refreshing memory cell. The refresh

circuit consists of SA1 (1-input), SA2 (2-input) and an error detection unit. SA1

and SA2 are the voltage-sense amplifiers used to detect the RAM state of the

register cell. By comparing the voltage of different locations, different states of

the memory device can be recognised.
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2.4.3.2 External scrubber

Typically, the external scrubber [61, 62, 63, 31] is independent of the target de-

vices. For example, in paper [61],a separate FPGA is programmed as the external

scrubber for Geostationary Mission. In this paper, a programmable read-only

memory (PROM) was used to save the initial program. Overwriting the contents

of configuration memory on a periodic basis can prevent system failure due to error

accumulation.

It is a post-configuration write operation in the configuration memory of Xil-

inx FPGA without disrupting system operation. The basic block diagram of the

system is shown in Fig. 2.9. There are two FPGAs in this scheme: 1) a targeted

SRAM FPGA required to be hardened and 2) an external scrubber implemented

in a separate FPGA.

During the power stage, the configuration parameters of Xilinx FPGA are

first initialized to their default value. Configuration takes place after the proper

initialization of the configuration parameters. A read-back test is then performed

immediately after successful configuration to ensure there are no hard errors in

the target devices. The scrubbing operation on the FPGA resources is conducted

only after a successful read-back test. The contents of configuration memory are

refreshed at an interval of six minutes.
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Figure 2.9: Refreshing the configuration memory in FPGAs by using external
scrubber and PROM.
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Figure 2.10: The internal refresh scheme by using ICAP to access the configuration
memory [64].

2.4.3.3 Internal scrubber

Another method is to use an internal scrubber in the scrubbing scheme. In papers

[64, 143], the authors proposed scrubbing methods for FPGA configuration RAM.

The papers apply the internal scrubbing method through the internal configuration

access port (ICAP) to read and write configuration RAMs.

The basic architecture [64] of the scrubbing platform is illustrated in Fig. 2.10.

The FRAME ECC logic calculates the syndrome value according to the bits in one

frame including the ECC bits by reading frames from the configuration RAMs. The

majority voter is designed to detect the unexpected outputs in the user design.

Once the errors are detected, the FSM in the srcubber is triggered to refresh

the configuration RAMs. This method is suitable for configuration RAMs. In

the configuration RAMs, bits are static, so there are no additional read or write

operations to occupy the access ports.
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Figure 2.11: Using dual-port RAMs to implement scrubbers in BRAM systems
[144].

However, scrubbing methods can be challenging in BRAMs, if all available ports

are in use. In paper [144], the authors proposed a scheme combined with TMR

and scrubbing methods, as shown in Fig. 2.11. In this paper, dual-port BRAM

modules are used to mitigate error in the LEON3 processor. The processor uses

only one port or the BRAM modules, which leaves the other port for scrubbing

operations. In this scheme, BRAM and scrubber are tripled and the correct value

is determined by voting between the redundant copies. However, this method will

still occupy the BRAM access ports. To apply this method, single-port BRAMs

are replaced by dual-port BRAMs. If the dual-port BRAMis already in use, then

the method in paper [144] will be limited.

2.5 Intelligent hardware system

The radiation effect is not the only challenge for intelligent systems in extreme

environments. The implementation of the hardware system for AI algorithms is

another challenge.

Modern AI started from the experiment with electronic neural nets [145] in the

1950s. Compared to those traditional methods of machine learning and pattern

recognition, the key advantage of DL is that it does not require the extraction

of manual features. When trained for a particular task, DL systems learn multi-

layer hierarchical representations of the suitable data for the task automatically.

However, the idea of backpropagation requires the use of neutrons with continuous
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non-linearities (e.g., sigmoids), which was not practical before the 1980s when the

workstation performance was under one million floating-point multiply-accumulate

operations per second [146].

Due to the rapid advancement of digital technologies in recent years, deep neu-

ral networks (DNNs) have emerged as a key technique in modern AI, which enables

high accuracy for many applications [147]. However, there remain some chal-

lenges facing the practical application of DNNs, for example, intensive arithmetic

operations and memory bandwidths[148] are required for resource-constrained

edge devices, which hinders general CPUs from achieving the expected perfor-

mance. Therefore, various hardware accelerators have been applied to improve

the throughput of DNNs, such as application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs)

[149], FPGAs and graphic processing units (GPUs) [150].

To sum up, the challenges of the AI hardware for embedded systems can be

concluded in four aspects: 1) power and energy efficiency [51]: the biggest chal-

lenge for an embedded system is power efficiency, as most embedded systems are

powered by batteries. With a given battery, the lifetime of an embedded system

primarily depends on the amount of power consumption. At present, these neural

networks run on powerful GPUs (e.g., Nvidia 3090) that dissipate a huge amount

of power in typical application scenarios, which is not suitable for embedded sys-

tems. 2) performance [52]: With more powerful AI applications deployed on edge

devices, the demand for computing power is becoming increasingly higher. For

the reason of the costs, embedded systems cannot simply increase their comput-

ing power, by adding servers as in cloud environments or using the most powerful

chips. 3) limited hardware resources [53]: For current multiple-task systems, edge

devices are increasingly required to operate more than one AI task. However, the

constrained hardware resources (e.g., DSPs and RAMs) are typically insufficient

to support multiple tasks, which poses challenges for resource allocation. 4) heat

dissipation [151]: unlike cloud servers, which can rely on water cooling and en-

vironment control methods to reduce temperatures, embedded systems are often
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unable to use large heat sinks due to weight and size constraints. Hence, embed-

ded systems are less efficient than others at dissipating heat and cannot use chips

with high heat and power consumption, which further limits the performance of

embedded devices.

To build an intelligent hardware system, it is critical to overcome those chal-

lenges in two aspects: 1) deployment of DL models and 2) deployment of hardware

accelerators.

2.5.1 Deployment of DL models

With the development of unsupervised, self-supervised, weakly supervised and

multi-task learning, the DL network is getting increasingly larger. Despite the

improvement of semiconductor technology, current chips still face difficulties in

meeting the requirements of rapidly growing computing power for neural networks.

Furthermore, in embedded systems, where power and resource hardware resources

are limited, it remains a challenge even nowadays to deploy high-performance

accelerators and neural networks, not to mention in harsh environments.

The earlier efforts on deploying DL models can be divided into cloud and edge

categories. Compared to edge and embedded devices, cloud devices have many

advantages in power and computing performance, which makes it easier to deploy

networks. However, cloud computing means that data must be sent to severs,

which incurs extra costs. Firstly, with the increasing number of mobile and em-

bedded devices, the amount of data generated by embedded devices has gradually

exceeded the processing capacity of the cloud. By 2020, 50 billion IoT devices had

been connected to the internet. On the contrary, it was also estimated that nearly

850 zettabytes (ZB) of data were generated outside the cloud [152], while global

data center traffic was only 20.6 ZB. Secondly, the data transmission between cloud

and edge devices will induce delay. However, mangy new types of applications like

cooperative autonomous driving have strict requirements. The physical distance

makes it impossible to shrink the delay. Finally, cloud technology heavily depends
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on the internet connectivity. Hence, it will be inappropriate, if the edge systems

have to operate in harsh environments like the radiation environments where net-

work connection cannot be continuously maintained. Edge computing emerges as

an attractive alternative. By comparison, in the offline mode, the training task is

still performed in the cloud, but the trained model is sent to the mobile or edge de-

vices to conduct inference locally (edge-side inference). However, the trained deep

models may have a large number of parameters and require complex computations,

which poses great challenges for the limited resources in embedded systems.

2.5.2 Hardware accelerators for DL inference

There are many hardware accelerators for AI inference. According to the pa-

pers published in recent years [153], the hardware used for DL implementation in

research can be divided into a number of categories. Fig. 2.12 shows the overall

distribution of the papers according to this categorization. As can be seen from the

figure, the hardware accelerators used for neural network deployment are mainly

based on FPGAs, GPUs and ASICs. The differences are listed in Table 2.2.

The ASICs for DL applications (e.g., AI chips) have performance and power

consumption advantages. Compared to the powerful general-purpose chips (e.g.,

CPUs), the ASICs for DL are designed to have greater parallel computation power

and memory bandwidth. Hence, many companies have developed or are devel-

oping their own AI chips. For example, IBM launched its “neuromorphic chip”

TrueNorth AI in 2014 [154]. TrueNorth contains 5.4 billion transistors, 1 mil-

lion neurons and 256 million synapses, so it can efficiently perform deep network

inference and deliver high-quality data interpretation.

However, although it is a great option to implement DL accelerators, the un-

affordable price prevents ASICs from being used in the research or scenarios (e.g.,

space and nuclear power plants) with small production quantities. Unlike ASICs,

FPGAs are flexible for changes and updates after implementation. FPGAs are

semiconductor devices based on a matrix of configurable logic blocks connected
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Figure 2.12: Hardware implementation platform distribution in the collected re-
search papers [153].
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via programmable interconnects. FPGAs can be reprogrammed to the desired

application or functionality requirements after manufacturing. This feature dis-

tinguishes FPGAs from ASICs because ASIC design cannot be altered after fab-

rication. This feature makes FPGAs much more flexible for changes and updates

after implementation. Furthermore, FPGAs usually take less implementation time

than ASICs, making them ideal for prototyping and validation.

FPGAs used to be selected for low speeds, complexity and volume designs in

the past, while current FPGAs quickly push the 500 MHz performance barrier.

FPGAs are considered as to be an easy and suitable alternative solution to DL

acceleration with unprecedented logic density increases and other features, such as

embedded processors, DSP blocks, clocking and high-speed serial at a low price.

Despite the slightly higher power consumption than ASICs, the high flexibility and

rapid prototyping capabilities make FPGAs the dominant devices in research.

GPU is also known as the display core. It is a chip dedicated to the image and

graphics-related processing on personal computers, workstations, game consoles

and mobile devices (such as tablet computers and smartphones). One feature of

GPUs is their capability to perform intensive scalar and parallel computing, which

makes them a promising option for DL acceleration. Another feature of GPUs is

that they are designed with a fast memory hierarchy with direct memory access to

resolve memory bandwidth issues. This allows higher transfer rates while reducing

time costs.

Unlike FPGAs and ASICs providing hardware level solutions, GPUs provide

software level solutions. FPGAs and ASICs provide higher flexibility during the

design stage and accelerators can be particularly optimized for DL applications.

By contrast, GPUs are severely restricted by the existing underlying hardware. It

results in the lower performance or power efficiency of GPUs in some cases.

The implementation cost for both GPU and FPGA is considered medium com-

pared to ASIC. This is because of the high fabrication cost of ASICs. Although

fabrication costs are also high for GPUs, a large volume of production lowers the
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per chip price. On the other contrary, because GPU manufacturers tend to use

advanced processes, the performance of GPUs is rather excellent at the same price.

Therefore GPUs are popular in the cloud and server-side GPUs. Moreover, the

power-efficient embedded system tends to use FPGAs.

Therefore, there are sensible reasons to choose FPGAs for DL acceleration

in harsh environments when the budget is limited, and high power efficiency is

required. The radiation environment is such an environment where hardware sys-

tems place a higher demand on performance, weight, volume, energy efficiency

and adaptability. Considering that most of the hardware systems for radiation

are highly mission-dependent, the production number is not sufficient to cover the

production of ASICs. By contrast, FPGAs can take advantage of the flexibility

to build affordable hardware systems. The potential of FPGAs has been noticed

for a while as the co-processing hardware for image and signal processing in harsh

environments (such as satellites).

Table 2.2: Hardware platforms for AI acceleration [153].
FPGA ASIC GPU

Required technical
skills

VHDL/Verilog,
FPGA de-
velopment
environment

VHDL/Verilog,
CAD tools for
chip fabrication

GPU high-level
programming
skills

Implementation
time/Time to mar-
ket

Medium High Medium

Implementation
level

Hardware Hardware Software

Implementation fex-
ibility

High High Low

Flexibility for
changes after imple-
mentation

High Low High

Cost Medium High Medium to low
Energy efficiency Medium High Low
Area efficiency Low High Low
Performance Medium High Medium to low

The power efficiency of GPUs in specific computation tasks is normally high. How-
ever, due to the architecture for general purpose, the overall power efficiency in
embedded system is low.
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Figure 2.13: (a) Typical FPGA architecture consisting of configuration memory
and hardware logic layer. (b) Multi-context FPGAs increase effective logic capacity
by using more than one configuration memory plane. [155]

2.6 Partial reconfiguration of FPGAs

As their capabilities and sizes have increased, FPGAs have been used in a wide

range of domains, where their reconfigurability offers a distinct advantage over

the implementation of ASICs. This feature offers FPGAs unmatched hardware

flexibility. Moreoever, modern FPGAs have the capability to dynamically recon-

figure partial regions, which is referred to as partial configuration (PR). Through

this feature, the hardware function can be changed at runtime in response to the

application requirements [155].

There are many reasons for which the partial dynamical configuration on a

single FPGA is advantageous. These include: 1) reducing the size of the FPGA

required to implement a given function, with the consequent reductions in cost

and power consumption; 2) providing flexibility in choosing the algorithms or

protocols available to an application; 3) enabling new techniques in design security;

4) improving FPGA fault tolerance; 5) accelerating configurable computing; and

6) delivering updates (fixes and new features) to those deployed systems.

2.6.1 Mechanism of partial reconfiguration

Conceptually, all FPGA devices can be considered as being composed of two dis-

tinct layers: the configuration memory layer and the hardware logic layer [156], as

shown in Fig. 2.13 (a). In the hardware layer, there are plenty of computational

hardware resources, including LUTs, flip-flops, DSPs, memory blocks, transceivers
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and so on. The hardware layer also contains some routing resources and switch

boxes that allow components to be connected to form a circuit. Both the com-

putational resources and routing resources can be controlled by the RAMs in the

configuration layer. When FPGAs are powered on, the configuration memory will

keep the configuration details via a binary file called configuration file or bitstream.

This binary file contains all the information that determines the implemented cir-

cuit, such as the values stored in the LUTs, the initial set and reset status of the

flip-flops, the initialisation values for memories, the voltage standards of the input

and output pins and the routing information for the programmable interconnect

to enable the resources to form the described circuit. The function implemented

by the hardware logic layer is thus wholly determined by the values stored in the

configuration memory [155].

PR refers to the modification to the partial configuration information while

the others remain unchanged. As the configuration memory is modified, the cor-

responding regions in the hardware layer will also be changed. Dynamic reconfig-

uration (DPR) is different from PR. It refers to the modification to the hardware

designs during the runtime without a reset. Today, the mainstream FPGAs (e.g.

Xilinx) support PR functionality via dedicated internal interfaces (e.g. ICAP) to

rewrite the configuration RAMs. Due to the lack of drivers and software support,

DPR used to be applied in only a few projects. For now, the latest Xilinx FPGAs

support a new feature called dynamic function exchange (DFX), packaging DPR

and corresponding software.

2.6.2 Applications of partial reconfiguration

2.6.2.1 Dynamic system adaptation

The systems are applied to dynamically modify their behaviour for various envi-

ronments. It is particularly useful in applications in which the high computational

requirements exceed what software can provide. Due to the high flexibility of FP-

GAs with PR, It is popular in such applications as software defined radio [157].
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With the use of PR, various hardware filters for radio processing are implemented

according to the requests. In paper [158], a cognitive radio design is proposed.

It can modify the functionality at runtime, making operations more effective in

unknown environments. Another example is the applications with adaptive data

clustering (e.g., K-means clustering and support vector machines), where kernels

are selectively modified with multiple kernels hosted in the same FPGA [159, 160].

PR allows individual classifiers to be adapted to meet the need for many identical

classifiers in the system.

In automotive applications, the potential of PR has been observed. Because the

vehicle’s life is normally much longer than the updating cycle time of algorithms,

the ability to continuously update hardware is very attractive. In addition, FPGAs

with PR provide the capability of rapid development in driver assistance applica-

tions. In paper [161], the authors propose a system combining CPUs and FPGAs.

The CPU is used for control and management in this system, while FPGA is used

for image processing.

Within space applications, PR is widely used because of resource constraints.

In paper [162], the authors propose a design on Virtex-4 FPGA for a well-established

network-on-chip protocol in the space community. In this works, PR is used to

implement hardware functions for different purposes such as credit-based flow con-

trol, the detection of link errors, link error recovery and hot-plug ability.

FPGAs with PR are ideal for building a hardware system for changing sce-

narios, as hardware functions can be modified on the fly according to the require-

ments. Most of the PR examples are application-specific. The flexibility improves

the adaptability of FPGAs across a range of domains.

2.6.2.2 Partial reconfiguration for radiation

Essentially, PR is based on a similar idea to scrubbing: using new data ( hard-

ware bitstreams) to overwrite the previous data in the memory (configured RAM).

Therefore, PR can be used to mitigate errors in FPGAs, as SRAM-based FPGAs
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are highly vulnerable to SEUs. PR has been proposed as a solution to mitigate

SEUs in SRAM-based FPGAs because it provides an auxiliary path to the config-

uration memory. In paper [163], the authors partition the FPGA into a number of

regions to isolate SEU errors, and then apply duplication with comparison to en-

sure correct computation. If the outputs of identical modules are different, there is

an error. Once an error is detected, that region is reconfigured. In paper [164], the

authors proposed a scrubbing method for configuration RAMs. The bitstream is

stored in a radiation-hardened memory and refreshed by a configuration controller.

Some other methods enable redundancy through PR. In paper [165], redundant

electronic control units (ECUs) are implemented in PR regions. When there are

detected errors, the corresponding region is reconfigured, and the redundant ECU

performs as a backup.

2.6.2.3 System cost reduction

PR can help reduce overall system cost by enabling time multiplexing of the func-

tionality on a smaller chip instead of a larger FPGA. Because the energy con-

sumption of smaller chips is generally low, this also helps reduce the overall cost

[155]. PR has been proved to be useful for media-related processing, as they

are resource-constrained applications. In paper [166], PR is used for the imple-

mentation of an MP3 decoder. In paper [167], the authors proposed a PR-based

scalable H.264/AVC deblocking filter architecture. The filter adapts to different

user requirements at runtime. In paper [168], the AdaBoost algorithm for human

detection is implemented by using PR. There are two computationally intensive

tasks: integral image computation and feature extraction/decision. By dynami-

cally implementing the corresponding hardware function, the required hardware

resources can be significantly reduced.

To sum up, when the requirement is low cost, the use of PR can be divided

into two categories. One is the deployment of different hardware functions through

time-division multiplexing, thus reducing the consumption of resources. The other
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one is the scalable hardware design for different scenarios.

2.6.2.4 High-performance computing

Through PR, FPGA can also provide the capability of computing acceleration

within the general-purpose computing systems. In paper [169], a design of high-

performance reconfigurable computing is proposed. The FPGA takes on a signif-

icant proportion of a large scientific application, with PR allowing the fabric to

be used in different computational steps during runtime, when the applications

are too large to fit on a single FPGA. In paper [170], the authors used PR for an

autonomous computing system with placement and routing implemented on the

FPGA fabric itself, which allows the FPGA to create new circuit bitstreams for

self-modifying hardware. In paper [171], the authors proposed a real-time oper-

ating system for highly adaptive efficient and dependable computing on FPGAs.

In this system, each task can apply for hardware resources to build accelerators.

However, the accelerator is not adjustable for the same task.

Another very popular scenario of FPGA is cloud computing [172]. For example,

Microsoft used FPGAs to deploy accelerators for Bing search [173]. In paper [174],

the author proposed a scheme to manage multiple PR blocks as virtual FPGAs,

which can make it easier to manage resources. In paper [175], the authors provide a

comprehensive survey on FPGA-based hardware accelerators for cloud computing.

FPGAs have also been used in neural networks, where algorithms are con-

stantly changing and upgraded. PR can provide adaptation to AI tasks for the

inference computation . In paper [176], the authors proposed an online evolvable

pattern recognition system, where the classification module dynamically evolves

using PR. In this paper, a processor configures a PR region with different classifi-

cation modules to evaluate the input pattern.
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2.6.3 Challenges of FPGA system with partial reconfigu-

ration

PR has shown significant advantages in such applications as autonomous driving,

communications and space. This also includes AI hardware systems under nuclear

radiation. However, there are still many challenges in using PR to implement such

an AI system.

Firstly, it remains challenging to implement a system with multiple accelerators

on the current commercial FPGAs due to the limited support in tools and drivers.

To build such a system, developers need to overcome the limitations of existing

flows, including hardware design, cabling planning, driver implementation, system

calls and application optimisation. Even though such FPGA providers as Xilinx

have provided some of the automation tools, it is still very difficult to introduce

an abstract concept into a specific system.

Secondly, more research is required on how to manage multiple accelerators on

FPGAs appropriately. When PR techniques are applied, there may be multiple

accelerators in FPGA systems. It presents a challenge for optimising the system

with multiple accelerators and applications. In addition, during PR, the switching

of hardware functions should avoid any impact on running applications.

The third issue is the scheduling of PR to achieve the best performance. Ob-

viously, it is not free to conduct reconfiguration. Although Xilinx claims that

their FPGAs can configure small blocks in milliseconds, the reconfiguration of the

larger accelerator and the switching of the device tree will take seconds. From an

application perspective, switching too frequently is likely to outweigh the benefits.

Finally, it is still a question of how to build the autonomously self-adaptive

systems that combine reconfiguration capability with intelligence and the ability

to adapt to bitstream capabilities, which will be discussed in this thesis.
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2.7 Conclusion

As we can conclude, the challenges fall into two categories: SEE and DL. Specifi-

cally, the challenges include SEE simulation for large circuits, SEE mitigation for

extreme radiation environments, limited resources for AI inference, flexibility for

multiple tasks and power efficiency for long-term operation.

Firstly, SEE simulations require more computational resources and time, if we

want more accurate results. Due to the complexity of SEE and the increasingly

large size of existing circuits, it has become a challenge to design a large-scale

circuit suitable for the verification and simulation of anti-SEE performance. On

the one hand, transistor or gate-level tools (e.g., SPICE) are accurate enough for

small-scale circuits. However, The requirement for a large amount of computa-

tional power prevents them from being used for large circuits. On the other hand,

although the HDL can simulate the behaviours of large-scale circuits, it lacks de-

tails in SEE to analyse the SEE propagation. To address the issue, in Chapter 3,

I will present a new SEE simulation scheme combining the advantages of SPICE

and HDL simulation.

Secondly, in strong radiation environments such as a nuclear power system,

errors can accumulate much faster than in traditional radiation environments. In

this case, the typical error mitigation methods intended for the space environment

may not be able to meet specific requirements. The TMR technique incurs a

high overhead cost. The ECC has limited capability to deal with accumulated

errors. The scrubbing methods have the potential to mitigate SEUs. However, it

requires extra hardware support (e.g. additional IO ports), limiting the range of

applications. Due to the long-term effects in strong radiation environments, the

devices will only work for hours and be replaced. The error mitigation performance

and costs will be more important than power consumption. Therefore, in chapter

4, I will present a portable scrubbing design requiring no additional IO ports.

Thirdly, when it comes to AI systems, the biggest challenges are the high

requirements for DL deployment, including weight volume, power consumption,
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price, radiation resistance and complex scenarios. The reconfigurable feature

makes FPGAs a perfect option. On the one hand, reconfigurable technology has

proven system reliability in radiated environments. On the other hand, the recon-

figurable feature provides FPGAs with adaptability for various scenarios. Some of

the works have proposed to utilize reconfiguration features to improve and solve

the problems in the hardware aspect. However, I think the system can be fur-

ther improved by adopting the concept in both hardware and software. Therefore,

an adaptive hardware resource management system based on the reconfiguration

feature is designed for multiple AI tasks in harsh environments. It can improve

comprehensive performance, including reliability and power efficiency. Further-

more, the idea of the dynamical switch is adapted at the software level. A series of

DL networks are pre-built in different sizes. When facing various work scenarios,

the networks can be dynamically switched in real-time to adapt to different per-

formance, power and accuracy requirements. The work is presented in chapters 5

and 6.



Chapter 3

Simulation of SEEs in integrated

circuits

3.1 Introduction

Today’s strategies to evaluate the effects of SETs and SEUs on the integrated

circuits of different designs still have certain limitations. Real world radiation ex-

periments (e.g., outer space experiments or nuclear radiation facility experiments)

demand sophisticated mechanical setup and they are expensive as well. Indeed,

they can provide “high level” results like “error rates” and “sensitivity to radia-

tion” of different chips, but the detailed radiation effects on various circuit modules

are hard to find, due to the complexity of the integrated circuits.

Existing transistor simulation tools, which are transistor-based analog circuit

simulation, can produce accurate results by considering detailed physical param-

eters (e.g., capacitance, resistance, current, voltage, and 3D structure) in simula-

tion. However, they will take days to weeks to complete on a cluster of powerful

servers. When it comes to the SEE simulation, the complexity further increases

considering the time sequence and injection nodes.

HDL level simulation might be used to quickly assess the SEE mitigation per-

formance of circuits. It carries out the error injections in the data stream or

52
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memory units based on the probability of bit-flips [29, 28], which makes HDL sim-

ulations lacking in detail when analysing SEEs (especially SETs) in some specific

circuits. Moreover, the HDL design only describes the behaviour of the circuit and

does not reflect the actual size of the circuit, so the accuracy of the SEE injection

based on the error rate is also questionable.

SEE models

SEE HDL

models

Update 

Convert

SPICE simulation

Figure 3.1: The comparison between a typical SEE evaluation scheme and the
proposed scheme.

To utilise the advantages of SPICE simulation and HDL simulation tool, a new

SEE simulation scheme is proposed [177, 178], to offer a fast and cost-efficient

method, requiring less time and computational resources for SEE simulations, to

evaluate and compare the performance of large-scale circuits. The scheme con-

sists of the following features: 1) creating SEE behaviour models using SPICE or

TCAD, 2) generating HDL netlists and injection scripts using the HDL designs,

and 3) using the SEE behaviour models in HDL simulations to study and com-

pare the performance of the circuit designs. 4) Based on the results, update the

hardware designs and rerun the simulation operations.

Validation of the proposed scheme has been conducted using a 180nm logic gate

library from the SMIC [179] to build a set of SEE models for the simulation. The
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baseline circuits that we used in this work, are a series of commonly used circuit

designs from the ISCAS89 benchmark [180]. Experimental results exhibit that the

proposed scheme can handle SEE simulations for more than 40 different circuits

with the sizes varying from 100 transistors to 100k transistors. Additionally, using

low-level SEE behaviour models, the proposed simulation scheme is able to provide

details of the error propagation and vulnerable logic design in the HDL simulation.

As shown in Fig. 3.1, compared to the typical SEE evaluation scheme, the proposed

scheme provides a rapid solution to analyse the vulnerable modules in the logic

designs before post layout simulations.

3.2 The proposed SEE simulation scheme

The workflow of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 3.2. Due to the complexity of

the large-scale circuits, it is very difficult to directly undertake physical simulation

for VLSI. Because all digital circuits are made up of basic logic components, a set

of SEE behaviour models for logic components will be generated in the proposed

scheme. The SEE behaviour models are generated from SPICE simulations based

on the gate libraries and SEE SPICE models. In this scheme, the SEE behaviour

models can be reused for different HDL designs so that there is no need to re-

conduct the generation of the SEE behaviour models. It also provides the flexibility

to customise the gate libraries and SPICE models to achieve more accurate results.

3.2.1 Process of SEE simulation

The process of the SEE simulation for VLSI includes three steps: 1) generate the

SEE models for basic circuit units, 2) build HDL netlists for the large-scale circuits

and 3) carry out simulation and analysis.

The first step is the most important step in the proposed scheme. The accuracy

of the SEE models determines the accuracy of the simulation results. On the

physical level, SEEs are transient currents caused by the particles, which can be
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Figure 3.2: The workflow of the proposed scheme. SPICE simulation part can be
skipped, if SEE behaviour models have been generated.

affected by the capacitance between the transistors, the resistance of the circuit

wire, the semiconductor material of the chips and the intensity of the radiation.

In this step, we use transient current sources in the SPICE to simulate the SEEs.

By injecting the transient current at the sensitive circuit nodes, the changes of

voltage will be observed on the output ports.

The second step is to build HDL netlists of large-scale circuits. Compared

to the small circuits, the large-scale circuits are much more complicated. In a

circuit with thousands of transistors, there might be millions of possibilities which

need to be simulated. It is not viable to do that in SPICE. We replace the basic

logic components with the corresponding SEE models. Therefore, HDL netlists

should correspond with the structure of the physical circuits. However, normal

HDL designs do not indicate the physical circuits directly. Here, we generate the

SPICE netlists by EDA tools and components library, which can be converted into

HDL netlists. A script tool is also designed to replace the basic components and

generate new HDL netlists automatically.

The third step is to undertake simulations and analysis. Considering that the

large-scale circuits may contain hundreds of inputs and outputs, the simulation
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bench files are also generated by scripts automatically.

In this final step, the simulation test-bench codes contain three parts: 1) input

generation, 2) SEEs injection and 3) error detection. The input generation part

is used to generate specific input data streams to represent different software pro-

grams. The injection part is used to control the SEE injection. The error detection

part is used to monitor the output and analyse the errors. In this scheme, two

identical designs are used as a reference module and an experiment module respec-

tively. When the simulation starts, both modules are monitored. By comparing

the outputs, the errors can be then detected. The number of errors was noted for

subsequent analysis.

3.2.2 The basic component for SEE simulation

In order to generate the SEE model of those basic logic components, a concept

of the basic circuit unit is introduced in this work. The basic circuit unit is a

“black box”, with inputs and outputs and relationships between the inputs and

outputs which can be represented by an equation. When SEEs occur in this unit,

the effects of the SEE (i.e., digital pulses and bit-flips) can also be represented

through this equation.

Therefore, we can build HDL SEE models of the integrated circuits by using

equations. The model should include two parts: 1) the behaviours of the circuits

without errors and 2) the effect of SEEs on operational circuits. In digital circuits

(including combinational and sequential circuits), the output will only be affected

by the current inputs and states. The equation of the normal behaviour of the

circuits can be represented as follows:

On = f(Sn, In), (3.1)

where On represents the current output of the circuit, In represent the current

inputs and Sn represents the current state of the circuit.
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As indicated in Chapter 2, SETs and SEUs are two main types of soft errors in

SEEs. SETs can generate digital pulses that will propagate through the following

circuits. SEUs can cause bit-flips and they will change the current state of the

circuits. I represented SETs and SEUs in separate equations.

SET

1

0

Peak

Particle Hit

Delay

Figure 3.3: The original transient SEE pulse and the generated SEE digital pulses.

When charged particles strike a sensitive area in the circuit unit, a transient

current will be generated, which will cause a voltage pulse. If the peak voltage

exceeds the threshold voltage of value “1”, then a digital pulse will be generated.

The waveform of the voltage pulse and the corresponding digital pulse is shown in

Fig. 3.3. When one charged particle strikes a transistor in the circuit, the pulse

will appear at output ports after a delay. The duration time of the signal at the

output ports is the width of the pulse. According to the different current states

and the propagation paths, the output signal can be a positive pulse, a negative

pulse or no pulse. For the output of one SET on transistor K, the equation can

be then represented as follows:

OSET,k =


0 0 < t < Td,

fSET,k(Sn, In) Td ≤ t < Td + Tw,

0 Td + Tw ≤ t,

(3.2)

where OSET,k represents the output signal of SETs on one transistor, fSET,k(Sn, In)

represents the outputs of pulses which can be positive pulse, negative pulse and

no change and t represents the elapsed time of the events, Td represents the time

for the pulses to propagate to the outputs from the strike point and Tw represents
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the width of the pulses.

The possibility of triggering the OSET,k depends on the radiation cross section

of the transistors. To simplify the process of the analysis, we assume that the

size of the area under the radiation for each transistor is the same. Therefore, if

there are N transistors in the circuit unit, then the probability that each transistor

will trigger the OSET,k will be 1/N . When a SET occurs in the circuit unit, the

equation for this circuit unit can be then represented as follows:

OSET = fc(OSET,1, OSET,2, ..., OSET,N), (3.3)

where fc is a choice function, which indicates the transistors struck by the particles,

and OSET represents the output of SETs on this circuit.

SEU

1

0

Peak

Particle Hit

Delay

Figure 3.4: The voltage change of the bit flip.

Similar to the effects of SETs, the effects of the SEUs can also be represented

mathematically. As shown in Fig. 3.4, when SEUs occur in the circuit unit, the

state of the circuit will be changed, which may also change the output of the

circuit unit. Therefore, the equation of the SEU on one transistor K can be then

represented as follows:

SSEU,k =

 0 0 < t < Td,

fSEU,k(Sn) Td ≤ t,
(3.4)

where SSEU,k represents the new state of the circuit unit after the SEUs on tran-

sistor k, Td represents the propagation time and fSEU,k represents the effects of
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the SEU on transistor k.

Therefore, the effects of the SEUs on the circuit unit can be then represented

as follows:

SSEU = fc(fSEU,1, fSEU,2, ..., fSEU,N), (3.5)

where SSEU represents the new state of the circuit unit after the SEUs in this circuit

unit, fSEU,k represents the effects of the SEU on transistor k and fc represent a

choice function, when SEUs occur, one of the fSEU,k functions will be triggered.

3.2.3 Propagation between multiple units

In physical circuits, the observed voltage changes depend on not only the hitted

units themselves, but also the propagation path. When SEEs occur in logic gate

chains, the width of the transient pulses may significantly increase or decrease

in the propagation, which is called propagation-induced pulse broadening (PIPB)

effect [181].

As shown in [182], the PIPB effect is induced by unbalanced propagation delay

of the rising edge and the falling edge in logic gate chains, Fig. 3.5 shows an

example of the PIPB effect. In this figure, the “Diving signal” is the output pulse

of the previous circuit unit, assuming that there is a SET occurring in the previous

unit. The observed pulse is then the input pulse of the next circuit unit. TLH

represents the time for the voltage to change from low to high and THL represents

the time for voltage to change from high to low, which includes the propagation

time, charging time and discharging time. When the rising edge time (TLH) is

longer than the falling edge time (THL), the detected width of the positive pulse

will reduce, while the negative pulse will widen. When the SEE occurs in the long

logic gate chains, the propagation effect will be accumulated, which may further

affect the transient pulses significantly.

The rising and the falling edge delays depend on the capacitance of the nodes,

which are related to the number of driven gates [182]. In this work, the detected
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Driving signal

Observed pulse
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( a ) positive pulse ( b ) negative pulse

Figure 3.5: The propagation effects on positive and negative pulses, which caused
by the difference between the rising and the falling edge propagation time.

propagation delay at input wires of unit K is represented as follows:

dt(I) =

 TLH I = 0,

THL I = 1,
(3.6)

where dt(I) represents the detected propagation delay, I represents previous valid

input values, TLH represents rising edge delay and THL represents the falling edge

delay.

Hence, the input of the unit can be represented as follows:

I ′n = I(tn−dt(I)) (3.7)

where I ′n represents the input value of the current state for operations, tn represents

the current moment and dt(I) represents the detected propagation delay.

3.2.4 Large circuits

Large circuits are composed of many small circuits or circuit units. When the

circuits are struck by the particles, SEEs may occur in any of the small circuits.

The probability of a SEE occurring in the specific units corresponds to the SEE
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cross section of the units and the size of the circuit units. The SEE cross section

represents the number of events per unit of fluence. For the circuits in one chip,

the SEE cross section should be identical. Therefore, the probability of the SEEs

for each unit should correspond to the size of the circuits. In other words, the

larger circuits may have higher chances to capture particles and generate more

SEEs.

Fig. 3.6 shows an example of SEE injection in a large circuit, which is a TMR

module with 4 sub-modules. There are three identical big functional modules (i.e.,

M1 M2 and M3) and a small voting module (i.e., M4). If a SEE occurs in the TMR

module, then the transient pulse should occur in one of those modules. However,

considering that the size of the functional module and the voting module are very

different, it is likely that the pulse occurs in the bigger sub-modules: M1, M2 or

M3. The size of the unit is relative to the probability of the SEE function of the

unit that is triggered.

Therefore, when one SEE occurs in one complex circuit with M circuit units,

the probability (Pi) that the unit i is struck can be represented as follows:

Pi =
si

s1 + s2 + ...+ sM
=
si
S
, (3.8)

where s1, s2..sM represents the sizes of each circuit unit respectively in this large

circuit, S represents the total size of the circuits and si represents the size of the

unit i.

Integrated circuits consist of PMOS and NMOS transistors. The size of the cir-

cuits can be represented by the number of the PMOS and NMOS. The probability

of the occurrence of SEEs can be represented as follows:

Pi =
si
S

=
Npmos,i + λNnmos,i

Npmos + λNnmos

, (3.9)

where Npmos,i represents the number of the PMOS in unit i, Nnmos,i represents the

number of the NMOS in unit i, Npmos represents the number of all PMOS in this
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complex circuit, Nnmos represents the number of all NMOS and λ represents the

ratio of the size of the PMOS and NMOS.

M1

M2

M3

M4Input Output

TMR Module

Voting circuit

Figure 3.6: A TMR module for SEE injection. M1, M2 and M3 are three identical
modules. M4 is the voting module. M1, M2 and M3 are bigger in size than M4.

We assume that the PMOS and NMOS transistors have an identical sensitive

size that can catch particles to ease calculations. In that case, the λ is equal to 1

and the probability can be represented as follows:

Pi =
si
S

=
Nmos,i

Nmos

, (3.10)

where Nmos,i and Nmos,i represent the numbers of the MOS in unit i and the

number of all MOS in the large circuit respectively. By using the SEE models and

the probability for each unit, the SEE simulation scheme for large circuits can be

then implemented.

3.3 Implementation of SEE models

The SEE models of the circuit units form the foundation of the predication scheme.

To obtain accurate models, the physical parameters were included in the circuit

unit simulations. In this work, the circuit units are simulated in HSPICE [183], a

Synopsys circuit simulator for accurate circuit simulation.
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3.3.1 Selection of basic components

In this scheme, the basic units to generate SEE models can be a set of gate com-

ponents or other circuit modules in the targeted designs. The SEE models will

be more accurate if additional transistors are covered in the HSPICE simulations.

However, the larger the units are, the more difficult the transistor simulation will

be. Considering the complexity of the integrated circuits, the basic units with

smaller size and higher reusability can ease both transistor level simulations and

system level simulations. Thus, the gate components are better options.

Table 3.1: The netlist of the S27 circuits

The SPICE netlist:
.subckt S27 GND VDD CK G0 G1 G17 G2 G3
XDFF2 G7 CK G13 DFFQNX1M
XDFF0 G5 CK G10 DFFQNX1M
XDFF1 G6 CK G11 DFFQNX1M
XU10 G14 G0 INVX2M
XU11 G17 G11 INVX2M
XU12 G8 G14 G6 AND2X1M
XU13 G15 G12 G8 OR2X1M
XU14 G16 G3 G8 OR2X1M
XU15 G9 G16 G15 NAND2X1M
XU16 G10 G14 G11 NOR2X1M
XU17 G11 G5 G9 NOR2X1M
XU18 G12 G1 G7 NOR2X1M
XU19 G13 G2 G12 NOR2X1M

For instance, Table 3.1 shows the HSPCE netlist generated from the S27 cir-

cuit, which is one of the ISCAS89 benchmark circuits. QFFQX1M, INVX2M,

AND2X1M, OR2X1M, NAND2X1M and NOR2X1M in the HSPICE code indi-

cates different gates used in physical circuits, respectively. Those components are

all units required for the S27 circuit. It is possible to combine parts of the com-

ponents into a bigger unit. However, it will significantly increase the complexity

of the following simulations. Considering the reusability and small size of those

components, it will be suitable to choose those components as basic circuit units

in the following simulations. In this work, 14 components from the gates library
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were used in the simulation of circuits in ISCAS89 from the smallest one to the

largest one.

3.3.2 The used circuit unit in simulation

The ISCAS89 [184] benchmark circuits are coded in HDL. The physical parameters

(e.g., capacitance, resistance) are not included in the ISCAS89 files. In order to

obtain the physical architecture of the basic units, HDL designs need to be firstly

compiled and implemented. After the implementation, the SPICE netlists are

generated and the logic devices in the HDL codes are replaced with the logic

components in the physical gate libraries. In this work, a 180 nm gate library

[179] from the SMIC was used to build SEE models.

Fig. 3.7 shows the circuit diagram of the DFFQNX1M, which is a flip-flop

in the SIMIC 180 nm gate library. This is a sequential circuit that consists of

22 transistors. As mentioned in section 3.2, SEEs are affected by the current
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Figure 3.7: The circuit of the QFFQX1M in SMIC gate library.

inputs and states. In order to build accurate models, it is necessary to cover all

circumstances in the SPICE simulation. The number of possibilities corresponds
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with the number of inputs and the number of states. Therefore, The workload for

building the SEE models can be estimated by the number of inputs and states.

For a K-size circuit with Ni changeable inputs and Ns changeable states. the

possibilities for the circuit can be represented as follows:

St = 2Ni × 2Ns ×K, (3.11)

where the St represents the number of the probabilities which need to be simulated

and the K represents the number of the transistors in this circuit.

The probabilities can also be used to evaluate the time required to build SEE

models. For example, QFFQX1M has 1 circuit state and 5 inputs including D, C,

CK, VDD and VSS. When the circuit is working, the VDD and VSS are constant

and the D, C and CK are changeable. According to Equation 3.11, the number of

circumstances for all transistors is equal to 176, which is also the number of the

simulation rounds required for building the SEE model.

The time required can be predicted by the probabilities and the time required

for each simulation round. Table 3.2 shows the time required for the SPICE

simulation for all units used in this work. The SEE models of small units can

be generated in several minutes, while the SEE models of big circuits (e.g., QF-

FQX1M) will take several hours. In general, the SEE models for all units could

be generated in hours.

3.3.3 Injection currents

Both SETs and SEUs are caused by ionizing particles and transient currents.. At

present, the most common methods for simulating single-particle effects are to

inject the transient currents to the target node, where the location is struck by

high-energy particles. The current sources are used in this work to generate the

transient currents to simulate single-particle effects. The intensity of the current

reflects the intensity of radiation and the capability of energy absorption.
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Table 3.2: Time required of the SPICE simulation to build SEE models
Unit Size of the unit Number of probabilities Time required

INVX2M 2 4 1 s
OR2X1M 6 24 16 s
OR3X1M 8 32 31 s
OR4X1M 10 160 238 s

NOR2X1M 4 16 6 s
NOR3X1M 6 48 32 s
NOR4X1M 8 128 121 s
AND2X1M 6 24 16 s
AND3X1M 8 32 31 s
AND4X1M 10 160 238 s

NAND2X1M 8 32 6 s
NAND3X1M 10 160 32 s
NAND4X1M 12 192 480 s
QFFQX1M 25 176 196 min

In order to improve the accuracy of the SEE model, the injection currents

should follow the trends of the physical effects. There are some current models for

SEE simulation (e.g., the rectangular pulse model, the double exponential pulse

model and the transient pulse model [185, 186]).

However, for the rectangular and the double exponential pulse, it has been

proven that the peak of the currents could be 20% lower than real transient currents

[185]. Here, we use a transient current model which is based on the quantity of

the electricity generated by the ionisation effects. Compared to the other models,

the current waves generated by this model are closer to the real currents of the

SEEs [187].

The equation of the transient pulse model can be represented as follows:

I(t) =
2Q

τ
√
π

√
t

τ
exp

{
−t
τ

}
, (3.12)

where the Q represents the quantity of the free electricity generated by the ion-

ization effects, which is also the quantity of free electricity in the injection, τ

represents the physical parameters related to the electricity absorption, which is

affected by the materials of the semiconductors, physical shapes and architecture

of the transistors. The higher value of τ means the slower current changes in the
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circuits. Normally, Q is between 100 fC (femto-coulomb) and 150 fC [188] and τ

is between 25 ps and 35 ps (picosecond) [30] for the circuits between 100 nm and

200 nm. We considered the circuits are from the 180 nm gate library, Q is set at

100 fC and τ is set at 25 ps.
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Figure 3.8: The location of injection current source in the inverter circuit, when
the PMOS in the inverter is struck by the particle.

3.3.4 Simulation of SEE models

3.3.4.1 Implementation of current sources

The direction of the SEE transient currents are affected by the electric field di-

rection. Therefore, the injection current source should correspond to the electric

field. Fig. 3.8 shows the examples of the injection current source in the SMIC 180

nm inverter circuit. If the output of the inverter is “0”, then the PMOS will be

the sensitive gate. In this case, the SEE transient current flows from Vcc to the

output port, which will cause a positive pulse. If the output is “1”, the direction

of the transient current is from the output port to Vss causing a negative pulse.

Therefore, the current source will be connected to the sensitive gates to generate

pulses in the simulation.

When transient currents are injected, corresponding voltage changes will be

observed at output nodes. Fig. 3.9 shows the voltage change of the inverter

output in the SPICE simulation. The peak of the voltage pulse is about 2.74 V
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Figure 3.9: The simulation results of SEE positive pulse in the inverter circuit.
The input of the inverter is “1” and the PMOS is struck by the particle.

and the time duration is about 0.2 ns. When it is converted to the digital model,

the time duration is the width of the digital pulses.
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Figure 3.10: The comparison of the output voltages of the inverter with and with-
out following circuits.

3.3.4.2 Propagation effects

Due to the different connections of the circuits, the voltage curve of transient

pulses are not constant. Fig. 3.10 shows the voltage curve of transient pulses
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Table 3.3: The lookup table with initial delay parameters

Number of units
Specifications (ps)

Rising edge delay Falling edge delay
1 79 64
2 97 80
3 112 92
4 127 104
5 141 115
6 159 131
7 178 146

in the inverter circuit with one and without following circuits. Compared to the

separated inverter without following circuits, the output voltage curve in inverter

with following circuits is smoother, which causes propagation effects in the circuits.

As mentioned in Section III, increasing number of logic gates increases the

capacitance of the connection node, which will increase rising edge and falling

edge delay. In this chapter, a lookup table is built to represent Equation 3.7.

Considering that the number of driven gates can be obtained by simply counting

how many times the output wires are used in the netlist, THL and TLH parameters

can be initialised, when final netlists are generated. Table 3.3 shows the pre-built

lookup table used in the simulation. For example, if a previous units is driving

three following units, then the rising edge from the previous output should be

detected by the following units 112 ps later.

3.3.4.3 The width of the digital pulses

The width of the digital pulses represents the time duration of the voltages, which

can be sampled as incorrect values. In CMOS devices, the threshold voltage of

logic “0” is normally 0.3(V cc − V ss). When voltages are lower than 0.3(V cc −

V ss), the sampled values will be logic “0”. The threshold voltage of logic “1”

is 0.7(V cc − V ss). When voltages are higher than 0.7(V cc − V ss), the sampled

values are “1”. In this work, the threshold voltages are represented as follows:

VH =
V cc− V ss√

2
+ V ss, VL =

V cc− V ss
2 +
√

2
+ V ss, (3.13)
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where VH represents the threshold of the high voltages and VL represents the

threshold of the low voltages. The width of the positive pulse is the duration of

the voltage peaks which are higher than VH . The width of the negative pulse is

the duration of the voltage peaks which are lower than VL.

Table 3.3 shows the specifications of the two pulses. The width of the pulse in

the inverter with following circuits is 15% wider than the pulse in separate circuit.

Finally, the digital SEE models can be generated by using the SPICE simulation

results. The digital SEE models of the INVX2M and DFFQNX1M are shown in

Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, which include the trigger conditions, possibilities, the

width of the pulse in different circumstances and the output delay.

Table 3.4: The SEE model of INVX2M unit
Inputs probability Width (ns) Delay (ns)

SET 0 50% 0.22 0.0
1 50% 0.22 0.0

SEU X 0% / /

Table 3.5: The SEE model of DFFQNX1M unit
Inputs-States* probability Width (ns) Delay (ns)

SET XXX 8% 0.22 0.0
0X0 4% / 0.10

SEU 0X1 8% / 0.12
1X0 8% / 0.11
1X1 4% / 0.10

* The data input, CLK and Stored bit

3.4 SEE simulation of large-scale circuits

In order to carry out simulations for large-scale circuits on the system level, the

SEE models generated from the SPICE simulation need to be integrated into the

HDL circuit units. Therefore, the original logic components (e.g., OR gates and

AND gates) are replaced with the circuit unit modules that contains the digital

SEE models. Considering the large number of logic components, Python script

tools are developed to automatically generate HDL codes.
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3.4.1 Implementation of HDL circuit units

Circuit units are used to replace the original logic components. Therefore, the

function of the original logic components should also be covered by the circuit unit.

The circuit units will include the function of the original logic components and the

SEE models. There are three parts of the circuit unit models: 1) original logic, 2)

configurable parameters and 3) the functions of the SEE models to generate the

bit-flips and digital pulses.

Inverter in netlist Circuit unit with SEE model

Figure 3.11: The implementation of SEE model of the inverter.

Fig. 3.11 shows the implementation of SEE model of the inverter. In the origi-

nal netlists, the inverters are simple circuit blocks only with the “NOT” function.

In the generated netlists, the inverters are replaced by the HDL modules which

consist of the “NOT” function and the SEE model function to conduct SEE in-

jection. If there is no SEE, the module will work as the inverter. When the SEE

injection is conducted, the injection programme will try to call the functions of the

SEE model to force the circuits to generate a digital pulse. As with the inverter,

other logic gates will be also replaced. In this way, we can rebuild the netlist for

the HDL simulation.

The SEE model is implemented as a task functions in Verilog. When the SEEs

are triggered, the task functions will be called by the injection scripts. The task

functions simulate the pulse caused by forcing signals on the output wire to be

incorrect for a certain time and simulate the bit-flips by changing the circuit states.

Fig. 3.12 shows the example of the SEE output in the inverter in the HDL

simulation. The “x” is the input of the inverter and “nx” is the output. The SEE
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Figure 3.12: The transient pulse in HDL simulation. “x” is the input of the inverter
and “nx” is the output of the inverter. The pulse is injected at the moment of 64
ns in the inverter unit.

occurs at 64 ns and the function of the SEE model is triggered at the same time.

SPICE simulation also shows a negative pulse lasting for 0.22 ns.

In the HDL simulations, the SEEs are represented by injection functions in

the units. Considering that there is only one unit struck by the particle in the

single event, therefore only one of the injection functions should be triggered. We

marked all circuit units and injection functions with unique IDs to indicate the

circuit units. In this way, only one function will be accessed during SEE injections.

The IDs can be calculated by the following equation:

IDk =
k−1∑
i=1

si (3.14)

where si represents the size of the marked circuit units, the number of the MOS-

FETs in the circuit unit. During SEE injections, the scripts will generate a ran-

dom number under the range of the IDs. If the number is between the IDk and

IDk + sk, then the SEE function in the unit k will be triggered. The probability

will be calculated using Equation 3.10.

3.4.2 Script tools for injection

Large-scale HDL designs contain many circuit units. For example, S38584, the

largest circuits in ISCAS89, contains 11,448 logic units. It is difficult to design the

test bench by handcraft. Hence, we design a tool based python script to generate
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the test-bench codes automatically. The test-bench codes include three parts: 1)

input generation, 2) SEE injection and 3) output analysing.

The design of the HDL simulation for large-scale circuits is shown in the Fig-

ure. 3.13. In the HDL simulation, the target circuits will be instantiated twice.

Therefore, there will be two identical designs in the HDL simulation. One of the

modules is the injection circuit where we inject the SEE. The other one is the

reference circuit, which is used for error detection. Considering that the pulses

caused by SETs could be easily blocked by registers, I added a set of registers as

output buffers. If the pulses are blocked by the registers, then the pulses will not

affect the following sequential circuits.
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Figure 3.13: The HDL simulation for large-scale circuits.

In the HDL simulation, there are two types of inputs generated by the scripts,

which are random inputs and specific inputs. In this scheme, the random inputs

are generated based on the given switch probabilities of input signals. If the HDL

bench codes just drive the target design with the random inputs, the difference in

the data stream will not be observed. If the test-bench codes drive the circuits

with specific input data streams, the SEE mitigation performance of the input

streams can also be evaluated.

The test-bench codes call the functions in the SEE models to carry out injec-

tions. Calling the SEE function with the unique ID, the SEE injection can be

conducted. If the error can finally reach the output of the circuit, it will be ob-

served. By comparing the outputs, the errors can be detected and recorded. We
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use scripts to calculate the number of errors, the number of SEEs and the error

rates of the design.

3.4.3 Propagation of SEE induced errors

When SEEs occur in the large-scale circuits, some error may not be visible at the

output ports of the circuits. The pulses may be blocked in the propagation path

by the logic gates and registers.

Figure 3.14: Errors blocked by logic gates and registers. SEE occurs in the XOR
gate. If C or D is “0”, the pulses will be blocked by AND gates. If CLK is not
flipping, the pluses will be blocked by registers.

Fig. 3.14 shows the scenario where SEE errors are blocked by logic gates and

registers. There are two different propagation paths of the errors in this figure. In

the first propagation path, because the current input ‘C’ is “1”, the error generated

in the OR gate can reach the register. However, the registers only sample the input

signals at the positive edge of the clock. There is a high chance that the pulse

will not be sampled, which means that the error is blocked. In the second path,

because the input signal ‘D’ is “0”, the error cannot go through the AND gate,

which means that the errors are blocked by the logic gate.

Considering the above cases, the scripts will also monitor the signal after buffers

to see if adding buffers is helpful to mitigate errors. When generating bench codes,
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scripts will automatically add registers connected to the output wires. The original

outputs will be compared to the outputs of the buffers, which are used to analyse

the effects of the errors on the following circuits.

3.5 Simulation results of large-scale circuits

We used the same generated SEE behaviour models to analyse the performance

of more than 40 circuits from ISCAS89 benchmark circuits, which represents that

the circuits are under the same circumstances. In addition, I compared the SEE

mitigation performance of the same circuits using TMR and register space-time

redundancy (STR) technology.

3.5.1 The simulation of the ISCA89 circuits

There are more than 40 circuits in ISCA89, among those, the S27 circuit is the

smallest. It contains 13 circuit units. S28584 circuit is the largest one. It contains

11,448 circuit units. The simulation results in the circuits indicate the effects of

SET and SEU effects between small-scale and large-scale circuits.

Fig. 3.15 shows the SEE injection in the S27 circuits, where the G0, G1, G2

and G3 are inputs of the S27 circuits. The G17 is the output of the S27, where the

scripts do the SEE injection. The G17 ref is the output wire of the reference unit.

The flag wire indicates the SEE injection. At the positive edges of the flag wire,

the SEEs are injected. In this figure, there is a positive pulse at the G17 wire,

which is different from the signal at G17 ref. The variable werr cnt shows the

number of the observed errors.

Fig. 3.16 shows the comparison of the circuits with and without output buffers.

“G17” is the output of the injection circuit and “G17 ref” is the output of the ref-

erence circuit. “result” is the output of the buffer which is connected to the “G17”

and “result ref” is the output of the buffer which is connected to the “G17 ref”. In

the simulation, the output buffers are used to filter out digital pulses to evaluate
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Figure 3.15: The outputs of the S27 in HDL simulation. The signal “G17” is the
original output of S27. “G17 ref” is the reference output of S27. A transient pulse
can be observed in “G17”.

bit flip rates.

Fig. 3.17 shows the error rates of the ISCAS89 circuits with and without

buffers. This result indicates the bit-flips rates and the total error rates, respec-

tively. In this figure, the error rates of the small circuits without buffers drop

significantly, while the error rates of the circuits with output buffers remain sta-

ble. This can be attributed to the fact that the SEE induced pulses are likely to

be blocked by the registers and logic designs, while the bit-flips cannot be blocked

by the register. Considering there are more registers in larger circuits, there could

be a high chance that the pulses are blocked by the registers in the propagation

path. Therefore, the error rates of circuits without buffers decrease along with

decreases in the circuit size.

Additionally , when the circuits are becoming larger, there will be more unused

propagation paths and invalid states, where the errors cannot affect the following

circuits. That is why the observed error rates in the simulation decrease slightly

with the circuit size. It is possible to utilise the redundant states and path to
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Figure 3.16: The outputs of the S27 with buffers in HDL simulation. The signal
“result” and “result ref” are buffered “G17” and buffered “G17 ref”.
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Figure 3.17: The error rates of the circuits in ISCAS89 without buffers and the
circuits with buffers.

improve the SEE mitigation performance.

3.5.2 Simulation of the SEE mitiagtion circuits

The simulation results of the circuits without mitigation show that there are a

large number of error bits caused by the pulses. Therefore, I evaluated the SEE

mitigation performance of STR and TMR methods.

The STR method only hardens registers. With extra registers as redundancy,

STR can fix the one-bit errors by itself. In addition, the registers will sample input

signals at different moments, which means that it can filter out digital pulses.

TMR is a popular method for SEE mitigation systems. It triples the modules for
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Table 3.6: The error rates of the S27 circuits with different fault-tolerant methods
Original Design TMR STR*

Inputs 4
Outputs 1

Transistors 121 389 184
Error rates without buffers 0.0792 0.0195 0.0620

Error rates with buffers 0.0106 0.00130 0.00131
* space-time redundancy

Table 3.7: The error rates of the S1423 circuits with different fault-tolerant meth-
ods

Original Design TMR STR
Inputs 17

Outputs 5
Transistors 5,102 15,436 8609

Error rates without buffers 0.0226 0.0024 0.0091
Error rates with buffers 0.0033 0.00016 0.00027

redundancy and uses an extra voting module to select the correct outputs.

TMR has the best error mitigation performance with the highest hardware costs

and the STR technology has a balance between performance and costs [189, 190,

191]. Therefore, we validated the proposed scheme by comparing the performance

of both methods in the proposed scheme.

The Table 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 shows the simulation results of S27, S1423 and

S38584 with different hardening technologies. S27 represents the small circuits,

S1423 represents the medium sized circuits and the S38584 represents the large

circuits.

The simulation results show that the proposed scheme provides details analysis

to evaluate and compare the SEE mitigation performance of different circuits.

Firstly, the proposed scheme provides a general analysis includes 1) SET rates, 2)

SEU rates, 3) changes of the circuit size and 4) error rates with buffers. It helps to

exclude unnecessary hardening methods. For example, compared to TMR, STR

could be a better option to harden the S27 circuit with the same performance and

much lower costs. Secondly, with HDL simulations, the proposed scheme provides

the waveform analysis, which can be used to address the vulnerable parts and the

error propagation paths.
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Table 3.8: The error rates of the S38584 circuits with different fault-tolerant meth-
ods

Original Design TMR STR
Inputs 38

Outputs 304
Transistors 125,940 385,724 155,886

Error rates without buffers 0.0094 0.0040 0.0065
Error rates with buffers 0.0017 0.00027 0.00035

3.5.3 Time required for the simulation

In this chapter, the time cost of HDL simulation is elaborated. We can evaluate

the time required for the HDL simulation by averaging time costs for each SEE

injection. Fig. 3.18 shows the time required for the HDL simulation with one

million SEE injections in the ISCAS89 circuits. By using HDL models, one million

SEEs can be injected into the S27 circuit (121 transistors) in just 55 s, while it

will take 55 hours in S38584 (125940 transistors). The time required for SEE

simulation increases nearly linearly with the scale of the circuits.
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Figure 3.18: The time required to SEE HDL simulations for ISCAS89 benchmark
circuits.

Table 3.9: The average time required to run the S27 circuit for 1 ms in different
simulation environments

Average time cost
HDL simulation without injection 0.473 s

The proposed simulation with SEE injection 0.676 s
SPICE simulation with SEE injection 67,000 s
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In this chapter, the time requirements in different simulation environments are

also tested. Due to the long time required for large circuits to run simulations

in SPICE, S27, the smallest circuit in the benchmark circuits, is used for the

comparison. There are three simulations including HDL simulation without SEE

injection, SEE HDL simulation and SEE SPICE simulation.

Table 3.9 shows the average time required for HDL simulations and SPICE

simulation to run for 1 ms. The time precision of HDL simulation and SPICE

simulation is set to 1 ps, so that the required time could be compared directly.

The HDL simulation with SEE injection for S27 takes 0.676 s to run for 1 ms. The

time required increases slightly from 0.473 s to conduct SEE injections. Compared

to SPICE simulation, which costs 67000 s (i.e., ≈18.6 hours) to run the simulation

for 1 ms, the HDL SEE simulation shows a great advantage concerning simulation

efficiency. Due to the high complexity and huge number of possibilities, it is

unlikely to run HSPICE simulations to analyse SEE error rates of large integrated

circuits. There are two reasons that accuracy is not included here. Firstly, it is too

expensive to produce real chips in this study. Hence, there is no data from real-

world radiation experiments as reference. Secondly, there SPICE simulation costs

too much time. The SEE simulations for large circuits can not even be finished

in SPICE. Therefore, there is no accuracy results for large circuits from SPICE

simulations.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a fast and cost-efficient method is proposed to evaluate and com-

pare the performance of large-scale circuits under the effect of radiation particles.

Compared to typical methods, it requires less simulation time and computational

resources. SPICE simulations are used to build a set of general SEE models to

simplify the processes of the evaluation of SEE effects on large-scale circuits. The

proposed scheme has been evaluated using 40 different circuits from the ISCAS89

benchmark circuits. It is shown that the scheme can analyse the circuits with
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sizes varying from 100 transistors to 100k transistors. We have also compared and

evaluated the simulation results of the circuits using TMR and STR technology.

The results prove the correctness of the scheme. The main contributions of this

work can be summarised as follows:

1) The proposed SEE simulation scheme provides a rapid, convenient and uni-

versal comparison method to evaluate the designs of circuits in the context

of SEEs. Due to various manufacturing processes, physical layouts and radi-

ation environments, the simulation tools and simulation environments may

also vary in different SEE research. It is difficult to repeat or compare those

experiments directly. The proposed SEE models can be easily integrated into

the current circuit design workflow without significant cost. It can create a

universal simulation environment to provide a quick analysis of the relative

performance, which can significantly reduce the total simulation time for the

time-consuming back-end simulation.

2) The proposed work introduces a range of new SEE behaviour models. Based

on the transistor level simulations, the SEE behaviour models are firstly

embedded into a range of digital functions in the HDL described circuits,

the transient currents and voltages are then converted into digital pulses and

bit-flips. Unlike the typical transistor level based SEE behaviour models that

fully rely on low-level currents and voltages simulation inputs, the proposed

SEE models use only high level digital functions in HDL, therefore it can

offer lightweight and fast simulations for large-scale circuits.

3) The proposed scheme can offer a high level of flexibility in the design. All

parts in this scheme including gate components, SPICE simulation and HDL

simulation are decoupled. The gate components can be modified to adapt

to different manufacturing processes, and the SEE spice model can be also

modified to adapt to different radiation environments, as required. In this

way, the proposed scheme can make full use of existing models to build
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simulation environments and be adapted for various requirements.



Chapter 4

Self-adaptive SEU mitigation for

RAM

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter introduce a SEE simulation methods, which can be used to

evaluate the performance of SEE mitigation design. To design an embedded sys-

tem, it is critical implement SEE mitigation designs. In this work, a portable SEE

mitigation scheme is proposed to correct errors and mitigate error accumulation

in extreme radiation environments.

SRAM cells are susceptible to SEUs, as discussed in Chapter 1. For long-term

operation, it is required to harden SRAM devices, especially for the devices that

are intended to function in radiation environments. A variety of error mitigation

solutions have been considered in order to mitigate faults in memory systems.

TMR, ECC, and scrubbing are three typical error mitigation methods for RAMs.

[33, 34, 35, 36, 37].

Existing hardening approaches have difficulty being applied to an FPGA sys-

tem with several pre-designed hardware modules employing BRAMs. To begin

with, due to the pre-designed FSM in the hardware modules, changing the time

sequence of the hardware modules would be tough. Therefore we cannot simply

83
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add the corrective operation. Second, due to the use of dual-port BRAMs, there

will be insufficient RAM access ports to connect scrubbers. Third, because the

TMR approaches will require treble the amount of resources, RAM space will be

constrained.

External

Module

(CPU)

Switcher

Refresh

Controller

Output

Buff

ECC

Encoder

ECC

Decoder

Block RAM

RAM Clock : 2×System Clock : 1×

ECC Refresh Controller

Sequential circuit Combinational logic

Figure 4.1: The scheme of the external scrubber platform.

To harden RAM systems based on CPUs and customised circuits in extreme

environments, a self-refreshing scheme with ECC is presented [192]. It is designed

to extend the life of commercial electronic equipment that are exposed to high

levels of radiation and experience faults every second. It features high reliability,

flexibility and low hardware costs. Considering the systems for radiation environ-

ments usually operate at a relatively low frequency, the frequency of the RAM can

be doubled to fully use the bandwidth. In this way, the spare bandwidth can be

used to operate data refreshing where the refresh operations can be performed si-

multaneously with the normal read and write operation. The refresh operations are

performed by a small separate scrubber inserted between the modules and RAMs.

The scrubber can transmit all writing and reading operations to the RAMs with-

out additional delay. With this scheme, the scrubber is transparent to the external

modules. The design provides flexibility in case of porting the design to different

hardware platforms. Considering that, in the FPGA designs, many customised

modules operate the RAMs with fixed reading or writing latency. The proposed

scheme introduces no additional latency for error detection and correction which
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means that it can be easily implemented in the consumable embedded platforms

for special radiation tasks without modifications.

A Xilinx Virtex-5 XC5VLX110T [193] FPGA is utilised to develop a hardware

simulation platform, while an Artix-7 XC7A15T-1CPG236C [194] FPGA is used

to build a prototype for radiation experiments. The simulation platform, which

consists of both hardware and software components, is presented for real-time SEU

injection and performance verification. The hardware and software co-simulation

shows that the proposed design can handle more than 99.9% and 99.97% of errors,

while the SEU rates are 1 × 104 bit/s and 6.25 × 104 bit/s respectively. In the

neutron radiation experiment, the observed error rate for unhardened RAM was

1.2 bit/( KB·h). The errors rates for conventional ECC ram are approximately

4.3× 10−4 bit/( KB·h), while the self-scrubbing RAM is less than 8.7× 10−5 bit/(

KB·h).

4.2 Architecture of the self-refresh RAM

Fig. 4.1 shows the system block diagram of self-refresh ECC RAM. Unlike the

scrubbing scheme with dual-port RAMs where scrubbers use separated ports, the

self-refresh controller and user modules share the same RAM ports in the proposed

system. In this scheme, the self-refresh controller is not only a scrubber used to

“clean” errors in RAMs, but also a transmitter used to pass data from the user

module to RAM devices. In addition, to minimise the effect on the read and write

timing sequence of the user module. The controller and RAMs operate at double

the frequency of the user clock, which means that the ECC refresh controller runs

faster than user modules and is thus able to utilise extra clock cycles to perform

additional tasks (e.g., fault detection and error correction) without interrupting

the normal operations.
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4.2.1 Switcher for operations

As mentioned, the purposes of the controller are 1) transmitting operations from

user modules and 2) scrubbing RAMs. When the proposed scheme is applied in

the system. The user module will access the controller with original read and write

operations. For user modules, the controller will work just as a simple configured

BRAM. The switcher will pass all controller signals from the user module to RAMs.

By using classic RAM control circuits, the multiple features (e.g., enable signal

and mask function) can be easily implemented for various hardware systems.

To achieve this purpose, the operations from user modules and the scrubber

should be carefully arranged to ensure the timing sequence remains unchanged.

Assuming that the outputs are ready in the next user clock cycle in the original

timing sequence, the controller should also follow the same timing sequence. In the

controller, a switcher module is designed to re-arrange the sequence of operations

from two directions: 1) user module and 2) refresh controller. As shown in Fig.

4.2, the external operations from the user module and the refreshing operations

are interlaced by the switcher. Considering that the controller is working at the

double frequency of the user clock, there will be one clock cycle left (in the 2×

clock domain) to transmit and return data.

However, one clock cycle is still very limited to conduct transmission and ECC

coding. Therefore, in this scheme, Hamming code is used as the correcting code.

Because of its simple calculations, the decoder and coder can be designed fully

based on logic gates. In this way, the coding processes will not require additional

cycles.

4.2.2 Refresh controller

The refresh controller is a core module of the proposed self-refresh ECC RAM. It

has two operating modes: 1) the scan mode and 2) the refresh mode. When the

system is working, the refresh controller continuously generates reading commands

to read all memory units in the RAM periodically. Simultaneously, it checks the
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External operations

Refreshing operations

... ...

Figure 4.2: Sequence of the input operations stream. Operations from the user
module and refresh controller will be placed one by one.

outputs of the ECC decoder, which is a combinational logic module to decode the

outputs of the RAM. When SEUs occur, the ECC decoder can detect and fix the

errors per byte. An error flag will also be asserted to indicate the occurrences of

SEU. Then the refresh controller will be switched to refreshing mode and generate

a writing command to refresh memory units.

4.2.3 Output buffer

In order to resolve the timing problems, a buffer module is set between the ECC

decoder and output port. Because the operations sent to the RAM are interlaced,

the output data stream is also interlaced. To ensure that the external module will

not be affected, the sequence of the output data stream needs to be re-arranged

accordingly. As shown in Fig. 4.3, the output buffer module will block the outputs

of refreshing operations. In other words, the output buffer allows only the outputs

of external operations to go through in order to prevent the external module access

to the data of refreshing operations.

In this architecture, the external operations (e.g., reading and writing) and

internal operations (e.g., refreshing) execute parallelly. The performance of the

systems will therefore not be affected.
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External operations

Refreshing operations

...

Figure 4.3: Sequence of the output data stream. The read data of the user module
will be buffered, while the read data of the refresh controller will be blocked.

4.3 Hardware implementation

As mentioned in the last section, as all operations from the external modules (i.e.,

CPU) and the refresh controller are interlaced, the controller must arrange the

sequence of the operation stream carefully. The details of the FSM that enables

this and how to handle the conflicts between external modules and internal modules

will also be discussed.

4.3.1 Design of the FSM

To distinguish from user module operations, in this work, “R/W operation” indi-

cates read and write operations from user modules, while “scrubbing operation”

indicates operations from the refresh controller. Considering the different clock

domains of the user module and the refresh controller, the operation sequence

needs to be carefully arranged. In this work, the cycles (2× clock domain) used

by the refresh controller are called “refresh cycles”, while the remaining cycles are

called “user cycles”. The refresh operations will be distributed into the “refresh

cycles”.

The state machine diagram of the refresh controller is shown in Fig. 4.4.

The progress of refreshing starts from the rising edge of the user clock (1× clock

domain). In this way, the output sequence can be synchronised with the user clock

domain.

The refresh progresses start from state 0 (S0), indicating that it is in refresh
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S0start

S1

S2

S3

read data no error conflicts

error

synchronize

write back

Figure 4.4: There are four states in this FSM: S0 (start,next), S1 (check), S2
(refresh) and S3 (synchronise). The read or write operations from the refresh
controller can only be conducted in S0 and S2, because the RAM access port is
occupied by the user module operations in S1 and S3.

sys clk

RAM clk

R/W addr addr 1 addr 2 addr 3

buff out D1 D2 D3

CHK addr addr A addr B

FSM S0 S1 S0 S1 S2 S3

RAM we

RAM addr A 1 B 2 B 3

RAM din DB

RAM dout DA D1 DW D2 DB D3

Figure 4.5: Example of the timing diagram without address conflicts. Addresses
1, 2 and 3 are different from address A and B. The refresh processes will not affect
user operations.
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cycles. In state 0 (S0), the RAM input port is occupied by the refresh controller

for reading data from the target address (address A). Then in the next cycle (S1),

output data from address A (DA) will be ready at the RAM output port. Because

the decoder is combinational logic, the correcting results is also ready in the same

clock cycle. If there is no error in the current address, the address controller will

move to the next address, and the FSM will move to the next round and return

to S0. If the decoding results show the data from the target address is incorrect

(DW), the FSM will switch to the error processing state (S2). In this state, the

corrected data will be written back to the targeted address. After writing back,

the targeted memory unit will be refreshed. Finally, in state 3, the controller will

be synchronised to ensure that S0 start from the next rising edge of the user clock.

Fig. 4.5 shows examples of the timing sequence of refreshing. “CHK addr”

is the checking address, which is read by the refresh controller. “R/W addr”

represent the address operated by the user module. “RAM addr” represent the

actual RAM address in operation. The CHK addresses and the R/W addresses

are represented by alphabet and numbers, respectively, to indicate that the user

module and refresh controller are accessing the different addresses.

In this figure, “addr A” represents an address with correct data, while “addr

B” represent an address with incorrect data. FSM start from S0 to read the data

in address A. The output data and checking results are ready in the next state

S1. Because there is no error, the FSM moves back to the S0 to read the data in

address B. If there is an error in address B, then FSM will move to S2 to overwrite

corrected data to address B. Finally, FSM is synchronised in S3 to ensures the S0

starts from the refresh clock cycle.

Furthermore, the buffer module will block the RAM outputs used by the refresh

controller. The outputs of the buffer (D1, D2, D3) will correspond to the sequence

of the user module operations (address 1, address 2, address 3). All the refreshing

operations are invisible to the external modules. Following the shown timing

sequence, the user R/W operations will not be interrupted by either reading or
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rewriting processes. Hence, the self-refresh ECC RAM works like a normal single-

port RAM for the user modules.

4.3.2 Conflicts of operations and strategy of scanning

Typically, the FSM works as shown in Fig. 4.5, the refreshing progress without

errors lasts for two RAM cycles, and the refreshing progress with errors lasts for 4

RAM cycles. The user module may write new data to the same address that the

refresh controller is rewriting. In this case, the new data may be covered by the

out-of-date “corrected” data. In this work, cases in which the user module and

refresh controller access the same address are called “address conflict”.

sys clk

RAM clk

R/W addr addr 5 addr 6 addr 7

R/W we

R/W din ND6

CHK addr addr 5 addr 6

FSM S0 S1 S0 S1 S2 S3

RAM we

RAM addr 5 5 6 6 6 7

RAM din ND6 D6

RAM dout D5 D5 DWND6 D6

Figure 4.6: The errors caused by writing address conflicts. The user module is
writing new data (ND) to address 6, while the refresh controller is writing the
“corrected” data (DW is corrected to be D6) to the same address. The ND is
overwritten by D6.

Fig. 4.6 shows the time sequence of the address conflict in the refreshing

processes. In this figure, the user module and refresh controller are accessing the

address 5 and 6 at the same time. In the shown case, the data in address 6

is incorrect. The user module is writing new data to address 6 (ND6), while the

refresh controller is reading the old data from address 6 (D6). In the S1 for address

6, ND6 is written to address 6. However, out-of-data D6 is written subsequently
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in S2 due to the previous checking results.

To solve this problem, the refresh controller mush monitor the address of user

operations to ensure that there is no address conflict. In the proposed design, if

the refresh controller accesses the address that is being written, it will give up

the current operation and move to the next address directly, regardless there is an

error or not. In this way, the refresh controller will not write out-of-date data back

to the address in address conflicts by the costs of two cycles. However, considering

that most external modules will access memory devices by order of address, there

is a good chance that the refresh controller and the user module will continue

accessing the same address. Thus, to lower the probability of the address conflict,

the refresh controller accesses the memory units in reverse order.

sys clk

ram clk

R/W addr addr 5 addr 6 addr 7

R/W we

R/W din ND6

CHK addr addr 7 addr 6 addr 5

FSM S0 S1 S0 S1 S0 S1

RAM we

RAM addr 7 5 6 6 5 7

RAM din ND6

RAM dout D7 D5 DWND6 D5

Figure 4.7: The actual timing Diagram of the proposed scheme. In address con-
flicts, the refresh controller gives up overwrite operations. Error bits are still
corrected by the ECC decoder. The scan order of the address is also reversed to
reduce address conflicts.

An example of the actual timing sequence of the proposed scheme is shown in

Fig. 4.7. The user module accesses memory units by order of address 5, 6 and 7,

while the refresh controller accesses memory units by address 7, 6 and 5. When

there is an address conflict, the refresh controller will skip the current address

(address 6), and check the next address (address 5), while the user module will
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access a different address (address 7) in the next user clock cycles. In this way,

there will be no continuous address conflicts.

4.3.3 Parallel architecture

Due to the difference between error refreshing and no error refreshing processes,

the time of scanning all memory units is not constant. In this system, scanning

time is based on the memory size, clock frequency and the number of detected

errors. In a RAM where N memory units are under detection, the frequency of

the working clock is f , and the scanning time T , can be represented by:

T =
2n1 + 4n2

f
=

2(N + n2)

f
(4.1)

where n1 represents the number of memory units without errors and n2 represents

the number of memory units with errors.

In order to correct errors before the occurrence of the sequential error, the scan-

ning time should be less than the error generation time. Therefore, the maximal

scanning time (Tmax) for stable executing can be represented by:

Tmax =
1

NR
(4.2)

where R represents the generation rate of bit flips and N represents the number

of memory units under detection. For example, if the given generation rate of bit

flips in an environment is 1 × 10−3 bit/(N·h), the scanning time for 1 MB RAM

should be less than 1× 10−3 hours.

T =
2(N + n2)

mf
, (4.3)

where m represents the number of refresh controllers, n2 represents the number

of memory units with errors and N represents the number of total memory units

under detection.

In this way, the number of units under detection can be altered to change the
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scanning time. By using such multi refresh controllers, the time of scanning can

decrease significantly, which decides the system’s performance of SEU mitigation.

External

Module

Refresh

Controller 1

Refresh

Controller 2

Refresh

Controller 3

RAM1

RAM2

RAM3

System Clock : 1x RAM Clock : 2x

Figure 4.8: Architecture of multi refresh controllers.

The architecture of multi refresh controllers is shown in Fig. 4.8. The large

RAM is divided into a set of smaller RAMs. The external module can access each

small RAM by different addresses. Hence, different architecture can be used ac-

cording to different environments. On the one hand, additional refresh controllers

can be used in high radiation environments to compensate and achieve higher

performance. On the other hand, the number of refresh controllers can also be

reduced to save hardware resources at lower performance.

In addition, using small RAMs rather than large RAM means that the size of

the refresh controller can also be small. Considering that RAMs run at twice the

system clock frequency, it can also help resolve the setup time problems.

4.4 Fault injection platform and hardware sim-

ulation

A hardware simulation platform was built to carry out hardware SEU fault in-

jection, verify the performance of the self-refresh ECC memory technology and

conduct functional tests. The self-refresh ECC RAM was implemented in this

platform to evaluate the performance.
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4.4.1 Design of hardware fault injection platform

This platform includes an FPGA part performing SEU hardware simulation and a

PC software for data analysis and human-computer interaction. Those two parts

communicate via UART. The PC client part is mainly responsible for the operation

control of the SEU simulation platform and the display of error correction results.

The FPGA part is designed to implement SEU fault injection and ECC verification.

PC
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/
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Buffer of Operations

FPGAFPGASEU Injection
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Figure 4.9: Architecture of Hardware Fault Injection Platform.

The main architecture of the hardware platform is shown in Fig. 4.9. The

operations communicated from the PC are stored in a buffer. There are two

RAMs under test: 1) a reference RAM which is a RAM without injection and 2)

an injection RAM, where the SEU injection is conducted. In this work, both the

reference RAM and the injection RAM will be replaced by the proposed design.

When a simulation test starts, the reference RAM and the injection RAM will

be read or written simultaneously according to the pre-generated operations. At

the same time, the injection controller will inject the error bits into the memory

units of the injection RAM to simulate the occurrence of SEU. The platform

can also simulate the intensity of radiation by adjusting the probability of the

occurrence of the SEE and the frequency of SEU injection. This allows it to

evaluate the effects of different factors and the performance of hardening design

in different situations. Through an equivalent circuit without the injection, the

simulation platform can simulate the module’s state in both radiation and non-

radiation environments.

In this work, the errors that may affect the system are called functional errors.

In the unhardened RAMs, all the errors read by the system are functional errors,
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while in the proposed systems, functional errors are the errors not corrected by

the refresh controller. In the simulation, different outputs between the injection

RAM and the reference RAM can suggest functional errors. The SEE mitigation

performance is evaluated by comparing the functional error rates. All data gen-

erated in the RAM operation is exported to the PC to analyse the capability of

SEU mitigation of the tested module in real-time.

4.4.2 Fault injection in the hardware platform

Refresh 

controller

Refresh 

controller

Injection 

controller

BRAM Module

BRAM Module

Read/Write

Controller

Output

Comparison

Injection RAM  

Reference RAM

Figure 4.10: The injection controller will bypass the refresh controller and write
error bits into RAMs directly. The BRAM module is modified to accept data from
both the refresh controller and the injection controller.

Unlike the software simulation, the hardware simulation cannot simply simulate

the occurrence of SEU by just specifying bit flip. The hardware simulation plat-

form has incorrect bits written into the target memory units to simulate SEUs. To

ensure that the RAM logic function will not change during execution, we adopted

the idea of self-refresh ECC RAM and doubling the system clock to make the

injection controller operate at a higher frequency. Hence, the proposed simulation

system can make use of extra clock cycles to perform SEU injections.

Also, to detect the effects of SEUs on different instruction sequences in RAM,

another RAM is used to store instructions. By reading or writing the RAM with

a specific operation order, this platform can also simulate the code execution of

different software programs. Hence, the capability of SEU mitigation in different

programmes can also be evaluated.
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Fig. 4.10 shows the block diagram of the injection modules for evaluating

the proposed design. In the simulation, the injection controller is connected to the

BRAM module directly. BRAM modules are not just BRAMs. It is a module with

BRAMs inside and can conduct operations from the refresh controller and injection

controller. By using a similar method (e.g., double frequency), the refreshing

operations controller will not be affected.

During hardware simulations, the refresh controller should keep sending read

or write operations to the BRAM module. The read/write controller will work as

the user module and keep sending operations to refresh the controller. Meanwhile,

the injection controller writes error bits into BRAMs from time to time. Inside

the injection controller, there is a random number generator. After each injection,

it will generate a random interval time for the next injection. The random seed,

average injection time and floating range can be set by users. The actual interval

will float randomly within the range around the average time.

4.4.3 Results of simulations

Table 4.1 shows the main technical specifications of the SEU hardware simulation

platform, which is built on a Xilinx Virtex-5 XC5VLX110T FPGA. The system

works at a frequency of 100 MHz and has the ability of SEU injection at a maximal

frequency of 50 MHz. The executor programming simulated by the hardware

platform works at a frequency of 25 MHz which equals the frequency of reading

or write (R/W) operations. Hence, according to Equation 4.1, the scanning time

is approximately 160 µs, and the SEU rate is 6.25× 104 bit/s.

There are three simulation modes to satisfy different requirements: 1) Single-

mode means performing all saving R/W operations for one round, which is designed

to test certain programmes, 2) Loop mode means repeating R/W operations for

specified times rounds, which is designed to test the performance of the systems

in a specified time, 3) Unlimited mode means continuously R/W operations until

it is stopped by users, which is designed to evaluate the error rates.
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Table 4.1: Specifications of hardware fault injection platform
Description Specifications

RAM size for SEU injection 4096
Size of command buffer 4096

Maximum number of R/W operations 4096 × 256
System clock 100 MHz

Frequency of Read or Write operation 25 MHz
Clock of refresh controller 50 MHz

Max frequency of SEU injection 50 MHz
Simulation mode Single/Loop/Unlimited
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Figure 4.11: Results of simulations with 80 µs injection time.
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Figure 4.12: Error rates for different average injection time.

Fig. 4.11 shows the performance of the self-refresh ECC RAM and an un-

hardened RAM in hardware simulation. The injection time represents the average

interval time between two SEUs. In this simulation, all the operations are gener-

ated by the PC in a randomly generated order. Because the number of operations

is much higher than the number of memory units, the injection controller may

access the same unit multiple times before the errors in this memory unit are cov-

ered or refreshed by new data. In other words, the number of detected functional

errors may be greater than the number of SEU injections. As we can see, after

using the self-refresh ECC technique, the number of functional errors is reduced

to almost 0, which validates that the proposed design effectively avoids functional

errors caused by SEU. Error rates of different average injection times are shown

in Fig. 4.12. When the average injection time is more than 100 us, which means

that the SEU rate is 1 × 104 bit/s, the self-refresh ECC RAM can handle 99.9%

of errors. When the injection time is equal to the scanning time, which is 160 µs,

the self-refresh controller can handle 99.97% of the errors.

The injection RAM and the reference RAM are changeable in this platform.

By replacing the injection RAM and the reference RAM with other hardened
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Figure 4.13: Setup of neutron radiation experiment.

RAMs, this platform can also be used to evaluate the performance of other SEU

reinforcement designs. The reliability, functionality and effectiveness of self-refresh

ECC RAM are verified by this platform. However, hardware simulation is not

equivalent to testing with real radiation. Therefore, it is necessary to test the

proposed systems in real radiation environments.

4.5 Neutron radiation experiments

In order to evaluate the real-world performance of the system, the experiments

are conducted with neutron radiation. Neutron radiation was used to create an

extreme environment to evaluate the SEU mitigation performance of self-refresh

ECC RAM [195, 196, 197].

4.5.1 Setup of the neutron experiment

Radiation experiments were conducted at the ChipIr facility at ISIS, Didcot, UK

[198]. ChipIr provides a neutron spectrum which is suitable to emulate the effects

of terrestrial neutrons in electronic devices and systems. The ChipIr neutron flux

(with En > 10 MeV) has been measured to be approximately 5 × 106 cm2s−1.

The neutron flux at ChipIr is about 8 to 9 orders of magnitude higher than the
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Figure 4.14: The hardware costs with the scale of the design.

terrestrial flux at sea level. As calculated by the scientists from ISIS, the radiation

dose on water (human body) is about 20,000 mSv/h in our experiments.

Two experiments are designed to evaluate the proposed design: 1) comparison

between unhardened RAMs and the self-refresh RAMs and 2) comparison between

the conventional ECC RAMs and the self-refresh RAMs. In the experiments, the

systems are placed under the neutron beams for several hours, which amounts to

a neutron yield of 6.5 × 1010 per hour considering a 7 cm x 7 cm beam. This is

equivalent to more than half a million years of natural exposure.

The setup of the neutron experiment is shown in Fig. 4.13. The devices under

test (DUT) are placed in the radiation room. Because of the strong penetration

of the neutron beam, it can penetrate all test boards. The DUTs in the radiation

room are connected to the PC in the control room by long USB cables. In order to

reduce the impact of other electronic components, the communication modules and

power supplies used in the experiment were kept outside of the radiation range.

4.5.2 Hardware implementation of the proposed design

In the radiation experiment, the self-refresh ECC RAM is implemented on Digilent

Cmod A7-15T which is a low-price entry-level FPGA development board. The chip

on this board is an Artix-7 XC7A15T-1CPG236C FPGA with 112.5 KB block

RAM inside.
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Table 4.2: Specifications of Hardware Implementation

Description
Specifications

Unhardened RAM self-refresh ECCRAM
Available RAM size 32 KByte 32 KByte

BRAM* 16.0 21.50
LUT 562(5.4%) 681(6.5%)

LUTRAM 8 8
FF 467 575

* The number of the 36Kb BRAM used in the FPGA

The basic architecture of DUT is similar to the hardware injection platform

discussed above, but no injection controller and reference RAMs. The design of the

experiment circuit includes two parts: 1) the UART controller and 2) the target

RAM. When the boards are working, the PC client sends compressed write or read

commands to the FPGA part via UART periodically. Subsequently, the UART

controller operates target RAMs according to those commands. All outputs of

the read operations will be sent to the PC immediately to avoid the impacts of

radiation.

The specification of the hardware of the whole design is shown in Table 4.2.

Both the reference RAM and the target RAM have the same available memory size,

which is 32 KB and the same available bandwidth for external modules. Hence,

the self-refresh ECC RAM consumes slightly more memory and requires a higher

frequency of the RAM clock. The unhardened design and hardened design consume

16 and 21.5 BRAM units, respectively. The operating frequency of the unhardened

RAM and the self-refresh ECC RAM are 50 MHz and 100 MHz, respectively. The

number of the LUTs for the entire design included UART and operation parts.

The unhardened design and hardened design use 562 and 681 LUTs, respectively.

The additional 121 LUTs are used to build the self-refresh controller.

The scalability of the proposed design is shown in Fig. 4.14. It shows the

trends of the utilisation of LUTs and BRAM with available RAM size. When

the available RAM size is 8KB, the unhardened and hardened designs consume

560 and 688 LUTs, respectively. When the available RAM size was 256 KB, the

unhardened and hardened designs consume 720 and 932 LUTs, respectively. The
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a.

b.

Figure 4.15: The power consumption with the scale of the design.
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additional utilisation of the LUTs scales up slightly for wider bandwidths. The

refreshing controller itself does not scale up. The utilisation of BRAM grows

linearly with the available RAM size.
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Figure 4.16: Number of the errors in the unhardened RAMs.

The power analysis generated by the Vivado analysis tool is shown in Fig.

4.15. Compared to the unhardened RAM, the power consumption of the hardened

systems also slightly scale up with the RAM size. There are two parts to the

additional power consumption. Firstly, the dynamic power consumption of the

self-refresh ECC RAM increases for operating at a higher frequency. Secondly, the

hardened design consumes more power for the additional control circuits.

When the available RAM size is 8 KB, the unhardened RAM and the hardened

RAM consume 0.001 W and 0.003 W, respectively. When the available RAM size

is 256 KB, the unhardened RAM and the hardened RAM consume 0.02 W and

0.038 W, respectively. However, the RAMs consume much less power than the

processor in the designs. The total chip power consumption does not increase

significantly. When the RAM size is 256 KB, the hardened system consumes 1.4%

more power than the unhardened system.
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Figure 4.17: Observed errors in hardened and unhardened RAMs during the one
hour neutron experiment.

4.5.3 Analysis of the return data

The entire FPGA board was placed in the radiation room during the radiation ex-

periments. Hence the communication and control modules implemented in FPGAs

were also irradiated. It is possible that the detected error bits are false-positive

results instead of the actual errors in BRAMs. Fortunately, it is possible to iden-

tify the error types in the systems. In the experiments, the PC will read back all

the raw data from the FPGAs every 5 seconds. the current read back data with

the next data will be compared to see if there are some changes. According to our

experiment, it can be found that the error bits can be categorised into three types:

1) bit flips that can be read back continuously, 2) transient bit flips that show up

once and 3) many unexpected error bits in line. In the proposed design, if there

are too many multiple error bits in a byte unit for the controller to fix, the refresh

controller will leave it alone and rewrite the correcting codes to avoid repeating

detection. Hence, if there are errors in BRAMs that refreshing cannot correct,

behaviours of errors should fall in the first category. Because the communication

modules keep receiving and sending data, it is likely that errors in the commu-
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nication modules are refreshed by the new data instead of continuously showing

up in the location of the read back data. Finally, if there are a large number of

unexpected errors, it is most likely that a failure happened in the controller sys-

tems. Therefore, the errors in the proposed design can be identified if the errors

are repeatedly presented in the reading back data.

4.5.4 Results of the radiation experiment

4.5.4.1 Unhardened RAMs

The number of errors in the unhardened RAMs with different memory size is shown

in Fig. 4.16. In the experiments, the experiments are conducted with the 32 KB

RAMs and 64 KB RAMs for 4 hours. The number of the observed errors in both

32 KB and 64 KB RAMs increases linearly with the radiation time. After 4 hours

of radiation experiments, the average number of the observed errors in the 32 KB

RAMs is 159. The average number of observed errors in the 64 KB RAMs is 303,

which is approximately double the number of the errors in the 32 KB. The errors

rates of the RAM in the given radiation environments can be represented as follow:

R =
Nerror

Tradiation · SRAM

, (4.4)

where the R represents the error rates of the RAM in the given environment,

Nerrors represents the number of the error bits in total, Tradiation represents the

radiation time and the Sram represents the size of the RAM. Therefore, it can

calculated that the observed error rates of the RAMs under the neutron radiation

in this paper is approximately 1.2 bit/(KB·h).

4.5.4.2 Unhardened and self-refresh RAMs

The results of the neutron radiation experiments of the comparison between un-

hardened RAMs and the self-refresh RAMs are shown in Fig. 4.17. The number

of bit flips in self-refresh ECC RAM remains at zero during the entire experiment,
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Figure 4.18: Comparison between the conventional ECC RAMs and the self-refresh
ECC RAMs.

while the number of bit flips in unhardened RAM rises to 32 in the initial 1.5

hours. As both RAMs are working in the same radiation environment, it proves

that the design of self-refresh ECC RAM is effective for SEU mitigation.

4.5.4.3 ECC and self-refresh RAMs

The comparison results between conventional ECC RAM and self-refresh RAM

are shown in Fig. 4.18. In this experiment, the conventional ECC RAM is the

RAM hardened by Xilinx official ECC modules [199], which is used as the reference

RAM. After the 360 minutes radiation experiment, the total number of observed

errors in the conventional ECC RAM is five while the number of errors in the

self-refresh RAM is only one.

Table 4.3 shows the SEU cross-section of BRAMs on Artix-7 FPGAs in different

neutron radiation experiments. Despite the experiments performed in different

radiation environments, the SEU cross-section of unhardened RAMs is about the

same order of magnitude. Compared to the unhardened RAMs and conventional

ECC RAMs, the self-refresh RAMs achieve better error mitigation performance

in neutron radiation environments. In our experiment, the error rates of the self-

refresh RAMs are 8.7× 10−5 bit/(KB · h) and the calculated SEU cross-section is
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Table 4.3: SEU cross sections of SRAM on Artix-7 FPGAs in neutron radiation
environments

Radiation facili-
ties

Integrated
flux (MeV )

Hardening
Cross section
(cm2 · bit−1)

ChipIr (this
work)

10 None 2.22× 10−14

ChipIr (this
work)

10 ECC 5.79× 10−16

ChipIr (this
work)

10 SR* 1.16× 10−16

CERN [200] 20 None 3.18× 10−14

GENEPI2 [201] 14.2 None 1.2× 10−14

TTEA [202] 1 None 7.6× 10−15

* SR indicates self-refresh.

Table 4.4: Comparison between existing scrubbers

processor
scrubbing
rate

RAM size

Proposed no 20us 32KB
internal [23] no 19.32 us 161 B
external [203] yes 360s 96-1392* KB
* The scrubber is designed to scrub the whole Virtex-4 devices. The RAM

size of Virtex-4 ranges from 96KB to 1392KB

1.16× 10−16 cm2 · bit−1, which is one-fifth of the error rate of the ECC RAM.

When the experiment continues, there will be noticed errors in the RAM with

self-scrubbing methods. The radiation effects can cause only soft errors but also

hard errors. The hard errors can not be corrected. If the number of hard errors

exceeds the capability of error correction. The errors will be observed. Normally,

the RAM units should be banned for accessing, which is not discussed in this

thesis.

4.5.4.4 Internal and external scrubbers

Table 4.4 shows the comparison between internal and external scrubbers. Com-

pared with internal scrubbers, the proposed scrubber has a higher scrubbing rate.

Compared with external scrubbers, the proposed design require neither proces-

sor to conduct scrubbing operation nor dedicated components to access RAMs.

Therefore, the proposed scheme has advantages in flexibility and SEE mitigation
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performance.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter proposes a scheme that combines ECC and refreshing methods to

mitigate SEUs for the devices supposed to work in extreme radiation environ-

ments. Compared to the conventional refreshing method, it can refresh memory

units separately with high frequency without interrupting operations from the user

module. The proposed scheme requires no additional RAM ports so that it can be

applied in a wide range of hardware systems. In addition, by modifying parallel

architecture according to the density of radiation, this design can achieve a balance

between performance and hardware costs.

The experiments are conducted in neutron radiation environments. It is shown

that the error rates remain robust irrespective of the RAM size. The comparison

of the radiation experiments also shows that the self-refresh scheme is an effective

strategy for hardening embedded systems and the error rate of the self-scrubbing

RAM is one-fifth of the conventional ECC RAM.

The main contributions of this work are stated as follows:

1) The design is highly flexible. Compared to conventional external scrubbers

[61, 62, 63], the work is transparent to other modules. No additional latency

is introduced in the system. There is no need to modify the designs to adapt

to the hardware changes, hence, it can be easily applied in various embedded

systems.

2) The design is an area-efficient design, which can be used to harden low-cost

computer systems. Compared to conventional internal scrubbers [64], this

design requires no dedicated components (e.g., internal configuration access

port). In systems with multiple customised modules which operate separated

RAMs, the proposed design can be deployed multiple times to protect one

or more modules.
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3) The SEU mitigation design can achieve high SEU correction rates in various

conditions. The results of the simulation and the radiation environment test

follow the same trend. In the simulation, the proposed design can correct

more than 99.97% of SEUs errors at the SEU injection rate of 6.25 × 104

bit/s. In the neutron radiation experiment, the SEU correction rate achieves

100%, when the flux of neutron radiation is 5× 106 cm2s−1.



Chapter 5

Hardware acceleration for

multiple tasks

5.1 Introduction

Due to the requirement of substantial computational resources, it is practically

difficult to execute multiple challenging hardware tasks simultaneously in resource-

constrained systems. For example, a typical FPGA-based satellite system [17] is

required to execute multiple algorithms (tasks), including general spacecraft oper-

ations (e.g., automated control and navigation), the analysis of payload data (e.g.,

weather and atmospheric monitoring [204]) and radiation hardening (e.g., SEU

mitigation [17]). Such systems are constrained by processing resources, memory,

power and even communication bandwidth. Moreover, high accuracy and timeli-

ness are required to execute the respective mission-critical tasks. Therefore, it is

challenging to ensure the efficient execution of multiple applications on the basis

of dynamic performance, low hardware costs and low power consumption.

As an important feature of modern FPGAs, PR [162] is capable of dynamically

reconfiguring the specific areas of an FPGA after its initial configuration [205].

A typical application of PR is the dynamical deployment of multiple identical

modules (circuits) for TMR systems [163] to mitigate transient faults. The PR

111
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feature improves flexibility and enables the hardware reuse of systems based on

FPGAs.

However, due to the challenges arising from the PR technique (e.g., difficulties

in the design for both hardware circuit design and software drivers), the appli-

cation of PR is still limited. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Xilinx launched a new

technology known as DFX [206]. It represents a comprehensive solution involv-

ing many parts such as PR features, hardware IPs and software run-time, which

contributes a convenient methodology to the design and dynamic implementation

of applications. Under this framework, Xilinx also offers standard DPU IP to

accelerate AI inference tasks, which facilitates the building of PR systems.

In this work, an adaptive hardware system intended for DL tasks [207] is pro-

posed to manage the hardware resources seamlessly according to the exact system

requirements. By using DFX, the executing system is capable of dynamically

allocating the hardware resources according to the exact requirements, e.g., per-

formance and power consumption. Through the deployment of hardware accel-

erators with different configurations, it is achievable to dynamically adjust the

performance, power consumption and available FPGA resources for various tasks.

Under the proposed scheme, the hardware accelerators are grouped into acceler-

ator pools to accept acceleration tasks, so the reconfiguration can be conducted

seamlessly, without disrupting the executed programmes.

The power consumption and performance of the proposed system are evalu-

ated in this work by implementing multiple hardware configurations which range

from one DPU at 100 MHz to two DPUs running at 300 MHz. According to the

experimental results, the proposed scheme is effective in improving the efficiency

of the resource-constrained systems operated under multiple scenarios. Compared

to the conventional system, the proposed system consumes 38% and 82% of power

in the case of low working loads and high working loads, respectively. Under ex-

treme scenarios, the proposed system can reduce energy consumption by as much

as 75.8%.
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5.2 The system with dynamic management

Considering the tasks and working loads related to resource-constrained embedded

systems that may vary from one scenario to another, the accelerators are typically

designed to accommodate maximum working loads. Thus, there exist redundant

hardware resources because the maximum given resources are not required for

most tasks. Considering the multiple task system, the redundant resources of

one task cannot be used directly for other tasks, which will lead to the waste of

hardware resources. In order to fully utilise the hardware resources for improving

the efficiency of the system, an adaptive hardware system is proposed in this work

to dynamically manage the hardware resources. In this system, the accelerators

will be flexibly allocated according to different workloads and task scenarios.

5.2.1 Software architecture

Fig. 5.1 shows the overall system architecture of the proposed scheme consisting of

three layers: 1) the management of acceleration requests from applications, 2) the

mapping of the acceleration tasks on hardware accelerators and 3) the management

of reconfiguration in physical partitions.

In this system, the top layer is the software layer, which is conducted by PS.

“APP1”, “APP2” and “APP3” represent the respective applications, which may

require hardware acceleration. When the system is executed, the requests from

applications will be sent to the acceleration tasks for management. Depending on

the type of their corresponding accelerator, these tasks will be placed in a number

of task queues. When there are free accelerators in the system, the task manager

will send them to the hardware accelerators.

Intended to manage the hardware accelerators and hardware resources, the

middle layer includes both processing system (PS) and programmable logic (PL).

There are two parts in this layer: configuration manager and accelerator pool

manager. The configuration manager aims to manage the hardware configurations

and conduct partial reconfiguration. It is capable of dynamically deploying new
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Figure 5.1: The system architecture of the proposed scheme. ”APP1” and ”APP2”
have the same orange color, which means that they can share the same accelerators.
The blue color of ”APP3” indicates that it requires another accelerator.
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accelerators to achieve better performance or releasing unused hardware resources

to reduce power consumption. The accelerator pool manager is purposed to man-

age the accelerators. Considering the changes to hardware configurations, it is

unrealistic to send the acceleration tasks from the top layer to the accelerators

directly. Therefore, the accelerators with the same functionalities are categorised

into the same groups, which are referred to as accelerator pools. During the re-

configuration, there will be no change to the pools, which allows the acceleration

tasks to be sent to the pools regardless of the changes in the hardware.

The bottom layer is the hardware resources layer which is aimed to manage

the partitions in the PL part. In this scheme, the dynamic hardware resources

are divided into multiple partitions in advance, with the physical partitions fixed

in the system. In each partition, there will be some requisite hardware resources

for deploying the accelerators, including LUTs, RAMs and DSPs. When the ap-

plications are running, those partitions can be reconfigured separately. In case

additional performance is required for the acceleration tasks, free partitions will

be deployed to build the accelerators in run-time. If the performance is satisfac-

tory, the partitions can also be reconfigured as empty partitions. In this way, the

amount of power consumption could be reduced.

5.2.2 Hardware architecture

The system proposed in this work is targeted at Zynq UltraScale+ devices. In gen-

eral, there are two major parts in this architecture: an ARM-based PS and PL,

which contains LUTs, RAMs, DSPs and other dedicated hardware blocks. The

PL part is divided into two regions: a static region and a dynamic region. Fig. 5.2

shows the basic hardware architecture of the proposed system. The static region

is the FPGA region, where the basic components (e.g., PLL) are implemented.

However, these components cannot be reconfigured in the executed systems. For

example, the PLL module provides stable clocks for all the running modules. Be-

cause it works even during the reconfiguration operations, it is implemented in the
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static region.

The dynamic region is the region where the accelerators are implemented, in-

cluding a number of reconfiguration independent partition blocks for deploying

accelerators. During the reconfiguration operations, there will be new accelerator

circuits built by reconfiguring the entire area of the partition. Fig. 5.3 illustrates

the basic architecture of the dynamic region. The “used region” indicates the

hardware resources in the partitions that have been utilised to build accelerators,

while the “unused region” indicates the unused resources. To continue the oper-

ation of the circuits in the static region, a margin area is required. It occupies a

small amount of hardware resources to ensure that the static region will be unaf-

fected during the reconfiguration operations. Finally, there will be fixed Advanced

eXtensible Interfaces (AXIs) involved to transmit the data through the margin.

5.3 Working flow of the proposed system

As introduced in section 5.2, the dynamic changes to the hardware accelerators

impede the applications from any direct communication with specific accelerators.

Under the proposed scheme, those physical accelerators with the same function-

alities will be managed in the accelerator pools. The tasks will be sent to the

pools for assignment by the accelerator manager, which limits the changing of the

hardware accelerators in the accelerator group, thus avoiding the potential impact

on applications. In this section, a discussion will be conducted about the workflow

and the strategies for deploying accelerators in detail.

5.3.1 Acceleration tasks

In the proposed system, there are multiple applications running simultaneously.

Due to the constraints on hardware resources, the same accelerator may be used to

conduct hardware acceleration for some applications. For this reason, the requests

from applications are packaged into the accelerator tasks which can be sent to the
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Figure 5.4: The acceleration tasks are sent to the hardware accelerator pools.

hardware accelerator directly. Because the type of tasks is associated with the type

of hardware accelerators, the hardware resources can be allocated to the specific

acceleration tasks instead of specific applications, thus achieving the maximum

efficiency.

There are three steps in sending the acceleration tasks to the hardware ac-

celerations. Firstly, the applications send acceleration requests to the systems.

Then the requests will be packaged into the acceleration tasks, with the necessary

information (e.g., the identities of the source applications, priorities, estimated

execution time). Secondly, those tasks will be placed into a task queue according

to the packaged information. The number of task queues is determined by the

number of task types. There will be multiple applications sharing the queues if

the same types of accelerators are required. In the third step, the task manager

will be deployed to check the corresponding accelerators for each queue. If there

are accelerators available, then the task manager will select the tasks from the

front of the queue and send them to the accelerators.
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Figure 5.5: The deployment of hardware accelerators.

Fig. 5.4 shows an example of acceleration task management. In this example,

there are three applications (i.e., application 1, 2 and 3) running in the system, to

send two types of acceleration requests (i.e., A and B). Applications 1 and 2 will

send tasks to accelerator A, While Application 3 will send tasks to accelerator B.

The tasks are placed in separate queues according to their types. Pool A and Pool

B represent the combination of accelerators A and B, both of which are managed

by the pool manager. If there are accelerators available in the pools, then the pool

manager will request the task manager to send the new tasks.
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Figure 5.6: The comparison of the weights between queue A and B. The weights
of queues indicate the congestion of the tasks.

5.3.2 The management of the accelerator pool

Fig. 5.2 provides an example of how the two types of accelerators are deployed.

There are six dynamic regions pre-designed in this system, each of which can be

reconfigured to deploy accelerator A or B. There are two regions used to deploy

accelerator A and two regions used to deploy accelerator B, with the remaining

regions awaiting further deployment. The proposed strategy will allocate the un-

used region dynamically to deploy new accelerators or remove the regions from the

accelerator pools.

5.3.3 The strategies of reconfiguration

To achieve the maximum power efficiency of the system, our strategy dynamically

manages the accelerators in the pools according to the exact system requirements.

In a multi-task system, the requirements for different tasks could vary. For exam-

ple, improved overall performance may be required for some applications to deal

with a large number of tasks, while a lower delay time may be required for each
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Figure 5.7: Weight changes when applying the strategies. The new accelerator A
is deployed due to the heavy weight. The accelerator B is released for low power
consumption.

task in some other applications. In this work, a “weight” variable is used to eval-

uate the requirements. If the “weight” falls short of the requirements, the lowest

power consumption configuration will be selected by the system.

Herein, the requirements of applications are represented by a number of factors

(e.g., execution time and data throughput). As shown in Fig. 5.6, assume that

there are ‘N’ factors, the weights of the tasks can be expressed as follows:

W T =
N∑
i=1

fi(ti), (5.1)

where W T indicates the weight of tasks, ti represents the factor i and fi(ti) refers

to the effects of factor i.

Similarly, assume that there are M tasks in the queue. Then the queue weight

can be expressed as follows:

WQ =
M∑
i=1

W T
i + b, (5.2)

where WQ represents the weight of the queue, W T represents the weight of the

tasks in the queue and b indicates the fixed costs (e.g., the time required to create

the queue) of the queue.

As shown in Fig. 5.7, if the queue is “heavy”, there are probably a large num-
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ber of tasks that are waiting for acceleration. In this circumstance, the system will

allocate more resources to improve the processing speed. If the queue is “light”,

there are more computing resources available for this queue than required. In

this case, the system should switch to a lower power configuration mode. Be-

sides, the trigger weight for adjustments will be adjusted according to the actual

requirements of applications.

5.4 Experiments of the dynamic deployment

5.4.1 The setup of the experiments

Herein, the experiments are designed to evaluate the proposed scheme from two

perspectives: performance and power efficiency. A prototype system was imple-

mented on a Xilinx ZCU102 development board with two hardware dynamic re-

gions. In the software part, face detection applications are running to send ac-

celeration tasks to the hardware. In the hardware part, DPUs are deployed in

the dynamic regions to build the accelerator pools for hardware acceleration in

face detection applications. In the experiments, the dedicated benchmark pro-

gram launched by Xilinx for Densebox is taken as the test application [208] to

validate the DPUs in the proposed scheme. The model used in the experiments is

Densebox, with a model resolution of 320× 320.

Fig. 5.8 shows the configuration of the experiments. In order to simulate the

working cases in working systems, there are a number of performance targets set

for the system. According to the targets, the proposed system will dynamically

adjust the number and frequency of DPUs in the accelerator pool. As shown in

Table 5.1, the frequency of DPU ranges from 100 MHz to 300 MHz, while the

maximum number of DPUs ranges from 1 to 2.

The ZCU102 boards include a Maxim PMBus based power system. There are

a number of voltage regulators used to manage the onboard currents and voltages,

which can be read back in real time via a PMBus interface. In the experiments,
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Figure 5.8: The setup of the experiments. The numbers and frequencies of accel-
erators in pools can be adjusted.

the power consumption by the system is determined by the currents and voltages

from the power pins of the chip.

Table 5.1: The configuration of accelerator pools.
Configuration Frequency of DPU 0 Frequency of DPU 1

DPU L 100 N/A
DPU M 200 N/A
DPU H 300 N/A
DPU LL 100 100

DPU MM 200 200
DPU HH 300 300

5.4.2 The power consumption and performance of different

configurations

In order to verify the proposed strategy, the power consumption and performance

were evaluated in different configurations. Fig. 5.9 shows the experimental re-

sults. “Static power” and “Dynamic power” indicate the power consumption by

the system when the face detection programme is executed and not executed, re-

spectively. “Dynamic power” indicates the maximum power consumption of the
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Figure 5.9: The power consumption and the performance of the system in different
configurations.

configuration, while “static power” indicates the minimum power consumption of

the configuration.

As shown in Fig. 5.9, the best performance and maximum dynamic power

consumption increase at the same time as the frequency of the DPUs, which sug-

gests the consistent power efficiency of the accelerator with the highest utilisation

rate. In addition, the static power consumption shows an increasing trend with

the frequency of DPUs. Even without hardware acceleration in the system, more

power is still consumed by the system with higher frequency DPUs. When there

is a DPU operating at 100 MHz, the static power consumption of the system is

1.25 W. When there are two DPUs running at 300 MHz, the static power con-

sumption is 5.155 W for the system. In case of extremely low workloads for the

current tasks, the power consumption of the system will be comparable to the level

of static power consumption. In this case, there is a 75.8% power waste by the

configuration of two DPUs with 200 MHz.

5.4.3 The results of the proposed hardware adaptive sys-

tem

A number of cases with different task distributions were designed to simulate the

applications in practice. Table 5.2 shows the comparison of power consumption

between the normal design and the proposed scheme. Three cases of low loads,
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Table 5.2: The performance of the proposed system in different cases.
Workloads Low Medium High
Task distribution
100 FPS 70% 25% 10%
800 FPS 20% 50% 20%
1,200 FPS 10% 25% 70%
Average power consumption
Normal design (W) 6.11 7.12 8.03
Proposed scheme (W) 2.32 3.52 6.59

medium loads and high loads represent three different scenarios. For example,

in the case of medium load, 50% of tasks require 800 FPS performance, 25%

of the tasks require 100 FPS performance and 25% of the tasks require 1,200

FPS. The power consumption is 7.12 W for the normal design, while it is 3.52 W

under the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme can reduce power consumption

by 50% in this case. Similarly, in the cases of low loads and high loads, the

proposed system consumes 32% and 82% less power respectively compared to the

normal configurations. Note that the hardware switching is based on the partial

reconfiguration, which consume some time, to write bitstream into configuration

memory. In addition, the number of hardware switching will also affect the overall

performance. If the system keeps switching between two states, the performance

will be significantly affected. To simplify the results, the system in the experiment

starts from low workloads state and moves to the high workloads states. It will

not switch back to the same states again. Therefore, compared to the task time,

it can be ignored.

5.5 Conclusion

In this scheme, the acceleration tasks are conducted by accelerator pools directly

instead of specific accelerators. Compared with other works using PR features,

the partial regions in this work are grouped for tasks to share, which make it

easy to adjust the performance of specific tasks. The reconfiguration could be

performed when applications are running. Given the different requirements in
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different scenarios, a coping strategy is proposed to better manage the hardware

resources. In this scheme, the acceleration tasks are placed in queues according to

the types of acceleration. By calculating the weights of queues, the constraint on

the acceleration can be identified to trigger hardware management. In addition,

the trigger conditions can be modified by adjusting the coefficient of factors. The

experimental implementation achieved a reduction by over 75% for the evaluated

experimental system requirement. Although the prototype design is based on

Xilinx FPGAs, this architecture can be applied to any FPGAs with PR features.

In the future, specific algorithms will be explored to optimise the efficiency of the

tasks and hardware deployment automatically.

This chapter focuses on hardware reconfiguration. However, the concept of

“reconfiguration” can be further extended to software and DL models. To increase

the power and computing efficiency of both DL model/software and hardware, an

improved flexible DL software framework was also proposed. It is presented in the

next chapter.



Chapter 6

AI system with adaptive DL

inference

6.1 Introduction

Although the adaptive hardware system presented in Chapter 5 can improve the

system efficiency, there are still some limitations. Firstly, hardware resources can-

not be allocated at a fine-grained level. Because different reconfigured partitions

cannot share resources, sufficient resources such as LUTs, DSPs, clocks and RAM

must be pre-allocated to each partition in order to deploy hardware accelerators.

This results in the number of partitions being limited by the size of the acceler-

ator. In addition, when using partial reconfiguration techniques, each partition

needs to lock up a margin area. An excessive number of partitions may lock up

too many resources and lead to a reduction in hardware efficiency. Secondly, hard-

ware reconfiguration is not a cost-free operation. On the one hand, it takes some

time to reconfigure the hardware. During reconfiguration, the hardware resources

in PR are not available for acceleration. On the other hand, the energy cost for

the reconfiguration will increase with the number of reconfiguration operations.

Therefore, the number of reconfiguration operations needs to be limited to reduce

excessive energy consumption. If acceleration tasks or system workloads do not

127
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change dramatically, then the hardware reconfiguration may not be efficient

As detailed in Chapter 1, despite the massive potential demonstrated by such

new DNNs architectural concepts to improve on the current DNNs techniques, they

are likely to have an influence on the type of hardware and software required to

deliver such capabilities efficiently in the future. In this chapter, both acceleration

technique and design optimisation technique are addressed.

When there are multiple AI tasks running, the variation in the workloads of the

system can be complex. Adopting the concept of “dynamic reconfiguration”, the

dynamic DNNs may also be taken into account. Muliple DNNs can be dynamically

implemented for different conditions. Because the dynamic adjustment of DNN

models in the software layer are more fine-grained and less consuming, it can be

used to further improve the flexibility, performance and efficiency of the overall

system.

Therefore, in this chapter, to further improve the performance of the adaptive

hardware system, a flexible DL software framework is proposed [2, 209]. It can

provide a significant level of adaptability support for various DL algorithms on

an FPGA-based edge computing platform. The platform can dynamically con-

figure hardware and software processing pipelines to achieve better cost, power

and processing efficiency for the dedicated application requirements and operating

environments. In this work, a practical adaptive system was implemented. It may

help to develop following optimisation and scheduling algorithms.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed solution, the framework is

implemented for a DNN based real-time video processing pipeline on a Xilinx

ZCU104 platform, where a set of comprehensive experiment tests are carried out

to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. The achieved results (e.g.,

cars detection scenarios) show that when compared to deploying the original model

on an FPGA board, the proposed scheme can reduce the latency by 12.9%, 23.9%

and 36.5% as well as the total energy consumption by 18.9%, 38.4% and 53.8% for

three different DNN models respectively.
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Figure 6.1: The system architecture of the proposed scheme.

6.2 Overview of the proposed system

The proposed scheme can support one to n implementations, which improves flex-

ibility and run-time efficiency for run-time video analytics applications. It con-

sists of three main software components: 1) NAS algorithms, which can generate

different sub-networks under the given constraints, 2) the neural network model

compilation that can convert sub-networks into FPGA focused executing formats

and 3) the run-time management that can support the dynamic execution of sub-

networks on embedded devices. A high-level overview diagram is illustrated in

Fig. 6.1.

6.2.1 Neural network architecture search

NAS refers to a popular technology that can be applied to reduce the sizes of neural

networks. In general, the NAS algorithm ignores the target hardware architecture
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and run-time conditions directly due to the lack of accurate cost information for

feedback to the NAS algorithm. For example, one-on-one NAS optimisation is ca-

pable of generating a network architectureNet1 that meets the design requirements

of accuracy a1 > A, power consumption p1 < P and latency l1 < L. However,

during run-time inference, it might be challenging to deal with the input data.

The accuracy falls short of the designed parameters, e.g., a1 < A.

Consequently, there could be an increase in power consumption and latency

accordingly due to a longer processing time required. In a recent work proposed

by [60], an interesting NAS method was introduced, along with the OFA that can

build a variety of different network architectures under the constraints of latency

and accuracy. In this chapter, OFA is integrated into a joint optimisation tool-

chain which takes advantage of this approach to construct a one to n inference

model for meeting various needs at the run-time. This optimisation approach will

be detailed in Section 6.3.

6.2.2 Neural network model compilation

As for the network models developed in the mainstream frameworks, there is a

necessity to map them into a high-efficient instruction set and data flow for the

targeted hardware platform. Herein, Vitis-AI is applied to establish a complied

network model, where 32-bit floating-point weights and activations are converted

into 8-bit fixed-point format[210]. Finally, the AI model is mapped onto a high-

efficient instruction set and data flow along with sophisticated optimisations as

much as possible by Vitis-AI, such as layer fusion, instruction scheduling and

reusing on-chip memory.

6.2.3 Software and hardware run-time management

The run-time management of this system is implemented using Vitis AI Runtime

(VART), which makes the applications suitable for the unified high-level run-time

API. VART enables the asynchronous submission and collection of jobs for the
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accelerator and supports multi-threading and multi-process execution [208]. The

software and hardware run-time reconfiguration would generate some additional

overheads for the system. For example, when hardware fabrics are reconfigured,

two types of costs should be considered: additional time and power consumption.

The additional time consumption is majorly needed for rewriting the bitstream

and updating software drivers, and the time for rewriting bitstream is varied by

the sizes of the reconfiguration stream. In addition, the extra power consump-

tion maybe caused by rewriting the RAMs, and the frequency of rewriting would

dominate the values. This work focuses on evaluating model/software run-time

reconfiguration.

6.3 DNN model optimisation

6.3.1 Brief introduction to once-for-all network

OFA [60] consists mainly of 5 blocks and in each block, depth, width and weight

kernel size can vary as per the following example: depth D = {2, 3, 4}, width

W = {3, 4, 6}, kernel size K = {3, 5, 7}, where D, W and K represents the number

of convolution layers and channels, size of filters in a single block respectively. It is

assumed that each variable is independent of each other, which means the number

of subnetworks will be ((3 × 3)2 + (3 × 3)3 + (3 × 3)4)5 ≈ 2 ×109. In OFA, it

is possible to utilise and train any model like ResNet [211] and Mobilenet [212]

progressively while maintaining the variability in depth, width, or kernel size. In

order to identify a subnetwork from this vast number of subnetworks, both latency

and accuracy were treated as a constraint in the random search and evolutionary

search algorithms.

6.3.2 Model generation and optimisation

Herein, the OFA trained network is taken as a super network and its searching

algorithms are applied to generate multiple subnetworks as per our requirements.
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Figure 6.2: The model generation and optimisation technique.

The latency is first treated as an input parameter in the search algorithm. Fig.

6.2 illustrates the model generation technique, through which the model is opti-

mised in terms of both latency and accuracy. Under the OFA framework, random

search is first conducted to determine a set of subnetworks (Subnet N) that are

close to the defined latency. Then, evolutionary search is conducted to identify

the subnetworks (Subnet K) with the maximum accuracy among the previously

selected subnetworks.

6.4 System hardware/software co-design

6.4.1 Hardware architecture

In general, a real-time DNN based video analytic system consists of four parts: 1)

video decoding, 2) pre-processing (e.g., resize and normalisation), 3) DNN inference

and 4) post-processing. because DNN, inference and other processes require a

significant amount of computational resources, it is necessary to consider DNN

inference and other processing tasks for the acceleration design. In addition, the

hardware accelerators intended for video decoding and pre-processing should also

be deployed to deploy the DNN inference. However, the requirements of post-
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Figure 6.3: The hardware architecture of the proposed platform.

processing algorithms vary between different DNN models. Therefore, the post-

processing tasks are performed in software.

Fig. 6.3 shows the overall system architecture which mainly includes three

types of accelerators: 1) Xilinx H.264/H.265 video codec unit (VCU)[213], which

is a hardware IP used for video coding and decoding tasks; 2) pre-processing

module, which is a hardware module implemented by high-level synthesis (HLS)

and dedicated to the resizing and normalisation tasks; and 3) DPUs, which is

intended for DL inference tasks and can be reconfigured in different scenarios at

run-time.

In order to process video streams in real time, the input video stream will be

decompressed by the VCU at first, for the convertion of video stream into separate

frames. Then, the pre-processing core will be used to carry out resize and pixel

value normalisation on each frame. The VCU and pre-processing modules in this

system can process up to 3, 840 × 2, 160 pixels at 60 frames per second, which

has been set to 1080p video streams in our experimental scenarios. Therefore, the

constraint on this system is supposed not to be the VCU or pre-processing modules.

Instead, it is most likely that the system performance will be restricted by the

DPUs and other processes. Allowing for this, our ultimate goal is to reconfigure

them at run-time for the optimal performance of the entire system.
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Figure 6.4: The hardware architecture of the proposed platform.

6.4.1.1 Deep learning processing unit

The DPU IP in our system is DPUCZDX8G, a dedicated unit designed for the

Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC. It is a configurable computation engine optimised for

convolutional neural networks. The degree of parallelism utilised in the engine

is a design parameter and can be selected according to the target device and

application. It includes a set of highly optimised instructions and supports most

convolutional neural networks, such as VGG, ResNet, GoogLeNet, YOLO, SSD,

MobileNet, FPN and others.

The detailed hardware architecture of the DPUCZDX8G is shown in Fig. 6.4.

In the beginning, the DPU unit gets instructions to control the operation. Ac-

cording to instructions, data in off-chip RAM will be buffered in on-chip memory

for high throughput and efficiency. The calculation is conducted by the processing

elements that take advantage of the hardware resources in FPGAs.

There are many parameters affecting the performance of the DPU. Chapter 5

has shown that the number and frequency of DPUs have great impacts on systems
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performance. The DPU itself can also be configured with various convolution

architectures, which are related to the parallelism of the convolution unit. The

architectures for the DPUCZDX8G IP include B512, B800, B1024, B1152, B1600,

B2304, B3136 and B4096, where the number indicates the peak operations per

clock. Table. 6.1 shows the performance in different configurations.

Table 6.1: Performance of Different Models [214]
Device Configuration Frequency

(MHz)
Peak Theoretical

Performance (GOPS)
ZU2 B1152x1 370 426
ZU3 B2304x1 370 852
ZU5 B4096x1 350 1,400

ZU7EV B4096x2 330 2,700
ZU9 B4096x3 333 4,100

6.4.2 Software implementation

As for the software part, video analytic applications were developed using Vitis

Video Analytics SDK (VVAS) [208], which is a GStreamer-based plugin devel-

opment framework. Because the Gstreamer runs video processing pipelines in

multiple threads, the DNN inference processes can be precisely controlled by in-

troducing several customised plugins for multiple video analytic applications.

Fig. 6.5 shows two types of pipelines representing different video analytic ap-

plications. “Pipeline (a)” represents a typical one-stage video analytic application

(e.g., object detection and segmentation), where a single DNN model is applied

to conduct an inference once per frame. “Pipeline (b)” represents a two-stage

video analytic application (e.g., tracking, re-identification and car plate detec-

tion), where two DNN models are applied simultaneously. Besides, the second one

may be executed multiple times, due to the detection results of the first one.

6.4.3 Dynamic DNN model switching method

A pair of communication interfaces (e.g., read and write communications) were de-

signed in DNN inference plugins, to report DNN inference information and control
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Figure 6.5: Video processing pipelines in the proposed system. (a) represents an
application with a one stage AI inference task. (b) represents an application with
a two-stage AI inference task.

its run-time DNN model process. When the pipeline is running, such information

as the execution time of the DNN model, processing time of the pipeline and power

consumption of the entire system will be sent to a separate system management

thread simultaneously. According to the real-time performance metrics from the

system, the processing pipeline can be reconfigured accordingly.

The proposed system will be reconfigured in two main aspects: 1) Hard-

ware configuration (DPUs) and 2) DNN model execution. Reagrding DPU re-

configurations, DNN inference performance is determined by DPU design speci-

fications (e.g., number of DPUs, maximum frequency and size). The power and

computing efficiency of the proposed system can be further improved by using the

method as introduced in Chapter 5, when the workloads placed on the system are

increased.

Concerning DNN model switching, DNN can be adjusted at run-time in each

video frame through the developed communication interfaces. This feature allows
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both types of video analytic applications and the sizes of DNN inference models

to be updated according to the exact performance specification and its execution

environment. In the proposed system, there are three types of inter-process com-

munication interfaces available for data transfer between the host programme and

Gstreamer video pipeline:

• Named pipe (an interprocess communication method): it represents

the main method applied to send the control commands to the video pipeline.

The customised plugin reads new commands from the named pipe, before

the next frame is processed. Users can transfer data betweendpuinfer and

drawing plugins via the named pipe. This mechanism contributes to a stable

and flexible method of communication between plugins.

• File IO: this interface supports direct file output to report the status of

the video pipeline. For example, the proposed plugin can output the DPU

inference results into a file for offline analysis.

• Shared memory: As Python does not support shared memory naively, a

shared memory mechanism is developed to share information between differ-

ent video pipeline branches in the Gstreamer framework.

The design of the communication framework is shown in Fig. 6.6. There

are three software layers, including 1) Python management interfaces for user

control, 2) Gstreamer applications to run AI inference and 3) system info (e.g.,

hardware temperature and power consumption). In the work, the system info is

recorded in the Proc file system (a virtual file system in Linux). During runtime,

Gstreamer applications continuously read the virtual via file IO interfaces. Each

time when a virtual file is read, a function will be triggered to read sensor data.

The history data points are stored in applications. If necessary, the data can also

be passed to the Python management program via the name pipe interface. The

named pipe interface is the main method to transfer data between applications and

management programs. Applications can send real-time status to or get commands
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Figure 6.6: Design of the communication framework.

from the management program. The “post” plugin in Gstreamer applications is a

key module to collect system info (e.g., power) and running status (e.g., FPS). It

is also responsible for transferring inference results. If the output result contains

massive data (e.g., semantic segmentation), it will use file IO to store output

results.

6.5 Experiments

In this section, the experimental configuration and results are reported, with

a typical real-time video processing pipeline implemented on a Xilinx ZCU104

(XCZU7EV) for the detection and classification of both cars and pedestrians via

analytic applications.

6.5.1 Overall system setup

The proposed video analytics framework was implemented on a Xilinx ZCU104

(XCZU7EV- 2FFVC1156 MPSoC) development platform, as shown in Fig. 6.7,

with the main modules as follows:
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1) The input : the video streams need to be processed; 2)Pre-processing unit :

carries out resizing and normalisation functions to allow the processed video data

streams to meet the input requirements of DNN models; 3) Object detection DNN

inference: deployment of object-detect DNN model on DPUs (e.g., YOLOv3 for

cars and Refinet for pedestrians detection respectively [215, 216]); 4) Image crop-

ping : cropping detected objects in each video frame and send them to a second

AI inference module for more precise classification tasks; 5) Object classification:

deployment of Resnet-50 based backbone networks, and the network models are

generated with different sizes based on the OFA algorithm.

6.5.2 Hardware configuration

The proposed design is implemented using Xilinx Vivado 2021.1 and PetaLinux

2021.1 on a Xilinx ZCU104 evaluation platform, video streams (1920×1080@30FPS)

are used as input for testing. Two DPUs (i.e., B3136) are deployed and integrate

in the video processing pipeline (i.e., Fig. 6.3) The detailed hardware utilization

are reported in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Sub-module resource utilisation
Sub module LUT Register BRAM DSP

DPU 47667 85,778 210 436
VPU 105 24 0 0

Pre-processing unit 13,147 17,390 12 40

6.5.3 Software configuration

6.5.3.1 Software pipeline

The proposed software pipeline is implemented under the VVAS 1.0 framework

applied to control the video data flow. Besides, the Gstreamer plugins used in our

experiments include ivas-xabrscaler, ivas-xfilter and ivas-xmetaaffixer [217].

ivas-xabrscaler: this plugin takes an input stream and outputs multiple out-

put streams with different resolutions and colour space conversion per config- ura-

tion. It is mainly used in a pre-processing pipeline.

ivas-xfilter: this plugin is used to control data stream for DPU. It relies on a

JSON configuration file to initialise the DPU module for the following tasks:

• Specify the acceleration software and other utility libraries.

• Interpret the acceleration AI library and select a suitable acceleration soft-

ware library class (e.g., Vitis-AI Library) for DNN inference and post-processing.

ivas-xmetaaffixer: this plugin is used to merge multiple incoming streams

into one, and the bounding box of the detection results is remapped on a data

stream with higher resolution.

6.5.3.2 DNN model management

Xilinx Vitis-AI 1.4.1 tool-chain is used to convert Pytorch DNN models into xmodel

files. By scaling DNN models in line with the OFA searching strategy, there are

three different sizes of the OFA-ResNet-50 models obtained: OFA700, OFA1000

and OFA2000. The number after each OFA model represents million floating-

point operations per second (MFLOPs), which is used as the threshold of the
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subnet searching in the OFA algorithm. Three parameters are used to represent a

wide range of model sizes in our experiments. Table 6.3 shows a list of the models

used in our experiments, including a number of sub-networks created by using

the OFA network. To update the DNN models at frame level dynamically, the

communication interfaces as introduced in Section 6.4 is implemented.

Table 6.3: Parameters of the used DNN models

Model
Parameter size

(MB)
Workload
(MOPS)

Accuracy
(Top1/Top5 ImageNet-1k)

OFA700 10.75 1340.61 74.9%/92.4%
OFA1000 18.02 1905.48 77.0%/92.8%
OFA2000 32.88 3805.47 79.7%/94.7%
ResNet-50 26.22 7360.32 83.2%/96.5%

In our experiment, this management scheme was verified by using a DNN pow-

ered car/pedestrian re-identification application, where a two-stage DNN pipeline

is implemented. In the first stage of the DNN pipeline, Yolov3 and Refinet are

used for car/pedestrian detection, respectively. In the second stage of the pipeline,

ResNet-50 is used as a backbone network for car/pedestrian classification.

6.5.4 Results and analysis

As shown in Fig. 6.8, our framework is tested for two different video analytic

applications: car and pedestrian re-identification. Through the tests conducted in

both scenarios, the proposed framework shows the capability to handle the videos

and identify objects correctly.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.8: Testing scenarios. (a) Car re-identification; (b) Pedestrian re-
identification
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In the proposed experiment, the same video processing pipeline is used to

handle different video input streams, while monitoring the performance metrics of

the system through the proposed customised communication interference plugin

continuously, such as frame rate per second (FPS), power consumption and DPU

latency. In the proposed work, the real-time power consumption of the entire

ZCU104 board is measured from the onboard registers provided by PetaLinux,

to determine the total energy consumption for the same video stream when the

DNN models of different sizes are used, as shown in Fig. 6.9. The total energy

consumption can be calculated using the following equation:

E =
n∑

i=1

Pi/f (6.1)

where E denotes the total energy consumption in Joules (J), P denotes power

consumption in Watt (W) at time i, f denotes sampling frequency in Hz. The total

energy consumption is reduced by 18.9%, 38.4% and 53.8% in the car scenarios

respectively, and similarly reduced by 25.4%, 41.1% and 61.6% respectively in the

pedestrian scenarios.
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Figure 6.9: Total energy consumption for running different models.

The DPU inference latencies for each OFA network model are detailed in Fig.
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6.10. Because the object detection model is not changed at run-time, the latencies

are thus stable, which are 24∼25 ms and 19∼20 ms for car and pedestrian scenarios

respectively. In general, the DNN models of a smaller size achieve a better DPU

inference latency due to fewer operations being required. As a result, the entire

video pipeline will take less time to complete than if a larger model is deployed.

Therefore, a dynamic model-switch strategy can be implemented to identify a

suitable DNN model based on the real-time performance metrics for improved

performance of the entire system. By comparing the original model, the proposed

system can reduce the latency of DPUs for the whole video pipeline by 12.9%,

23.9% and 36.5% in the car scenario and 14.0%, 25.9% and 38.6% in the pedestrian

scenario.
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Figure 6.10: Latency in different scenarios. (a) represents Latency in car scenarios.
(b) represents Latency in pedestrian scenarios.

Fig. 6.11. (a) and (c) present the FPS results of OFA700, OFA1000, OFA2000

and ResNet-50 under the car and pedestrian scenarios, respectively. By comparing

the FPS of ResNet-50, it can be discovered that the overall FPS is improved by

26.3%, 65.6% and 113.0% in the car scenarios by using OFA700, OFA1000 and

OFA2000 models respectively. Similarly, it is also improved by 27.1%, 65.7%
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Figure 6.11: FPS of the proposed system in different scenarios. (a) Car scenarios
without model switching. (b) Car scenarios with model switching. (c) Pedestrian
scenarios without model switching. (d) Pedestrian scenarios with model switch

and 132.1% FPS in the pedestrian scenarios respectively. The video-stream is

processed in a frame-by-frame manner, and each frame follows the architecture of

the pipeline shown in Fig. 6.7. In the proposed test scenarios, the performance

of the system will be affected by the number of objects that have been detected

in the first stage of the pipeline (i.e., car/pedestrian de- tection). Each detected

object will be cropped and then sent to the second stage of the pipeline (e.g.,

ResNet-50 or OFA-Resnet-50 networks) for the classification work. The workloads

will vary significantly in the second stage of the pipeline, because they are affected

by the number of objects detected in each frame at run-time. Therefore, the

classification task is accelerated by applying a compressed DNN model, which

means the processing time required for the entire frame will be reduced as a result.

In the experiment, I also evaluate the overhead of the model switching. Compared

with the frame without using the model switching approach, the average processing

time for the frames using the model switching approach is 1.5 ms longer. This is
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mainly because the model files need to be reloaded from the external memory.

Considering that the frame time is around 30 ms in a 30 FPS video stream, it is

acceptable.

In certain running environments (e.g., simple scenarios but with varying amounts

of objects), it can dynamically switch DNN models by monitoring run-time per-

formance metrics. Thus, it could further increase overall power and computing

efficiency with an acceptable loss of classification accuracy. For example, as shown

in Fig. 6.11 (b) and (d), by switching the DNN model to a smaller one at run-

time, the average frame rates are increased from 17.04 FPS to 29.4 FPS in the car

scenarios and from 16.9 FPS to 30.8 FPS in the pedestrian scenarios respectively.

Meanwhile the energy consumption is also dropped by 34.2 % and 34.0 % respec-

tively for the two scenarios (see Fig. 6.9). Accordingly, a proper model-switch

strategy can be defined to dynamically locate a suitable DNN model based on the

current resource, task and battery requirements at run-time.

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, it is proposed to design a new flexible hardware accelerator frame-

work 1 for adaptive support offered to various DNN algorithms on an FPGA-based

edge computing platform. According to the obtained results (i.e. for the cars sce-

narios), the proposed system can reduce the latency of DPUs by 12.9%, 23.9% and

36.5% depending on the sizes of the models, with the total energy consumption

lowered by 18.9%, 38.4% and 53.8% for three different DNN-inference models with

accuracy (Top5) at 94.7%, 92.8% and 92.4%, respectively.

By using a dynamical model-switch strategy, the frame rates are increased im-

mediately at the switching point. The average frame rates are improved from 17.04

FPS to 29.4 FPS in the car scenarios and from 16.9 FPS to 30.8 FPS in the pedes-

trian scenarios, respectively. Further combined with a dynamic-reconfiguration

1This work won the prize of Xilinx University Program (XUP) in Adaptive Computing Chal-
lenge 2021: https://www.hackster.io/contests/xilinxadaptivecomputing2021#challen

geNav
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strategy in hardware modules the proposed system presents an unprecedented op-

portunity to build new adaptable architectures and algorithm models using the

hybrid-computing units and resources, which is expected to play a significant role

in improving energy efficiency, performance and flexibility.

In this system, I first combine hardware reconfiguration and software dynamic

models. The main novel contributions in this work can be concluded as follow:

• An improved flexible DNN hardware accelerator framework that can be ap-

plied to configure the hardware and software processing pipelines dynami-

cally is proposed to improve the power consumption and latency performance

metrics.

• A comprehensive evaluation of DNN model sizes and inference performance

is conducted, with Xilinx DPUs used in video analytic applications.

• A practical FPGA-based test platform for real-time software and hardware

management is designed and implemented in this work. It can help to develop

subsequent optimisation algorithms for hardware and software scheduling.

• This framework allows run-time reconfiguration to increase the power and

computing efficiency of both the DNN model/software and hardware, to

meet the requirements of dedicated application specifications and operating

environments.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

7.1 Summary of Research

In this thesis, the challenges for deploying an AI hardware system in extreme

environments are addressed concerning SEE hardening, power efficiency and per-

formance.

In Chapter 3, a SEE simulation scheme is proposed to evaluate the effects of

SEE on large-scale circuits. Due to the complexity of SEE and the increasingly

large size of existing circuits, it has become a challenge to conduct SEE simula-

tions. On the one hand, accurate simulation tools (e.g., SPICE) require a large

amount of computing power. In addition, the fast simulation tools (e.g., HDL) lack

detailed SEE information in logic paths. In this work, the advantages of transistor

simulation and HDL simulation are taken to achieve high accuracy and efficiency.

Firstly, the SPICE simulation generates the SEE model for gate devices. Secondly,

the SEE model is converted into the HDL model. Thirdly, HDL simulation for

large-scale circuits is conducted. In this work, the SEE model is reusable, which

significantly reduces the time cost to evaluate multiple HDL designs and improves

the efficiency of circuit design. The gate library from SMIC and the ISCAS89

benchmark circuits are used to implement the scheme in the experiments. The

results of the experiments show that the scheme can evaluate circuits with more

than 100,000 transistors, which proves its’ capabilities for evaluating large-scale

147
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circuits.

In Chapter 4, an SEU mitigation scheme is proposed for RAMs in extreme Ra-

diation environments because the RAM is one of the most SEE-sensitive elements

in embedded systems. There are two features in this work. The first one is the

capability to mitigate accumulated errors in extreme radiation environments. The

second one is the high adaptability to RAM modules requiring no additional ports

or timing modification. On the one hand, the use of the single port extends the

range of applications in hardware systems. On the other hand, a well-organised

state machine avoids the impact of detection and refreshing on the original timing

sequence. Furthermore, parallel architecture can be configured according to the

density of radiation so that it can balance the performance and hardware costs.

The experiments are conducted in the ISIS neutron source facility. Unhard-

ened RAMs, normal ECC RAMs and the RAMs hardened by the proposed scheme

are evaluated under the same conditions. It is shown that the error rates remain

robust irrespective of the RAM size. The comparison of the radiation experiments

also shows that the proposed scheme is an effective strategy for hardening em-

bedded systems and the error rate of the self-scrubbing RAM is one-fifth of the

conventional ECC RAM in 6-hour neutron radiation tests.

The third work was divided into two hardware and software parts. In chapter

5, a dynamic management scheme is proposed for hardware acceleration based

on DFX. In radiation environments, AI systems face challenges in not only AI

deployment but also in radiation resistance. Because FPGAs are RAM-based

devices, inspired by the concept of “refreshing”, the reconfiguration feature of

FPGA is adopted to build the system. In this work, I used DFX, which is a kind

of PR, to build the hardware system with DFX used to dynamically configure

the regions in the FPGAs, there are multiple types of accelerators that can be

deployed for various tasks, thus improving both power efficiency and flexibility

for multiple tasks systems. In order to dynamically manage onboard resources,

accelerator pools were used to hold different types of accelerators during hardware
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reconfiguration. When there are multiple AI applications running in the system,

the acceleration tasks will be sent to corresponding pools instead of accelerators.

In this way, the tasks will not be interrupted, if accelerators are changed during

run-time. The trigger conditions for hardware reconfiguration was also discussed

in this chapter. The bottlenecks of the system were evaluated by the acceleration

task queue. By calculating the weights of queues, the constraint on the acceleration

can be identified to trigger hardware management. Factors of the queue weights

can also be modified manually for high flexibility.

In chapter 6, an adaptive DL software framework is built to enable adaptive

support for various DNN algorithms on a FPGA-based edge computing platform.

This work further improves AI systems’ adaptability by deploying a range of sub-

networks for different scenarios. By combining with the hardware reconfiguration

in Chapter 5, the system can be more precisely controlled. This work implements

a demo system supporting multi-channel video analytics on ZCU104. Hardware

accelerators, including VCU, DPU and pre-process module, comprise the hardware

base. VVAS and Gstreamer framework are used to build applications. In each

video process channel, there are a number of sub-networks generated from OFA

for different requirements. Python management interfaces are also built for real-

time control.

7.2 Novel Contributions

The main contributions of this work in this thesis are stated as follows:

The first work in Chapter 3 is a new, rapid and convenient SEE simulation

scheme. It can provide a universal comparison method to evaluate the designs of

circuits in the context of SEEs. Compared to other works, the proposed scheme

adopts the advantages of SPICE simulation and HDL simulations. In this work,

a range of new SEE behaviour models is introduced for SEE simulations. Those

models are based on the SPICE simulations. The transient current and voltage

pulses are converted into digital signal changes. Therefore it can offer lightweight
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and fast simulations for large-scale circuits. In addition, can offer a high level of

flexibility in the design. Since the simulation steps in this scheme are decoupled.

The existing SEE models can be reused in different circuits without modification.

In the second work, the SEE refreshing controller is a highly flexible, area-

efficient design for scrubbing RAMs. Compared to conventional external scrub-

bers [61, 62, 63], It requires neither processor to conduct scrubbing options nor

dedicated modules (e.g., ICAP) to access RAMs. There it can be easily used in

various embedded systems. Furthermore, the design can achieve high SEU correc-

tion rates, which can significantly mitigate error accumulation in harsh radiation

environments.

The third work is an adaptive system. To improve the efficiency of embed-

ding systems for DL tasks, hardware reconfiguration and software dynamic DL

models are first combined together. In hardware, partial reconfiguration is used.

Compared with other works using PR features, the partial regions in this work are

grouped for tasks to share, which make it easy to adjust the performance of specific

tasks. Normally, acceleration systems use PR regions to build specific accelerators

for corresponding works. Instead of deploying the same accelerator for specific

acceleration tasks, the proposed systems will dynamically change the size, num-

ber and frequency of the accelerators. In software, I propose an improved flexible

DNN hardware accelerator framework that can dynamically configure the hard-

ware and software processing pipelines to achieve improved power consumption

and latency performance metrics. Based on the work in hardware and software, a

complete DNNs based real-time video processing pipeline is built to evaluate the

effectiveness of the proposed framework.

7.3 Future works

There are still some further works that can be done to improve works in this thesis.

n Chapter 3, the work of SEE simulation can be improved. Firstly, more

components should be discussed. In this work, the library was simplified and only
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14 models were finally generated. However, in practice, libraries contain more

components and layouts, which may affect the accuracy of SEE simulation. For

example, OR gates may use different layouts when they are supposed to run at

different frequencies. Secondly, an automation script will help to generate digital

SEE models. Due to the inconvenience of SPICE, the injection of SEEs was

conducted by handcraft, which is slow and inefficient. Thirdly, automation can

be developed to analyse the SEE mitigation performance and provide improving

guides. It will help to design large-scale circuits.

This work in Chapter 4 can also be improved. Firstly, doubling frequency is

used to extend bandwidth for refreshing operation. This method is suitable, when

the original frequency of the target device is not too high, which was 100 MHz

in this work. However, current embedded systems for the general purpose may

use a higher frequency than radiation dedication devices. In this case, doubling

the frequency may waste bandwidth and energy. Therefore, the controller can be

improved by using adaptive frequency. If the system requires high SEE mitigation

performance, then a double frequency can be used. If the system requires low

power consumption, then a frequency slightly higher than the original frequency

can be used for refreshing. Although there may be difficulties in designing a clock

domain crossing, it will bring some additional benefits to the compatibility of the

design.

Further work for the third part, the adaptive DL system, can be done as fol-

low. First, there is always a consumption (e.g., time costs and power consump-

tion), whether it is a software or hardware reconfiguration. During switching, it

is worth developing an algorithm to evaluate the trade-off between the increase

in performance and the consumption caused by the switch. Secondly, although

software and hardware reconfiguration increases flexibility, it also incurs manage-

ment complexity. If the software and hardware switching are not well coordinated,

then the switch can potentially degrade the system’s performance. An evaluation

algorithm is thus essential. Thirdly, the FPGA resources are pre-allocated to sev-
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eral blocks when using DFX or PR. If too many resources are per-allocated to

a block, then the accelerator may not be able to utilise all of them. If too few

resources are per-allocated to a block, then the accelerator may not be able to be

implemented. Therefore, an allocation algorithm for hardware resources can be de-

veloped to design suitable PR regions. Fourthly, DPUs have various architectures.

In different DPU’s architectures, the parallelisms of the core calculation matrix

differ concerning input, pixel and out channels. In Chapter 6, the performance

and efficiency are assumed to be only related to the “Peak Ops” (peak operations

per second). However, DPU’s architectures may affect the efficiency of specific

modules. Therefore, the algorithm in progress will consider the effects of DPU’s

architectures on different types of models. Finally, A scheduling algorithm may

also be necessary. There are multiple software tasks and hardware accelerators in

the proposed system. How software maps to the hardware may significantly affect

system efficiency.

To sum up, a number of the works referenced in this thesis are related to adap-

tive intelligent systems for extreme environments. The works can be divided into

two aspects: the first two works are related to radiation hardening and the last

two works are related to AI inference on an embedded platform. To mitigate SEEs

in RAM systems, I used the refreshing method to correct errors. The concept was

then extended to FPGA devices. By using the reconfiguration feature, an adaptive

hardware system was proposed to improve flexibility and efficiency. Subsequently,

the “reconfiguration” concept was also used in software to further improve per-

formance and efficiency. The works in this thesis are at the research prototype

stage and still need to be improved. Currently, I am working on the scheduling

algorithm for the adaptive hardware and software system.
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Demo of adaptive AI system

This part includes some figures of an adaptive AI system for smart city. It is a

system based on the works in Chapter 6 and 5. The project is called ”All-in-one

Self-adaptive Computing Platform for Smart City” and it won the prize of Xilinx

University Program (XUP) in Adaptive Computing Challenge 2021 with AMD-

Xilinx (https://www.hackster.io/contests/xilinxadaptivecomputing2021).

The source code can be find in Github repository: https://github.com/luyuf

an498/Adaptive-Computing-Challenge-2021.

Figure A.1: ReID for pedestrians

153
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Figure A.2: Pose detection

Figure A.3: ReID task for cars
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(a) pedestrian detection and pose detection

(b) car detection

Figure A.4: There are 3 AI inference branches integrated in this system for different
tasks including scene recognition, pedestrian related AI inference and car related
AI inference. In this system, a segmentation algorithm is used to conduct scene
recognition tasks and the results are shown at the top left corner. The results of
pedestrian related algorithms are shown on the bottom left corner. The results of
car related algorithms are shown on the bottom right corner.
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(a) inference interval for segmentation is set to be 5

(b) inference interval for segmentation is set to be 2

Figure A.5: Using the designed python interfaces to adjust processing intervals to
improve the system performance.
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(a) AI inference with RN18 model in large size. The frame rate is 22.91 fps.

(b) AI inference with RN18 model in small size. The frame rate is 27.99 fps.

Figure A.6: Using the designed python interfaces, the running model can be
changed dynamically.
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(a) adaptive management is disabled

(b) adaptive management is enabled

Figure A.7: System performance with and without adaptive management. When
adaptive management is enable, the AI inference branches are modified to improve
the system performances. The branch 0 runs a segmentation algorithm for scene
recognition, the frame based inference interval (’II’) is set to be 5. The branch
1 runs Refindet and Openpose algorithms for pedestrian detection. It is disabled
because there is no pedestrian. The branch 2 runs a YOLO algorithm for car
detection. The inference interval is set to be 2 and the large model is replaced
with a small (’L’ to ’S’) model. As a result, the frame rate is increased to be 30fps
and the system power consumption drops from 8.4w to 7.4w.
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Source Code

B.1 Python program: generate SEE models in

netlists

1 import re

2 #’input.txt’

3 def readFromFile(file_name):

4 f = open(file_name ,’r’)

5 txt = f.read()

6 f.close ()

7 return txt

8

9 def writeIntoFile(file_name ,txt):

10 f = open(file_name ,’w’)

11 f.write(txt)

12 f.close ()

13

14 def getHead(verilog_txt):

15 # define

16 # get names

17 match = re.search(r’module\s+(?P<Modname >\w+).+?;’,

verilog_txt ,re.S)

18 mode_name = match.group(’Modname ’)

159
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19 define_module = match.group ()

20 #print(define_module ,’\n’,mode_name)

21 # get signals

22 match = re.search(r’input\s+(?P<Iname >[\w,\s]+?);’,

verilog_txt ,re.S)

23 define_input = match.group()

24 input_names = re.sub(r’\s’,’’,match.group(’Iname ’)).split(’,’,

re.S)

25 #print(define_input ,’ ’,input_names)

26 # get outputs

27 match = re.search(r’output\s+(?P<Oname >[\w,\s]+?);’,

verilog_txt ,re.S)

28 define_output = match.group ()

29 output_names = re.sub(r’\s’,’’,match.group(’Oname’)).split(’,’

)

30 #print(define_output)

31 # get wires

32 match = re.search(r’wire\s+(?P<Wname >[\w,\s]+?);\n’,

verilog_txt ,re.S)

33 define_wire = match.group ()

34 wires = re.sub(r’\s’,’’,match.group(’Wname ’)).split(’,’)

35 print(’name :{0} ,\n{2} inputs :{1},\n{4} outputs :{3}\n{6} wires :{5}

’.format(mode_name ,input_names ,input_names.__len__ (),

output_names ,output_names.__len__ (),wires ,wires.__len__ ()))

36 #return head

37 head_txt = define_module+’\n’ +define_input + ’\n’ +

define_output +’\n’+define_wire

38 return head_txt ,mode_name ,input_names ,output_names

39

40 def genNewExample(verilog_txt):

41 device_id = 0;

42 unit_id = 0;

43 mod_txt = ’’

44 mods_size = {’dff’: 25, ’not’: 2, ’and’: 6, ’or’: 6, ’nand’:

8, ’nor’: 4}
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45 mode_rpname = {’dff’: ’DFF_S ’, ’not’: ’NOT_S ’, ’and’: ’AND_S ’,

’or’: ’OR_S’, ’nand’: ’NAND_S ’, ’nor’: ’NOR_S’}

46 keep_words = [’module ’]

47 p = re.finditer(r’(?P<old_mod >\w+)\s+(\w+)\((?P<pin >[\w,]+)\)’

, verilog_txt)

48 for u in p:

49 if (u.group(’pin’)):

50 if (u.group(’old_mod ’) in mode_rpname.keys()):

51 type = u.group(’pin’).count(’,’)

52 size_addition = 0

53 if (type > 2):

54 new_mod = mode_rpname[u.group(’old_mod ’)][: -2]

+ str(type) + mode_rpname[u.group(’old_mod ’)][ -2:]

55 size_addition = type * 2 - 4

56 else:

57 new_mod = mode_rpname[u.group(’old_mod ’)]

58

59 mod_txt += ’ {3} #(. DEVICE_ID ({0} )) U

{1}({2}) ;\n’.format(device_id , unit_id , u.group(’pin’),

60

new_mod)

61 device_id += mods_size[u.group(’old_mod ’)] +

size_addition

62 unit_id += 1

63 elif(u.group(’old_mod ’) not in keep_words):

64 print(’WARNING:undefined submodule ’, u.group ())

65 print(’Circuit Size :{0}, units :{1}\n’.format(device_id ,unit_id)

)

66 return mod_txt ,device_id ,unit_id

67

68 def genInjectionTask(device_id ,unit_id):

69 task_txt = ’’

70 tab = " "

71 task_txt += tab +’reg [31:0] rand_id ;\n’

72 task_txt += tab +’task SEU_INJECTION(seed);\n’
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73 task_txt += tab * 2 + ’begin\n’

74 task_txt += tab * 3 + ’rand_id = {1}%{0};\n’.format(device_id ,

’{$random(seed)}’)

75 for i in range(unit_id):

76 task_txt += tab*3 + ’U{0}. SEU_INJECTION(seed ,rand_id);\n’.

format(i)

77

78 task_txt += tab * 2 + ’end\n’

79 task_txt += tab * 1 + ’endtask\n’

80 return task_txt

81

82 def genNewModVerilogTxt(verilog_txt):

83 head_txt ,mode_name ,input_names ,output_names = getHead(

verilog_txt)

84 print(’_’ * 100)

85 mod_txt , device_id , unit_id = genNewExample(verilog_txt)

86

87 task_txt = genInjectionTask(device_id , unit_id)

88 return head_txt + mod_txt + task_txt + ’endmodule ’ ,mode_name

,input_names ,output_names

89

90 def genNewTestVerilogTxt(mode_name ,input_names ,output_names):

91 testbench = ’module test_ {0};\n’.format(mode_name)

92 tab = " "

93 for inputpin in input_names:

94 testbench += tab + "reg {0};\n".format(inputpin)

95

96 for outputpin in output_names:

97 testbench += tab +"wire {0};\n".format(outputpin)

98 testbench += tab +"wire {0}_f;\n".format(outputpin)

99

100 testbench += tab + ’{0} uut (\n’.format(mode_name)

101 for inputpin in input_names:

102 testbench += tab*2 + ".{0}({1}) ,\n".format(inputpin ,

inputpin)
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103 index = 0

104 for outputpin in output_names:

105 if(index == 0):

106 testbench += tab * 2 + ".{0}({1})".format(outputpin ,

outputpin)

107 else:

108 testbench += " ,\n" + tab * 2 + ".{0}({1})".format(

outputpin , outputpin)

109 index += 1

110 testbench += "\n" + tab + ’);\n’

111

112 testbench += tab + ’{0} uut_f (\n’.format(mode_name)

113 for inputpin in input_names:

114 testbench += tab*2 + ".{0}({1}) ,\n".format(inputpin ,

inputpin)

115 index = 0

116 for outputpin in output_names:

117 if(index == 0):

118 testbench += tab * 2 + ".{0}({1})".format(outputpin ,

outputpin)

119 else:

120 testbench += " ,\n" + tab * 2 + ".{0}({1})".format(

outputpin , outputpin)

121 index += 1

122 testbench += "\n" + tab + ’);\n’

123

124 testbench += tab + ’initial begin\n’

125 for inputpin in input_names:

126 testbench += tab*2 + "{0} = {1};\n".format(inputpin ,

inputpin == ’VDD’and 1 or 0)

127 testbench += tab + ’end\n’

128

129 for outputpin in output_names:

130 testbench += tab + "reg r{0},r{0}_f;\n".format(outputpin)

131
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132 for inputpin in input_names:

133 if(inputpin == ’CK’):

134 testbench += tab + ’always #5 CK = ~CK;\n’

135 elif(inputpin in [’GND’,’VDD’]):

136 pass

137 else:

138 testbench += tab + ’always #10 begin\n’

139 testbench += tab*2 + ’if (({1}%100) < 50) {0} = ~{0};\n

’.format(inputpin ,’{$random ()}’)

140 testbench += tab + ’ end\n’

141

142 testbench += tab + ’reg [31:0] seu_cnt = 0;\n’

143 testbench += tab + ’real next_time = 0;\n’

144 testbench += tab + ’always #(64 + next_time) begin\n’

145 testbench += tab*2 + ’uut.SEU_INJECTION (0);\n’

146 testbench += tab*2 + ’next_time = ({ $random () }%10000) /100.0;\n

’

147 testbench += tab*2 + ’seu_cnt <= seu_cnt + 1;\n’

148 testbench += tab + ’end\n’

149

150 testbench += tab + ’always @ (posedge CK) begin\n’

151 for outputpin in output_names:

152 testbench += tab*2 + "r{0} <= {0};\n".format(outputpin)

153 testbench += tab*2 + "r{0}_f <= {0}_f;\n".format(outputpin

)

154 testbench += tab + ’end\n’

155

156 testbench += tab + ’wire flag_reg =’

157 for outputpin in output_names:

158 testbench += " (r{0}^r{0}_f) |".format(outputpin)

159

160 testbench = testbench [:-1] + ";\n"

161

162 testbench += tab + "reg [31:0] err_cnt = 0;\n"

163 testbench += tab + "reg [31:0] err_cnt2 = 0;\n"
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164 testbench += tab + "always @ (posedge flag_reg) begin\n"

165 testbench += tab*2 + "err_cnt = err_cnt + 1;\n"

166

167 testbench += tab*2 + "err_cnt2 = err_cnt2"

168 for outputpin in output_names:

169 testbench += ’+ (r{0}^r{0}_f)’.format(outputpin)

170

171 testbench += ";\n"

172

173 testbench += tab + "end\n"

174 testbench += ’endmodule\n’

175

176 #print(testbench)

177 return testbench

178

179 print(’=’*100)

180 mod_txt ,mode_name ,input_names ,output_names = genNewModVerilogTxt(

readFromFile(r’.\ input.v’))

181

182 test_txt = genNewTestVerilogTxt(mode_name ,input_names ,output_names

)

183

184 writeIntoFile(mode_name + ’.v’,mod_txt)

185 print(mode_name + ’.v’ + ’generated ,file size :{0}KB’.format(

mod_txt.__len__ () /1024))

186 writeIntoFile(’test_’+mode_name+’.v’,test_txt)

187 print(’test_ ’+mode_name+’.v’ + ’generated ,file size :{0}KB’.format(

test_txt.__len__ () /1024))

188 print(’=’*100)

B.2 Verilog code: Design of FSM in self-refreshing

RAM

1 module ECC_RAM_byHM #(
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2 parameter ADDR_WIDTH = ’d19

3 )

4 (

5 input clk ,

6 input clk_double ,// double clk

7 input rst_n ,

8 input [7:0] din ,

9 input [ADDR_WIDTH -1:0] addr ,

10 input wea ,

11 output [7:0] dout

12 );

13

14

15

16

17 wire [5:0] Code_HM;

18 wire [13:0] Ext_din_ready = {din ,Code_HM };

19

20

21 (* mark_debug = "true "*) reg [13:0] ramport_dina = ’d0;

22 (* mark_debug = "true "*) reg [ADDR_WIDTH -1:0] ramport_addra =

’d0;

23 (* mark_debug = "true "*) reg ramport_wea = ’d0;

24

25 (* mark_debug = "true "*) wire [13:0] ramport_douta;

26 (* mark_debug = "true "*) wire [13:0] ramport_CHK_dout;

27 (* mark_debug = "true "*) reg [13:0] ramport_CHK_dout_d;

28

29 (* mark_debug = "true "*) reg [13:0] ecc_data = ’d0;

30 (* mark_debug = "true "*) reg ecc_ctrl = ’d0;

31 (* mark_debug = "true "*) reg [ADDR_WIDTH -1:0] ecc_addr = ’d0;

32 (* mark_debug = "true "*) wire ecc_err_flg;

33

34 reg [13:0] Ext_din_ready_d;

35 reg wea_d;
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36 reg [ADDR_WIDTH -1:0] addr_d;

37

38 always @ (posedge clk_double) begin

39 ramport_CHK_dout_d <= ramport_CHK_dout;

40

41 if(clk) begin

42 Ext_din_ready_d <= Ext_din_ready;

43 wea_d <= wea;

44 addr_d <= addr;

45 end

46 end

47

48 // RAMPORT IN CONTROL

49 always @(posedge clk_double or negedge rst_n)

50 begin

51 if(~ rst_n)

52 begin

53 ramport_dina <= 14’d0;

54 ramport_wea <= 1’d0;

55 ramport_addra <= 12’d0;

56 end

57 else

58 begin

59 if(~clk)// posedege

60 begin

61 ramport_dina <= Ext_din_ready_d;

62 ramport_wea <= wea_d;

63 ramport_addra <= addr_d;

64 end

65 else

66 begin

67 ramport_dina <= ecc_data;

68 ramport_wea <= ecc_ctrl;

69 ramport_addra <= ecc_addr;

70 end
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71 end

72 end

73

74 //PORT OUT CONTROL

75 reg [13:0] dout_crt ;

76 assign dout = dout_crt [13:6];

77

78

79 always @(posedge clk_double or negedge rst_n)

80 begin

81 if(~ rst_n)

82 begin

83 dout_crt <= 14’d0;

84 end

85 else

86 begin

87 if(clk)

88 dout_crt <= ramport_CHK_dout_d;

89 end

90 end

91

92 //ECC ADDR CONTRIL

93 parameter IDE = 4’d0;

94 parameter CHECK_CRC = 4’d1;

95 parameter REWRITE_CRC = 4’d2;

96 parameter ENDCHECK_NOERROR = 4’d3;

97 parameter ENDCHECK_CORERROR = 4’d4;

98 parameter ENDCHECK_WAITCLK = 4’d5;

99

100 (* mark_debug = "true "*) reg [3:0] fsm_state;

101 reg [ADDR_WIDTH -1:0] last_repair_addr;

102 always @(posedge clk_double or negedge rst_n)

103 begin

104 if(~ rst_n)

105 begin
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106 ecc_addr <= ’d0;

107 ecc_ctrl <= ’b0;

108 fsm_state <= IDE;

109 ecc_data <= ’d0;

110 end

111 else

112 begin

113 case (fsm_state)

114 IDE:

115 begin

116 if(~clk && {wea ,addr} != {1’b1 ,ecc_addr })

117 fsm_state <= CHECK_CRC;

118 else

119 if({wea ,addr} == {1’b1 ,ecc_addr })

120 begin

121 ecc_addr <= ecc_addr - ’d1;

122 end

123 else

124 fsm_state <= IDE;

125 ecc_ctrl <= 1’b0;

126 end

127 CHECK_CRC:

128 begin

129 if({wea ,addr} == {1’b1 ,ecc_addr} || ecc_err_flg == 1’

b0)

130 fsm_state <= ENDCHECK_NOERROR;

131 else

132 if(ecc_err_flg) begin

133 ecc_data <= ramport_CHK_dout; // save the crt value

134 fsm_state <= REWRITE_CRC;

135 end

136 end

137 ENDCHECK_NOERROR:

138 begin
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139 ecc_addr <= ecc_addr - ’d1;

140 fsm_state <= IDE;

141 end

142 REWRITE_CRC:

143 begin

144 last_repair_addr <= ecc_addr;

145 ecc_ctrl <= 1’b1;

146 fsm_state <= ENDCHECK_CORERROR;

147 end

148 ENDCHECK_CORERROR:

149 begin

150 ecc_ctrl <= 1’b0;

151 ecc_addr <= ecc_addr - ’d1;

152 fsm_state <= ENDCHECK_WAITCLK;

153 end

154 ENDCHECK_WAITCLK:

155 begin

156 fsm_state <= IDE;

157 end

158 default : fsm_state <= IDE;

159 endcase

160 end

161 end

162

163

164 Gen_CodeHM GEN_HMcode (

165 .din(din),

166 .code_hm(Code_HM)

167 );

168

169

170 CoreRam_4K CORE_RAM (

171 .clka(clk_double),

172 .wea(ramport_wea),

173 .addra(ramport_addra),
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174 .dina(ramport_dina),

175 .douta(ramport_douta)

176 );

177

178 Check_CodeHM CHK_HMcode (

179 .din(ramport_douta),

180 .dout(ramport_CHK_dout),

181 .err(ecc_err_flg)

182 );

183

184 endmodule

B.3 Shell scripts: build Gstreamer pipelines

1 #! /bin/sh

2 # this is for 4k and 4 channel

3 video =/home/petalinux

4 segback ="ori"

5 branch1 ="reid"

6 sync=" false"

7

8 conf_pre_onlyresize ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/preprocess/

resize_reid.json \""

9 conf_pp1_status ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/runstatus/pp1status

.json \""

10 conf_pp2_status ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/runstatus/pp2status

.json \""

11 conf_pp1_recordfps ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/branch1/fpsbranch1.

json \""

12 conf_pp2_recordfps ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/branch2/fpsbranch2.

json \""

13 conf_dpu_seg ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/segmentation/dpu_seg.

json \""

14 conf_draw_seg ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/segmentation/
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drawSegmentation.json \""

15

16 while getopts f:br:sh opt

17 do

18 case $opt in

19 f)

20 video=$OPTARG

21 ;;

22 b)

23 segback =" black"

24 ;;

25 r)

26 branch1 =" $OPTARG"

27 ;;

28 s)

29 sync="true"

30 echo $sync

31 ;;

32

33 :)

34 echo "-$OPTARG needs an argument"

35 ;;

36 h)

37 echo ""

38 echo "Help:"

39 echo "-f video file source"

40 echo "-b (optional) segmentation use black background"

41 echo "-r (optional) model for branch 1 [(reid),

openopse ]"

42 echo ""

43 ;;

44 *)

45 echo "-$opt not recognized"

46 ;;

47 esac
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48 done

49

50 if [ -f $video ]; then

51 echo "find video: $video"

52 else

53 echo "cant find video file: $video"

54 exit -1

55 fi

56

57

58 if [ $sync == ’false ’ ]; then

59 videosrc_cmd =" multifilesrc location =\"${video }\" ! h264parse !

queue ! omxh264dec ! video/x-raw , format=NV12"

60 tee1_name =" maintee1"

61 tee2_name =" maintee2"

62 teeseg_name ="tseg"

63 tee1_cmd=$videosrc_cmd "!tee name=$tee1_name"

64 tee2_cmd=$videosrc_cmd "!tee name=$tee2_name"

65 teeseg_cmd=$videosrc_cmd "!tee name=$teeseg_name"

66 echo $tee1_cmd

67 echo $tee2_cmd

68 echo $teeseg_cmd

69 else

70 echo "sync video pipeline (fps will drops)"

71 tee1_name =" maintee"

72 tee2_name=$tee1_name

73 teeseg_name=$tee1_name

74 tee1_cmd=$videosrc_cmd "!tee name=$tee1_name"

75 tee2_cmd =" $tee2_name ."

76 teeseg_cmd =" $teeseg_name ."

77 echo tee2_cmd

78 fi

79

80

81 if [ $segback == "black" ]; then
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82 segbackcmd =" multifilesrc location =\"/ home/petalinux/videos/

black.nv12.h264\" ! h264parse ! queue ! omxh264dec ! video/x-

raw , format=NV12"

83 echo "use black background for segmentation ."

84 else

85 segbackcmd =" $teeseg_name ."

86 echo "use original background for segmentation ."

87 fi

88

89 if [ $branch1 == "reid" ]; then

90 branch1crop ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/aibox -reid/crop.json \""

91 branch1model ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/aibox -reid/reid.json \""

92 branch1draw ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/aibox -reid/draw_reid.

json \""

93 echo "branch 1: use reid"

94 elif [ $branch1 == "openpose" ]; then

95 branch1crop ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/openpose/crop.json

\""

96 branch1model ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/openpose/openpose.

json \""

97 branch1draw ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/openpose/draw_pose.

json \""

98 echo "branch 1: use openopse"

99 else

100 echo "branch 1: unsported model: $branch1 [(reid), openpose ]"

101 exit 2

102 fi

103

104

105

106

107

108

109 echo | modetest -M xlnx -D b0000000.v_mix -s 52@40 :3840 x2160@NV16

110 gst -launch -1.0 \
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111 multifilesrc location =\"${video }\" ! h264parse ! queue !

omxh264dec ! video/x-raw , format=NV12 \

112 ! tee name=$tee1_name \

113 ! queue \

114 ! ivas_xmultisrc kconfig=$conf_pre_onlyresize \

115 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter name=refinedet kernels -config ="/opt

/xilinx/share/ivas/aibox -reid/refinedet.json" \

116 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter name=crop kernels -config=

$branch1crop \

117 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config=$branch1model \

118 ! ima.sink_master ivas_xmetaaffixer name=ima ima.

src_master ! fakesink \

119 $tee1_name. \

120 ! queue \

121 ! ima.sink_slave_0 ima.src_slave_0 \

122 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config=$branch1draw \

123 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config=$conf_pp1_status \

124 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config=$conf_pp1_recordfps \

125 ! queue ! kmssink bus -id=b0000000.v_mix plane -id=34 render -

rectangle =" <0 ,1080 ,1920 ,1080 >" show -preroll -frame=false sync=

false \

126 \

127 $tee2_cmd \

128 ! queue ! ivas_xmultisrc kconfig=$conf_pre_onlyresize \

129 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config ="/opt/xilinx/share/

ivas/branch2/dpu_yolo2.json" \

130 ! imacar.sink_master ivas_xmetaaffixer name=imacar imacar.

src_master ! fakesink \

131 $tee2_name. \

132 ! queue \

133 ! imacar.sink_slave_0 imacar.src_slave_0 \

134 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config ="/opt/xilinx/share/

ivas/branch2/drawbox.json" \

135 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config=$conf_pp2_status

\
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136 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config=$conf_pp2_recordfps

\

137 ! queue ! kmssink bus -id=b0000000.v_mix plane -id=36 render

-rectangle =" <1920 ,1080 ,1920 ,1080 >" show -preroll -frame=false

sync=false \

138 \

139 $teeseg_cmd \

140 ! queue ! ivas_xmultisrc kconfig=$conf_pre_onlyresize \

141 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config=$conf_dpu_seg \

142 ! imaseg.sink_master ivas_xmetaaffixer name=imaseg imaseg.

src_master ! fakesink \

143 $segbackcmd \

144 ! queue \

145 ! imaseg.sink_slave_0 imaseg.src_slave_0 \

146 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config=$conf_draw_seg \

147 ! queue ! kmssink bus -id=b0000000.v_mix plane -id=35 render

-rectangle ="<0 ,0 ,1920 ,1080>" show -preroll -frame=false sync=

false \

148 \

149 multifilesrc location ="/ home/petalinux/videos/back_logo.nv12.

h264" \

150 ! h264parse ! queue ! omxh264dec ! video/x-raw , format=NV12 !

queue \

151 ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config ="/opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/

analysis /4K/drawPower.json" ! queue \

152 ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config ="/opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/

analysis /4K/drawTemp.json" ! queue \

153 ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config ="/opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/

analysis /4K/drawPLTemp.json" ! queue \

154 ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config ="/opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/

analysis /4K/drawfpsB1.json" ! queue \

155 ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config ="/opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/

analysis /4K/drawfpsB2.json" ! queue \

156 ! kmssink bus -id=b0000000.v_mix plane -id=37 render -rectangle

=" <1920 ,0 ,1920 ,1080 >" show -preroll -frame=false sync=false \
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1 #! /bin/sh

2 # this is for 1080P output

3 video =/home/petalinux/videos/cars1900.nv12.h264

4 branch1 ="reid"

5 source=file

6 conf_pre_onlyresize ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/preprocess/

resize_smartcam.json \""

7 conf_pre_seg ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/segmentation/

preprocess_seg_smartcam.json \""

8 conf_pre_seg=$conf_pre_onlyresize

9 conf_dpu_seg ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/segmentation/dpu_seg.

json \""

10 conf_draw_seg ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/segmentation/

drawSegmentationTR.json \""

11

12 while getopts f:br:i:sh opt

13 do

14 case $opt in

15 f)

16 video=$OPTARG

17 ;;

18 b)

19 segback =" black"

20 ;;

21 r)

22 branch1 =" $OPTARG"

23 ;;

24 s)

25 sync="true"

26 echo $sync

27 ;;

28 i)

29 source=$OPTARG

30 ;;

31 :)
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32 echo "-$OPTARG needs an argument"

33 ;;

34 h)

35 echo ""

36 echo "Help:"

37 echo "-f video file source"

38 echo "-b (optional) segmentation use black background"

39 echo "-r (optional) model for branch 1 [(reid),

openopse ]"

40 echo ""

41 ;;

42 *)

43 echo "-$opt not recognized"

44 ;;

45 esac

46 done

47

48 if [ $source == "usb" ]; then

49 source_cmd =""

50 source_cmd=$source_cmd "! video/x-raw , width =1920 , height =1080"

51 source_cmd=$source_cmd "! videoconvert ! video/x-raw , format=

NV12"

52 elif [ $source == "mipi" ]; then

53 source_cmd =" mediasrcbin media -device =/dev/media0 v4l2src0 ::io-

mode=dmabuf v4l2src0 ::stride -align =256 !video/x-raw , width

=1920 , height =1080 , format=NV12 , framerate =30/1"

54 elif [ $source == "file" ]; then

55 source_cmd =" multifilesrc location =\"${video }\" ! h264parse !

queue ! omxh264dec ! video/x-raw , format=NV12 , framerate =30/1"

56 else

57 echo "unsupport video source :$source [usb ,mipi ,file ]."

58 exit -1

59 fi

60

61 echo $source_cmd
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62

63 if [ -f $video ]; then

64 echo "find video: $video"

65 else

66 echo "cant find video file: $video"

67 exit -1

68 fi

69

70

71 ivas_xfilter ="! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config ="

72

73 if [ $branch1 == "reid" ]; then

74 branch1firstmodel ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/aibox -reid/

refinedet.json \""

75 branch1crop ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/aibox -reid/crop.json \""

76 branch1model ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/reid/reid.json \""

77 branch1draw ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/reid/draw_reid.json

\""

78 branch1cmd =" $ivas_xfilter $branch1firstmodel $ivas_xfilter

$branch1crop $ivas_xfilter $branch1model"

79 echo "branch 1: use reid"

80 elif [ $branch1 == "carid" ]; then

81 branch1firstmodel ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/smartcam/myapp/

dpu_yolo2.json \""

82 branch1crop ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/aibox -reid/crop.json \""

83 branch1model ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/reid/reid.json \""

84 branch1draw ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/reid/draw_reid.json

\""

85 branch1cmd =" $ivas_xfilter $branch1firstmodel $ivas_xfilter

$branch1crop $ivas_xfilter $branch1model"

86 echo "branch 1: use reid"

87 elif [ $branch1 == "openpose" ]; then

88 branch1firstmodel ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/aibox -reid/

refinedet.json \""

89 branch1crop ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/openpose/crop.json
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\""

90 branch1model ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/openpose/openpose.

json \""

91 branch1draw ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/cmpk/openpose/draw_pose.

json \""

92 branch1cmd =" $ivas_xfilter $branch1firstmodel $ivas_xfilter

$branch1crop $ivas_xfilter $branch1model"

93 echo "branch 1: use openopse"

94 elif [ $branch1 == "yolo" ]; then

95 branch1firstmodel ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/smartcam/myapp/

dpu_yolo2.json \""

96 branch1cmd =" $ivas_xfilter $branch1firstmodel"

97 branch1draw ="\"/ opt/xilinx/share/ivas/smartcam/myapp/drawbox.

json \""

98 else

99 echo error

100 exit -2

101 fi

102

103

104

105

106

107

108 gst -launch -1.0 \

109 $source_cmd \

110 ! tee name=t \

111 ! queue ! ivas_xmultisrc kconfig=$conf_pre_onlyresize \

112 $branch1cmd \

113 ! ima.sink_master ivas_xmetaaffixer name=ima ima.src_master !

fakesink \

114 t. \

115 ! queue \

116 ! ivas_xmultisrc kconfig=$conf_pre_seg \

117 ! queue \
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118 ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config=$conf_dpu_seg \

119 ! ima2.sink_master ivas_xmetaaffixer name=ima2 ima2.src_master

\

120 ! fakesink \

121 t. \

122 ! queue \

123 ! ima.sink_slave_0 ima.src_slave_0 \

124 ! queue \

125 ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config=$branch1draw \

126 ! queue \

127 ! ima2.sink_slave_0 ima2.src_slave_0 \

128 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config=$conf_draw_seg \

129 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config ="/opt/xilinx/share/ivas/

smartcam/myapp/drawPower.json" \

130 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config ="/opt/xilinx/share/ivas/

smartcam/myapp/drawTemp.json" \

131 ! queue ! ivas_xfilter kernels -config ="/opt/xilinx/share/ivas/

smartcam/myapp/drawPerformance.json" \

132 ! queue ! kmssink driver -name=xlnx plane -id=39 sync=false

fullscreen -overlay=true

B.4 Python management interfaces for adaptive

platform

1 import os, sys

2 import time

3 import threading

4 def getFPS ():

5 result= []

6 read_path = "/home/petalinux /.temp/pf_tx"

7 rf = os.open(read_path , os.O_RDONLY)

8 s = b’’

9 while True:

10 try:
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11 s += os.read(rf , 1024)

12 if(len(s) >= 1024):

13 continue

14

15 print("received msg:",len(s))

16 for string in s.split():

17 info = str(string ,encoding = "utf -8").split(’,’)

18 if(info [0] == ’reportFPS ’):

19 result.append(float(info [1]))

20

21 break

22 except NameError as error:

23 print(error)

24 break

25

26 os.close(rf)

27 os.remove(read_path)

28 return result

29 class kv260adpFPS ():

30 _instance_dict = {}

31 busy = False

32 def __new__(cls ,read_path , *args , **kw):

33

34 if(read_path in cls._instance_dict.keys()):

35 print("warning:",read_path ," already in program!")

36 return cls._instance_dict[read_path]

37 cls._instance_dict[read_path] = object.__new__(cls)

38 return cls._instance_dict[read_path]

39

40

41 def __init__(self , read_path ,len = 5):

42 self.read_path = read_path

43 self.len =len

44

45 def get_bytesVersion(self ,timeout = None):
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46 if(self.busy):

47 print("busy")

48 return

49

50 self.result = []

51 self.busy = True

52 if(not os.path.exists(self.read_path)):

53 os.mkfifo(self.read_path)

54 def readfifodata ():

55 self.rf = os.open(self.read_path , os.O_RDONLY)

56 s = b’’

57 while True:

58 s = os.read(self.rf, 1024)

59 if(len(s) >= 1024):

60 continue

61 # print (" received msg:",len(s))

62

63 for string in s.split():

64

65 fps = self.praseFPSStr(str(string ,encoding = "

utf -8"))

66 if(not fps== None):

67 self.result.append(fps)

68 s = b’’

69 if(len(self.result)>= self.len):

70 break

71 time.sleep (0.1)

72

73 os.close(self.rf)

74

75 t1 = threading.Thread(target=readfifodata ,args =())

76 t1.start()

77 t1.join(timeout)

78 os.remove(self.read_path)

79 self.busy = False
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80 return self.result

81

82

83 def praseFPSStr(self ,msg):

84 info = msg.split(’,’)

85 if(info [0] == ’reportFPS ’):

86 try:

87 fps = float(info [1])

88 except:

89 print("invaild data:",info [1])

90 fps = None

91 return fps

92

93

94 def get_fileVersion(self ,timeout = None):

95 if(self.busy):

96 print("busy")

97 return

98 self.results = []

99 self.busy = True

100 if(not os.path.exists(self.read_path)):

101 os.mkfifo(self.read_path)

102 def func():

103 fifo_read_fd = open(self.read_path ,’r’)

104 maxcnt = self.len

105 while(maxcnt >0):

106 line = fifo_read_fd.readline ()

107 if len(line) == 0:

108 time.sleep (0.1)

109 continue

110 maxcnt -=1

111 # print(line)

112 self.results.append(self.praseFPSStr(line))

113 fifo_read_fd.close()

114 t1 = threading.Thread(target=func ,args =())
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115 t1.start()

116 t1.join(timeout)

117 os.remove(self.read_path)

118 self.busy = False

119 return self.results

120 class FIFOSendObj ():

121 _instance_dict = {}

122 busy = False

123 timeout = 1

124

125 def __new__(cls , write_path , *args , **kw):

126 if(write_path in cls._instance_dict.keys()):

127 return cls._instance_dict[write_path]

128 cls._instance_dict[write_path] = object.__new__(cls)

129 return cls._instance_dict[write_path]

130

131 def __init__(self ,write_path , timeout = 1, *args , **kw):

132 self.write_path = write_path

133 self.timeout = timeout

134

135 def writeData2FIFO(self ,msg):

136 if(self.busy):

137 print("Bus is busy")

138 return

139

140 self.busy = True

141 self.istimeout = True

142 def writefifodata(write_path ,msg):

143 if(not os.path.exists(write_path)):

144 os.mkfifo(write_path)

145 fifo_write_fd = open(write_path , ’w’, 1 )

146 protect = open(write_path , ’r’)

147 fifo_write_fd.write(msg)

148 fifo_write_fd.flush ()

149 fifo_write_fd.close ()
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150 time.sleep (0.2)

151 protect.close()

152 self.istimeout = False

153 # print ("write finished ")

154

155 self.t1 = threading.Thread(target=writefifodata ,args=(self

.write_path ,msg))

156 self.t1.start ()

157 self.t1.join(self.timeout)

158 if(os.path.exists(self.write_path)):

159 os.remove(self.write_path)

160 self.busy = False

161 if(self.istimeout):

162 print("write fifo timeout!")

163 return False

164 #

165 else:

166 return True

167 class kv260adpModelCtr(object):

168

169 modelname = ""

170 modelpath = ""

171 modelclass = ""

172 enable_str = ["ON","1"]

173 disable_str = ["OFF","0"]

174

175 def __init__(self ,write_path="",*args , **kw):

176 self.write_path = write_path

177 self.timeout = 1;

178

179

180 def checkModelfile(self):

181 if(self.modelname == "" or self.modelpath ==""):

182 assert self.write_path != "" ,"model file path unset"

183
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184 if(not os.path.exists(os.path.join(self.modelpath ,self.

modelname ,self.modelname+’.xmodel ’))):

185 assert self.write_path != "" ,"xmodel file does not

exist!"

186

187 if(not os.path.exists(os.path.join(self.modelpath ,self.

modelname ,self.modelname+’.prototxt ’))):

188 assert self.write_path != "" ,"prototxt file does not

exist!"

189 return True

190

191 def checkModelClass(self):

192 vaildclasses =[’YOLOV3 ’,’FACEDETECT ’,’CLASSIFICATION ’,’SSD’

,’REID’,’REFINEDET ’,’TFSSD’,’YOLOV2 ’,’ROADLINE ’,’SEGMENTATION ’]

193 if(self.modelclass not in vaildclasses):

194 assert self.write_path != "" ,"invalid class , please

use valid calss name :{}".format(vaildclasses)

195

196 return True

197

198 def checkWritePath(self):

199 assert self.write_path != "" ,"please set write path"

200

201 def resetWritePath(self , write_path):

202 if(write_path != ""):

203 self.write_path = write_path;

204 self.checkWritePath ()

205

206 #

=====================================================================================

207 def setNewModel(self ,modelname , modelclass , modelpath ,

write_path = ""):

208 self.resetWritePath(write_path)

209 header = "switch2model"
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210 self.modelname = modelname

211 self.modelpath = modelpath

212 self.modelclass = modelclass

213 self.checkModelfile ()

214 self.checkModelClass ()

215 cmd = "{},{},{},{}".format(header ,self.modelname ,self.

modelclass ,self.modelpath)

216 fifosend = FIFOSendObj(self.write_path ,self.timeout)

217 fifosend.writeData2FIFO(cmd)

218

219 def setNewREIDModel(self ,modelname ,modelpath ,write_path = ""):

220 self.resetWritePath(write_path)

221 header = "switch2reidmodel"

222 self.modelname = modelname

223 self.modelpath = modelpath

224

225 if(not self.checkModelfile ()):

226 return

227

228 cmd = "{},{},{}".format(header ,self.modelname ,self.

modelpath)

229 fifosend = FIFOSendObj(self.write_path ,self.timeout)

230 fifosend.writeData2FIFO(cmd)

231

232 def setDPUInvteral(self ,inverteral ,write_path = ""):

233 self.resetWritePath(write_path)

234 inverteral = int(inverteral)

235 header = "pluginCtr_invteral"

236 if(inverteral <1):

237 print("invalid value:",inverteral)

238 return

239 fifosend = FIFOSendObj(self.write_path ,self.timeout)

240 fifosend.writeData2FIFO(’{},{}’.format(header ,inverteral))

241

242
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243 def setDPUenable(self ,enable ,write_path = ""):

244 self.resetWritePath(write_path)

245 header = "pluginCtr_DPUenable"

246

247

248 if str(enable).upper() in self.enable_str:

249 ctr = 1

250 elif str(enable).upper() in self.disable_str:

251 ctr = 0

252 else:

253 print("invaild",str(enable).upper () ,)

254 return

255

256 fifosend = FIFOSendObj(self.write_path ,self.timeout)

257 fifosend.writeData2FIFO(’{},{}’.format(header ,ctr))

258

259 def setIndicaterUI(self ,on ,write_path = ""):

260 self.resetWritePath(write_path)

261

262 if(on == "ON" or on == 1 or on == "on"):

263 status = 1;

264 else:

265 status = 0;

266

267

268 header = "runindicater"

269 fifosend = FIFOSendObj(self.write_path ,self.timeout)

270 fifosend.writeData2FIFO(’{},{}’.format(header ,status))

271

272 def getFPSfromFile(self , file):

273 f = open(file)

274 line = f.readline ()

275 # print ("fps:",line)

276 return float(str(line))

277
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278 def getSegmentationResult(self ,file):

279 f = open(file)

280 line = f.readline ()

281 rescnt = []

282 p_sum = 0

283 for s in line.split(’,’):

284 rescnt.append(int(s))

285 p_sum += int(s)

286

287 res_normal = [x/p_sum for x in rescnt]

288

289 car_related = rescnt [13] + rescnt [14] + rescnt [15] +

rescnt [17]

290 people_related = rescnt [18] + rescnt [11] + rescnt [12]

291

292 k1 = 0.1

293 k2 = 0.1

294 k3 = 0.2

295 k4 = 1.5

296 if(car_related < k1 and people_related < k2 ):

297 if(rescnt [0]> k3):

298 return ’car’

299 else:

300 return None

301

302

303 if(car_related > people_related * 1.5):

304 return ’car’

305 else:

306 return ’people ’

307

308

309

310 def getSegRes_FFC ():

311 classification = {-1:"unknown" ,0:"people" ,1:"car" ,2:"road"
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}

312 result = -1

313 read_path = "/home/petalinux /.temp/segresults"

314 rf = os.open(read_path , os.O_RDONLY)

315 s = b’’

316 while True:

317 try:

318 s += os.read(rf, 1024)

319 if(len(s) >= 1024):

320 continue

321 # print (" received msg:",len(s),s)

322 for string in s.split():

323 info = str(string ,encoding = "utf -8").split(’,

’)

324 if(info [0] == ’reportSeg ’ and int(info [1]) in

classification.keys()):

325 result = int(info [1])

326 break

327 except NameError as error:

328 print(error)

329 break

330

331 os.close(rf)

332 os.remove(read_path)

333 return result

334

335

336

337 def reidSwtichModel ():

338 reid_models = [["carid","/opt/xilinx/share/vitis_ai_library/

models/B3136/"],

339 ["personreid -res18_pt","/opt/xilinx/share/

vitis_ai_library/models/kv260 -aibox -reid/"],

340 ["RN18_08","/opt/xilinx/share/vitis_ai_library/

models/B3136/carid/"],
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341 ["RN18_06","/opt/xilinx/share/vitis_ai_library/

models/B3136/carid/"],

342 ["RN18_04","/opt/xilinx/share/vitis_ai_library/

models/B3136/carid/"],

343 ["RN18_02","/opt/xilinx/share/vitis_ai_library/

models/B3136/carid/"]]

344 reid_modelctr = kv260adpModelCtr("/home/petalinux /.temp/reidrx

")

345 reid_modelctr.setNewREIDModel(reid_models [5][0] , reid_models

[5][1])

346

347 def segmentationSwtichModel ():

348 modelctr = kv260adpModelCtr("/home/petalinux /.temp/dpu_seg_rx"

)

349 modelctr.setNewModel("SemanticFPN_cityscapes_256_512","

SEGMENTATION","/opt/xilinx/share/vitis_ai_library/models/B3136/

")

350 modelctr.setNewModel("ENet_cityscapes_pt","SEGMENTATION","/opt

/xilinx/share/vitis_ai_library/models/B3136/")

351 modelctr.setDPUInvteral (10)

352

353

354

355

356

357 def branchSwitch(maxcnt = -1):

358

359 # READ

360 FFC_SEG_RES = "/home/petalinux /.temp/segresults"

361 FFC_FPS_HB = ’/home/petalinux /.temp/pf_tx ’

362 FILE_FPS = ’/home/petalinux /.temp/fps’

363 FILE_FPS1 = ’/home/petalinux /.temp/fps_branch1 ’

364 FILE_FPS2 = ’/home/petalinux /.temp/fps_branch2 ’

365 FILE_SEGMENTATION = ’/home/petalinux /.temp/segres ’

366 # WRITE
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367 FFC_UI_BRANCH1 = ’/home/petalinux /.temp/runstatus1_rx ’

368 FFC_UI_BRANCH2 = ’/home/petalinux /.temp/runstatus2_rx ’

369 FFC_DPU_BRANCH_CAR_CTR = ’/home/petalinux /.temp/dpu_yolo_rx ’

370 FFC_DPU_BRANCH_PEO_CTR =’/home/petalinux /.temp/

dpu_refinedet_rx ’

371 FFC_DPU_SEG_CTR = ’/home/petalinux /.temp/dpu_seg_rx ’

372

373 lastseg = -1

374 traffic_modelctr = kv260adpModelCtr ()

375 traffic_modelctr.setDPUInvteral (30, FFC_DPU_SEG_CTR)

376 while(maxcnt != 0):

377 # fps1 = traffic_modelctr.getFPSfromFile(FILE_FPS1)

378 # fps2 = traffic_modelctr.getFPSfromFile(FILE_FPS2)

379 maxcnt -= 1

380 seg = getSegRes_FFC ()

381 # seg = traffic_modelctr.getSegmentationResult(

FILE_SEGMENTATION)

382 if lastseg != seg:

383 print("do switch",lastseg ,seg)

384 lastseg = seg

385 if(seg in [0]):

386 traffic_modelctr.setIndicaterUI(’on’,

FFC_UI_BRANCH2)

387 traffic_modelctr.setIndicaterUI(’off’,

FFC_UI_BRANCH1)

388 traffic_modelctr.setDPUenable(’on’,

FFC_DPU_BRANCH_CAR_CTR)

389 traffic_modelctr.setDPUenable(’off’,

FFC_DPU_BRANCH_PEO_CTR)

390

391 elif(seg in [1]):

392 traffic_modelctr.setIndicaterUI(’on’,

FFC_UI_BRANCH1)

393 traffic_modelctr.setIndicaterUI(’off’,

FFC_UI_BRANCH2)
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394 traffic_modelctr.setDPUenable(’off’,

FFC_DPU_BRANCH_CAR_CTR)

395 traffic_modelctr.setDPUenable(’on’,

FFC_DPU_BRANCH_PEO_CTR)

396

397 time.sleep (1)

398

399 # traffic_modelctr.setDPUenable(’0’, FFC_DPU_BRANCH_PEO_CTR)

400 # traffic_modelctr.setDPUenable(’on’,FFC_DPU_BRANCH_CAR_CTR)

401 # traffic_modelctr.setDPUenable(’on’,FFC_DPU_BRANCH_CAR_CTR)

402 # traffic_modelctr.setDPUInvteral (30, FFC_DPU_SEG_CTR)

403 # branchSwitch ()

404 # getSegRes_FFC ()

405 branchSwitch ()

B.5 C++ program: VVAS plugins

For more source codes of VVAS pulgins, please refer to https://github.com/l

uyufan498/VVAS CMPK.

B.5.1 Parse commands from the management program

1 int fifoComCtr_DPUInvteral(ivas_xkpriv * kpriv)

2 {

3 std:: string header = "pluginCtr_invteral";

4

5 cmpk:: fifocom *ffc = &kpriv ->ffc;

6 if(ffc ->lines_buffer.size() <(1+1))

7 {

8 return -1;

9 }

10

11 if(ffc ->lines_buffer [0]. compare(header))

12 {
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13 return -1;

14 }

15

16 string num_string = ffc ->lines_buffer [1];

17 int value = atoi(num_string.c_str());

18

19

20 if(value <= 0)

21 {

22

23 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_ERROR , kpriv ->log_level , "ffc:

invail interval value %s --> %d",ffc ->lines_buffer [1]. c_str(),

value);

24 return -1;

25 }

26

27 kpriv ->interval_frames = value;

28

29 cout << "reset interval value "<<ffc ->lines_buffer [1]<<" "<<

value <<endl;

30 // LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_DEBUG , kpriv ->log_level , "reset

interval value %d",value);

31

32 return 1;

33 }

34

35

36 int fifoComCtr_DPUenable(ivas_xkpriv * kpriv)

37 {

38 std:: string header = "pluginCtr_DPUenable";

39

40 cmpk:: fifocom *ffc = &kpriv ->ffc;

41 if(ffc ->lines_buffer.size() <(1+1))

42 {

43 return -1;
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44 }

45

46 if(ffc ->lines_buffer [0]. compare(header))

47 {

48 return -1;

49 }

50

51 string num_string = ffc ->lines_buffer [1];

52 int value = atoi(num_string.c_str());

53

54 if(value < 0 or value > 1)

55 {

56 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_ERROR , kpriv ->log_level , "ffc:

invail interval value %s --> %d",ffc ->lines_buffer [1]. c_str(),

value);

57 return -1;

58 }

59

60 if(value == 1)

61 {

62 cout << "enable dpu inference:"<<kpriv ->modelname <<endl;

63 kpriv ->enable = true;

64 }

65 else

66 {

67 cout << "disable dpu inference:"<<kpriv ->modelname <<endl;

68 kpriv ->enable = false;

69 }

70

71

72 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_DEBUG , kpriv ->log_level , "DPU enable: %

d",value);

73

74 return 1;

75 }
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76

77

78 int fifoComCtr_DynamicModel(fifocom *ffc){

79 std:: string header = "switch2model";

80

81 if(ffc ->lines_buffer.size() <(3+1))

82 {

83 return false;

84 }

85

86 if(ffc ->lines_buffer [0]. compare(header))

87 {

88 cout <<"woring header:"<<ffc ->lines_buffer [0]<<endl;

89 return false;

90 }

91

92

93 ffc ->modelinfo.model_name = ffc ->lines_buffer [1];

94 ffc ->modelinfo.model_class = ffc ->lines_buffer [2];

95 ffc ->modelinfo.model_path = ffc ->lines_buffer [3];

96

97

98

99 if (! fileexists (ffc ->modelinfo.model_path))

100 {

101 // check path

102 cout << "ERROR Model Read:"<<ffc ->modelinfo.model_name <<" "

<<ffc ->modelinfo.model_class

103 <<" "<<ffc ->modelinfo.model_path <<endl;

104 return false;

105 }

106

107 cout << "FIFO Model Read:"<<ffc ->modelinfo.model_name <<" "<<ffc

->modelinfo.model_class

108 <<" "<<ffc ->modelinfo.model_path <<endl;
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109

110 return true;

111 }

112

113

114 int loadDynamicModelfromFFC(ivas_xkpriv * kpriv)

115 {

116

117 if(!kpriv ->run_time_model)

118 {

119 return 0;

120 }

121

122 cmpk:: fifocom *ffc = &kpriv ->ffc;

123

124 if(fifoComCtr_DynamicModel(ffc))

125 {

126

127 ivas_xkpriv *tmpxkpriv = (ivas_xkpriv *) calloc (1, sizeof (

ivas_xkpriv));

128 // ivas_xkpriv tmpxkpriv;

129 // add params

130 tmpxkpriv ->modelname = ffc ->modelinfo.model_name;

131 tmpxkpriv ->modelpath = ffc ->modelinfo.model_path;

132 tmpxkpriv ->modelclass = ivas_xclass_to_num ((char*)ffc ->

modelinfo.model_class.c_str ());

133

134

135 tmpxkpriv ->elfname = modelexits (tmpxkpriv);

136 if (tmpxkpriv ->elfname.empty ()) {

137 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_ERROR , kpriv ->log_level ,"dynamic

model :%s check failed\n",tmpxkpriv ->modelname.c_str ());

138 return -1;

139 }

140
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141 tmpxkpriv ->need_preprocess = kpriv ->need_preprocess;

142

143 // create

144 tmpxkpriv ->model = ivas_xinitmodel (tmpxkpriv , tmpxkpriv ->

modelclass);

145

146 // LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_ERROR , kpriv ->log_level ," enter %p

",tmpxkpriv ->model);

147

148

149 if(tmpxkpriv ->model == NULL){

150 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_ERROR , kpriv ->log_level ,"dynamic

model :%s intt failed\n",tmpxkpriv ->modelname.c_str ());

151 return -1;

152 }

153

154 cout << tmpxkpriv ->modelpath <<endl;

155 cout << tmpxkpriv ->modelname <<endl;

156 cout << tmpxkpriv ->modelclass <<endl;

157 cout << tmpxkpriv ->elfname <<endl;

158

159 // clear model and label

160 ivas_clean_currentmodel(kpriv);

161

162 // change model

163 kpriv ->modelname = tmpxkpriv ->modelname;

164 kpriv ->modelpath = tmpxkpriv ->modelpath;

165 kpriv ->modelclass = tmpxkpriv ->modelclass;

166 kpriv ->elfname = tmpxkpriv ->elfname;

167

168 // change label

169 kpriv ->labelptr = tmpxkpriv ->labelptr;

170 kpriv ->labelflags = tmpxkpriv ->labelflags;

171 kpriv ->max_labels =tmpxkpriv ->max_labels;

172
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173

174 kpriv ->model = tmpxkpriv ->model;

175

176 free(tmpxkpriv);

177 // kpriv ->modelfmt = tmpxkpriv.modelfmt;

178

179 // // change priority

180 // kpriv ->priority = tmpxkpriv.priority;

181

182 }

183

184 return 1;

185

186 }

187

188 void fifoComCtrAll(ivas_xkpriv * kpriv){

189 cmpk:: fifocom *ffc = &kpriv ->ffc;

190 cmpk:: fifoComRead(ffc);

191

192

193 loadDynamicModelfromFFC(kpriv);

194 fifoComCtr_DPUInvteral(kpriv);

195 fifoComCtr_DPUenable(kpriv);

196

197 }

B.5.2 Conduct inference with DPU

1 #include <opencv2/core.hpp >

2 #include <opencv2/highgui.hpp >

3 #include <opencv2/imgproc.hpp >

4 #include <opencv2/opencv.hpp >

5 #include <sys/time.h>

6 #include <sys/stat.h>

7 #include <unistd.h>
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8 #include <string >

9 #include <fstream >

10

11 #include <vitis/ai/bounded_queue.hpp >

12 #include <vitis/ai/env_config.hpp >

13

14 extern "C"

15 {

16 #include <ivas/ivas_kernel.h>

17 }

18 #include <gst/ivas/gstinferencemeta.h>

19 #include <gst/ivas/gstivasinpinfer.h>

20

21

22 #include "ivas_xdpupriv.hpp"

23 #include "ivas_xdpumodels.hpp"

24

25 #include "../../ cm_package/cmpk_segmentation.hpp"

26 #include "../../ cm_package/cmpk_json_utils.hpp"

27

28 #include "dpuinfer_partial_ffc.hpp"

29 #include "dpuinfer_partial_model.hpp"

30

31

32

33 using namespace cv;

34 using namespace std;

35 using namespace cmpk;

36

37 ivas_xdpumodel ::~ ivas_xdpumodel ()

38 {

39 }

40

41 /**

42 * fileexists () - Check either file exists or not
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43 *

44 * check either able to open the file whoes path is in name

45 *

46 */

47 inline bool

48 fileexists (const string & name)

49 {

50 struct stat buffer;

51 return (stat (name.c_str (), &buffer) == 0);

52 }

53

54 int

55 performanceTestStart(ivas_xkpriv * kpriv)

56 {

57 ivas_perf *pf = &kpriv ->pf;

58 if (kpriv ->performance_test && !kpriv ->pf.test_started) {

59 pf ->timer_start = get_time ();

60 pf ->last_displayed_time = pf->timer_start;

61 pf ->test_started = 1;

62 }

63 return 0;

64 }

65

66

67 int

68 performanceTestRecord(ivas_xkpriv * kpriv)

69 {

70 ivas_perf *pf = &kpriv ->pf;

71

72 pf->frames ++;

73

74 if(!kpriv ->performance_test)

75 return 0;

76

77 if(!kpriv ->pf.test_started)
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78 return 0;

79

80

81 if (get_time () - pf->last_displayed_time >= 1000000.0) {

82 long long current_time = get_time ();

83 double time = (current_time - pf ->last_displayed_time) /

1000000.0;

84 pf->last_displayed_time = current_time;

85 double fps = (time > 0.0) ? ((pf ->frames - pf ->

last_displayed_frame) / time) : 999.99;

86 pf->last_displayed_frame = pf->frames;

87

88 pf->avgFPS = fps;

89

90 if (kpriv ->performance_test && kpriv ->pf.test_started) {

91

92 char buff [20] = {0};

93 sprintf(buff ,"FPS:%f \r",fps);

94 // cmpk:: ivas_fifocommuncation_send_raw(kpriv ->ffc , buff ,

strlen(buff));

95 printf ("\rframe =%5lu fps =%6.*f \r", pf ->frames ,(

fps < 9.995) ? 3 : 2, fps); fflush (stdout);

96 }

97 }

98

99

100

101 return 0;

102 }

103

104

105

106

107 extern "C"

108 {
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109

110 int32_t xlnx_kernel_init (IVASKernel * handle)

111 {

112 ivas_xkpriv *kpriv = (ivas_xkpriv *) calloc (1, sizeof (

ivas_xkpriv));

113 kpriv ->handle = handle;

114

115 json_t *jconfig = handle ->kernel_config;

116 json_t *val ,* karray = NULL ,* jmodel = NULL; /*

kernel config from app */

117

118 XkprivGetJsonData_int(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->log_level),"debug_level

" ,0,3);

119 XkprivGetJsonData_bool(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->run_time_model),"

run_time_model",false , kpriv ->log_level);

120 XkprivGetJsonData_bool(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->performance_test),"

performance_test",false , kpriv ->log_level);

121 XkprivGetJsonData_bool(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->need_preprocess),"

need_preprocess",true , kpriv ->log_level);

122 XkprivGetJsonData_bool(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->enable),"enable",true ,

kpriv ->log_level);

123 XkprivGetJsonData_bool(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->buff_en),"buff_en",

true , kpriv ->log_level);

124

125

126 string tmp_videofmt;

127 XkprivGetJsonData_string(jconfig ,&( tmp_videofmt),"model -format

","BGR", kpriv ->log_level);

128 kpriv ->modelfmt = ivas_fmt_to_xfmt (tmp_videofmt.data());

129 if (kpriv ->modelfmt == IVAS_VMFT_UNKNOWN) {

130 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_ERROR , kpriv ->log_level ,"SORRY NOT

SUPPORTED MODEL FORMAT %s" ,(char *) json_string_value (val));

131 goto err;

132 }

133
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134 XkprivGetJsonData_string(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->modelpath),"model -

path","/usr/share/vitis_ai_library/models/", kpriv ->log_level);

135 if (! fileexists (kpriv ->modelpath)) {

136 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_ERROR , kpriv ->log_level ,

137 "model -path (%s) not exist", kpriv ->modelpath.c_str ());

138 goto err;

139 }

140

141 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_DEBUG , kpriv ->log_level , "mid");

142 XkprivGetJsonData_string(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->ffc.txpath),"

ffc_txpath",FIFO_WRITE , kpriv ->log_level);

143 XkprivGetJsonData_string(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->ffc.rxpath),"

ffc_rxpath",FIFO_READ , kpriv ->log_level);

144 XkprivGetJsonData_int(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->ffc.tx_frame_interval),

"tx_frame_interval" ,30,kpriv ->log_level);

145 XkprivGetJsonData_int(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->ffc.rx_frame_interval),

"rx_frame_interval" ,30,kpriv ->log_level);

146 XkprivGetJsonData_int(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->target_fps),"target_fps

" ,30,kpriv ->log_level);

147 XkprivGetJsonData_int(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->interval_frames),"

interval_frames" ,1,kpriv ->log_level);

148

149

150 // typedef int (* xkprivStringProcessAPI)(char *);

151 XkprivGetJsonData_string2Int(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->modelclass),"

model -class",ivas_xclass_to_num ,IVAS_XCLASS_NOTFOUND , kpriv ->

log_level);

152 if (kpriv ->modelclass == IVAS_XCLASS_NOTFOUND) {

153 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_ERROR , kpriv ->log_level ,"SORRY NOT

SUPPORTED MODEL CLASS %s" ,(char *) json_string_value (val));

154 goto err;

155 }

156 XkprivGetJsonData_string(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->modelname),"model -

name","", kpriv ->log_level);

157 kpriv ->elfname = modelexits (kpriv);
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158 if (kpriv ->elfname.empty ()) {

159 goto err;

160 }

161

162 XkprivGetJsonData_int(jconfig ,&(kpriv ->priority),"priority" ,0,

kpriv ->log_level);

163 //fifo communication

164 // ---------------------------------------------------

165

166 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_INFO , kpriv ->log_level , "model -name = %

s",

167 (char *) json_string_value (val));

168 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_DEBUG , kpriv ->log_level , "model class

is %d",

169 kpriv ->modelclass);

170 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_DEBUG , kpriv ->log_level , "elf class is

%s",

171 kpriv ->elfname.c_str ());

172

173 kpriv ->model = ivas_xinitmodel (kpriv , kpriv ->modelclass);

174 ivas_xsetcaps(kpriv ,kpriv ->model);

175 if (kpriv ->model == NULL) {

176 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_ERROR , kpriv ->log_level ,

177 "Init ivas_xinitmodel failed for %s", kpriv ->modelname.

c_str ());

178 goto err;

179 }

180

181 handle ->kernel_priv = (void *) kpriv;

182 return true;

183

184 err:

185 free (kpriv);

186 return -1;

187 }
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188

189 uint32_t xlnx_kernel_deinit (IVASKernel * handle)

190 {

191 ivas_xkpriv *kpriv = (ivas_xkpriv *) handle ->kernel_priv;

192 if (! kpriv)

193 return true;

194 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_DEBUG , kpriv ->log_level , "enter");

195

196 ivas_perf *pf = &kpriv ->pf;

197

198 if (kpriv ->performance_test && kpriv ->pf.test_started) {

199 double time = (get_time () - pf ->timer_start) / 1000000.0;

200 double fps = (time > 0.0) ? (pf ->frames / time) : 999.99;

201 printf ("\rframe =%5lu fps =%6.*f \n", pf ->frames ,

202 (fps < 9.995) ? 3 : 2, fps);

203 }

204 pf ->test_started = 0;

205 pf ->frames = 0;

206 pf ->last_displayed_frame = 0;

207 pf ->timer_start = 0;

208 pf ->last_displayed_time = 0;

209

210 if (!kpriv ->run_time_model) {

211 for (int i = 0; i < int (kpriv ->mlist.size ()); i++) {

212 if (kpriv ->mlist[i]. model) {

213 kpriv ->mlist[i].model ->close ();

214 delete kpriv ->mlist[i]. model;

215 kpriv ->mlist[i]. model = NULL;

216 }

217 kpriv ->model = NULL;

218 }

219 }

220 kpriv ->modelclass = IVAS_XCLASS_NOTFOUND;

221

222 if (kpriv ->model != NULL) {
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223 kpriv ->model ->close ();

224 delete kpriv ->model;

225 kpriv ->model = NULL;

226 }

227 if (kpriv ->labelptr != NULL)

228 free (kpriv ->labelptr);

229

230 ivas_caps_free (handle);

231 free (kpriv);

232

233 return true;

234 }

235

236 uint32_t xlnx_kernel_start (IVASKernel * handle , int start ,

237 IVASFrame * input[MAX_NUM_OBJECT], IVASFrame * output[

MAX_NUM_OBJECT ])

238 {

239 ivas_xkpriv *kpriv = (ivas_xkpriv *) handle ->kernel_priv;

240 cmpk:: fifocom *ffc = &kpriv ->ffc;

241 ivas_perf *pf = &kpriv ->pf;

242 GstInferenceMeta *infer_meta = NULL;

243 GstIvasInpInferMeta *ivas_inputmeta = NULL;

244 IVASFrame *inframe = input [0];

245 char *indata = (char *) inframe ->vaddr [0];

246 int ret , i;

247

248 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_DEBUG , kpriv ->log_level , "enter");

249

250 fifoComCtrAll(kpriv);

251 infer_meta = (GstInferenceMeta *) gst_buffer_add_meta ((

GstBuffer *)inframe ->app_priv , gst_inference_meta_get_info (),

NULL);

252

253 if (infer_meta == NULL) {

254 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_ERROR , kpriv ->log_level ,"ivas meta
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data is not available for dpu");

255 return -1;

256 }

257

258

259 if(!kpriv ->enable)

260 {

261 infer_meta ->prediction ->reserved_5 = (void*) -1;

262 return true;

263 }

264

265

266 cv::Mat image;

267 if (input[0]->props.fmt == IVAS_VFMT_BGR8 || input[0]->props.

fmt == IVAS_VFMT_RGB8)

268 image = cv::Mat (input[0]->props.height , input[0]->props.

width , CV_8UC3 , indata , input[0]->props.stride);

269 else {

270 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_ERROR , kpriv ->log_level , "Not

supported format %d\n", input[0]->props.fmt);

271 return -1;

272 }

273

274 unsigned int width = kpriv ->model ->requiredwidth ();

275 unsigned int height = kpriv ->model ->requiredheight ();

276 if (width != inframe ->props.width || height != inframe ->props.

height) {

277 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_WARNING , kpriv ->log_level ,"input

image size is [%d,%d], model required size is [%d,%d]",

278 inframe ->props.width ,inframe ->props.height , width , height);

279 // return false; //TODO

280 }

281

282 ret = ivas_xrunmodel (kpriv , image , infer_meta , inframe);

283 performanceTestStart(kpriv);
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284 performanceTestRecord(kpriv);

285

286 return ret;

287 }

288

289 int32_t xlnx_kernel_done (IVASKernel * handle)

290 {

291

292 ivas_xkpriv *kpriv = (ivas_xkpriv *) handle ->kernel_priv;

293 LOG_MESSAGE (LOG_LEVEL_DEBUG , kpriv ->log_level , "enter");

294 return true;

295 }

296

297 }
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